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Discussing the necessity as well as possible details of global strategies to
reduce and eventually eliminate the anthropogenic climate change (ACC) is
a delicate matter, which easily leads to statements based on ressentiments
rather than on scientific facts. Indeed, public polls revealed the volatility
of individual beliefs in the existence of ACC correlating with short-term
weather phenomena [1] well after a scientific consensus about its impact was
found [2–5]. Naturally, the models presented in the cited references do not
cover all facets of the cybernetic global system at once and the assessment of
resulting forecast uncertainties is part of the careful work of colleagues [6, 7].
However, the included and certainly possible scenario of turning the Earth
in an increasingly hostile planet appears to be an unreasonably high stake
when betting on the future.
Consequently, in order to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases being
indisputably linked to global warming [7, 8], progress in sustainable energy
sources as well as their actual usage is indispensable. In essence, establish-
ing a prevailing renewable energy supply is a threefold problem as primary
conversions need to be followed by storage and transport in order to bridge
temporal as well as spatial source heterogeneities [9]. One candidate to
master the former challenge is solar energy conversion, which has recently
gained a lot in global energy market share as module efficiencies resp. prices
are constantly rising resp. falling [10, 11]. In detail, both the optimisation
of established solar cells, i.e. most prominently silicon modules, as well as
the inclusion of innovative concepts and materials is pursued. The latter
approach is also referred to as third-generation photovoltaics and aims for
solar cell efficiencies beyond the famous Shockley-Queisser limit [12], which
describes the theoretical thermodynamic conversion limit under the assump-
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tion of transmission of sub-bandgap photons and complete thermalisation of
hot charge carriers before power extraction. A particularly promising exam-
ple, in which these assumptions are no longer valid, is given by the material
class of organic halide perovskites showing an extraordinarily fast increase
of related efficiencies over the past years [13–15].
In this work, the inorganic counterpart of transition metal oxide per-
ovskites will be the main subject of study. Certainly, currently achieved so-
lar energy conversion efficiencies in this material class are significantly lower
compared with organic halides [16–18]. However, because of their rich phase
diagrams emerging due to strong correlations [19–22] they serve as a well-
suited model system to study underlying mechanisms (lifting the previously
mentioned Shockley-Queisser limit) on a fundamental level. Importantly,
this statement is not limited to the context of photovoltaics, but holds also
for additional fields such as the study of catalysis [23–25] or resistive random
access memory (RRAM) [26].
In more detail, this dissertation focuses on the structural and electronic
investigation of transition metal oxide perovskite thin films, being typi-
cally the basis of technological devices [26]. It includes significant contri-
butions to the phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 epitaxial layers – grown
on SrTi1−yNbyO3 substrates – in doping and temperature regimes where
ordered phases occur due to correlative exchange interactions of lattice, or-
bital, and spin degrees of freedom [20]. Importantly, these ordered phases
have been demonstrated to correlate with an enhanced photovoltaic ac-
itvity [17, 18, 27, 28] emphasizing the importance of such studies in the
context of solar energy conversion. In fact, as nicely described in the cited
references, the underlying mechanism of the enhanced photovoltaic activity
was found to be a prolonged lifetime of hot carriers due to phonon interac-
tions and, thus, reaches beyond the assumptions of the Shockley-Queisser
limit. Consequently, the materials in question are well-suited to explore
fundamental processes in third generation photovoltaics.
In order to study the mentioned phase transitions in thin films as well
as electric properties relevant for solar energy conversion such as the ex-
cess charge carrier diffusion length, which happens to be located on the
nanoscale [29], high-resolution techniques are needed. Therefore, the trans-
mission electron microscope is employed enabling for versatile and highly-
resolved real and reciprocal space signal extraction as well as a large vari-
ety of in-situ techniques, e.g. heating, cooling, biasing, and environmental
control. In fact, facilitated by the outstanding advances in scientific instru-
mentation, such in-situ methods are ever-increasingly applied on the micro-
and nanoscale and successfully correlated to macroscopic physical, chemical,
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and biological properties [30–33]. In this study, in-situ heating, cooling, bi-
asing, and environmental control are combined with established techniques
such as selective area electron diffraction [34] and electron energy loss spec-
troscopy [35] as well as with recently emerging methods like four-dimensional
scanning transmission electron microscopy [36] and scanning transmission
electron beam induced current [29]. Additionally, a substantial part of this
thesis focuses on further developments of the latter techniques.
Selected highlights are the successful extraction of ordering parameters
as well as critical temperatures of phase transitions in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 dur-
ing heating (in a gaseous environment) and cooling. The observed transi-
tions, i.e. charge ordering for x = 0.34 and an orthorhombic to pseudo-
tetragonal (or cubic) transition for x = 0.1, are discussed thoroughly in the
context of correlation phenomena and photovoltaic activity and differences
to the bulk such as decreased critical temperatures will be pointed out. Fur-
thermore, a structural model is presented linking atomic configurations with
the material’s lattice parameters. In addition, experimental and modelling
advances in the field of scanning transmission electron beam induced current
are demonstrated enabling the observation of diffusion and recombination
properties of excess charge carriers in perovskites on the nanoscale as well
mapping of a sub-0.1 ppm concentration line of boron in a textured silicon
solar cell. Lastly, first interpretations of atomic modulations in electron
beam induced current signals are presented.
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Chapter 2
Physical Background
In this chapter, the main topics of this dissertation shall be discussed on a
theoretical basis introducing relevant formalisms and equations. It is divided
into two major parts: Firstly, an introduction on transition metal oxide per-
ovskites (TMOPs) will be given focusing on the manganite Pr1−xCaxMnO3
(PCMO) and related correlation phenomena. Secondly, a brief summary of
classical semiconductor physics linked to photovoltaic applications will be
presented.
2.1 Transition Metal Oxide Perovskites
As mentioned above, this section serves as an introduction to the main
concepts being relevant in the context of TMOPs. Due to their strong cor-
relation, many aspects including lattice, orbital, and spin effects have to be
accounted for to create a complete and fully consistent picture. Nevertheless,
in many cases, simplified models suffice to describe underlying phenomena
on a qualitative level which is why several references to additional literature
will be given throughout this section while discussing only the tip of the
perovskite iceberg.
2.1.1 Structural Properties
The term perovskite includes both materials obtaining the ideal cubic struc-
ture with formula ABC3 shown in Fig. 2.1 [37] as well as those exhibiting
characteristic deviations, which will be partially described in this subsection.
While the B- and C-sites are occupied by a transition metal resp. oxygen (in
the case of TMOPs), A is frequently chosen as a rare or alkaline earth metal,
5
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Figure 2.1: Ideal cubic perovskite
structure with atom species A, B,
and C occupying the primitive, body-
centered, and face-centered sites. The
purple surfaces illustrate the octahe-
dron spanned by the six C atoms with
B in its center.
or in cases of alloyed sites as a mix-
ture of both. Most of the dom-
inant structural deviations men-
tioned above can be understood
best by considering the BO6 octahe-
dron spanned by the oxygen atoms
surrounding the B-site, which is vi-
sualised by the purple surfaces in
Fig. 2.1. Importantly, each oxygen
belongs to two corner-sharing octa-
hedra leading to collaborative mo-
tions in the material. Fig. 2.2 il-
lustrates two prominent examples of
collaborative, structural deviations
from the ideal perovskite: On the
left side, the octahedra are rigidly
rotated while on the right side the
B-O distances are chosen anisotrop-
ically, i.e. the octahedra are dis-
torted. For the sake of clarity, the
A-site atoms are omitted. Still, it is
important to mention that the distance between neighbouring oxygen and
A-site atoms as well as the latter’s configuration number is reduced due to
the tilt. Thus, it serves as a possible relaxation of mismatch in the aver-
aged ionic radii (〈rA〉, 〈rB〉, and 〈rO〉) to fit in the cubic structure, which is
described by the Goldschmidt tolerance factor defined as [38]
TG =
〈rA〉+ rO√
2 · (〈rB〉+ rO)
. (2.1)
In fact, physical properties, e.g. metal-to-insulator or magnetic transition
temperatures, can be predicted by TG < 1 for some choices of A and B [39],
but counterexamples exist as well [40]. Please note that the tilt pattern
shown on the left side in Fig. 2.2 corresponds to a−a−c+ in the so-called
Glazer notation and is only one among many others leading to different sym-
metries, i.e. space groups, as summarised in [41]. Similarly, the collaborative
distortion pattern is not unique and has been chosen, in accordance with
PCMO, to be alternating in the ab-plane and constant along the perpen-
dicular c-direction. In this particular case, two important changes happen
compared to the cubic structure: Firstly, as shown in the top left image,
only every other octahedra is equivalent in c-direction leading to a doubling
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Figure 2.2: Visualisation of collaborative tilt (left) and distortion (right) in
corner-shared networks of BO6 octahedra. Red resp. purple atoms represent
oxygen resp. the central B-site atoms. The exemplary tilt corresponds
to a−a−c+ in the Glazer notation while the B-O distance anisotropy is
alternating in the ab-plane and constant along the c-direction.
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of the lattice constant. Please note that this effect is purely due to the tilt
as the B-O distance is constant along c. Secondly, as shown in the bottom
images, both the tilting as well as the alternating B-O distances in the ab-
plane lead again to non-equivalent neighbouring sites. Here, in contrast to
the c-direction, following the face-diagonal of the previously cubic structure
leads to the closest equivalent sites and thus to an approximately 45◦ rota-
tion and scaling by
√
2 of a and b compared to the ideal perovskite. The
resulting space group is orthorhombic, denoted as Pbnm in the Hermann-
Mauguin convention [41], and has been chosen here since it is obtained by
PCMO, which is of major interest in this work. Nevertheless, it is worth
mentioning that as a consequence of different tilt and distortion patterns
different structures can be found in TMOPs as well, e.g. cubic, tetragonal,
rhombohedral, or monoclinic [42–45]. In addition, ordering of different types
of A-sites in so-called double perovskites has been reported [46], as well as
alternating stacking of perovskite and A-O-layers leading to the definition
of Ruddlesdon-Popper (RP) perovskite phases [47].
2.1.2 Influence of Octahedral Tilt and Distortion on Pbnm
Lattice Parameters
In the past, various studies have been conducted to illuminate the symmetry
of the involved BO6 octahedra in TMOPs: In [41], where the Glazer nota-
tion was presented first, different tilt patterns and their corresponding space
groups were classified. In addition, the problem of ambiguous combinations
of distortions and tilts leading to the same lattice parameters was raised.
Building on that, it was shown in [48] that certain tilt patterns can only be
realised in connected 3D networks of octahedra if the latter are non-rigid.
For the sake of a clear terminology, such non-rigid behaviour will subse-
quently be referred to as a distortion if the B-O distances are anisotropic
and a twisting if one of the O-B-O bonding angles (of non-opposed oxygen)
differs from 90◦. According to [48], in the case of a a−a−c+ tilt pattern
resulting in the herein considered Pbnm space group, neither a distortion
nor a twisting is per se necessary. Indeed, [49] confirms that no significant
twisting can be found experimentally for B = Mn if the ionic radius of A is
below 1.16 Å, i.e. in the case of PCMO. However, distortions are frequently
observed [20]. Relying on the absence of twisting and a Pbnm space group,
existing general geometrical considerations to describe the lattice parameters
in perovskites by means of octahedral degrees of freedom can be specialised
as it has been done in [50]. Here, a different parametrisation, i.e. a single
rotational operation along an a priori free axis shall be used to express the
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the two different paths leading from one oxygen
position (white circle) to another (grey circle): Following the Pbnm sym-
metry operations, subsequent inversion of y and z (i) as well as shifting by
a/2 and b/2 (ii) has to lead to the same result as translating along the B-O
bonds resp. the unit cell edge as marked by the green path.
lattice parameters instead of subsequently applied rotations.
The underlying concept of how to link lattice parameters and structural
modes is visualised in Fig. 2.3: Assuming a Pbnm space group as well
as rotated and distorted octahedra, there are two different paths to get
from the white to grey oxygen position. Firstly, the symmetry operation
(x, y, z) → (0.5 + x, 0.5 − y,−z) can be used, which is split in its inversion
and translation part in the illustration. Secondly, translating along the B-O
bonds as well as the edge of the unit cell has to lead to the same result.
Mathematically, by exploiting that the lower left and lower right octahedra





2 (R11(~n, θ) +R12(~n, θ))
b/2− dl/
√
2 (R21(~n, θ) +R22(~n, θ))
−dl/
√
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Here, Rij(~n, θ) denote the components of a 3D rotation matrix R(~n, θ) along
the normal vector ~n with rotation angle θ and dl (long), ds (short), and dm
(medium) the anisotropic B-O distances pointing along [110], [110], and
[001] in the lower left ocetahedron of Fig. 2.3. Rearranging Eq. (2.2) and




2 (dl + ds)
(




2 (dl − ds) (n1n2 (1− cos θ)− n3 sin θ) , (2.3)
b =
√
2 (dl + ds)
(




2 (dl − ds) (n2n1 (1− cos θ) + n3 sin θ) , (2.4)
0 = (dl + ds) (n3n2 (1− cos θ) + n1 sin θ)
+ (dl − ds) (n3n1 (1− cos θ)− n2 sin θ) . (2.5)
In addition, as the rotation axis is normalised and the oxygen atoms pointing
along [001] have to be located in the z = c/4 mirror plane of the Pbnm space









1− n21 − n22 . (2.7)
Please note that choosing n3 to be positive imposes no loss of generality as
long as the sign of θ is not fixed. While Eq. (2.3), (2.4), and (2.6) define the
lattice parameters as functions of the B-O distances, ~n and θ, the conditions
given in Eq. (2.5) and (2.7) limit the choice of ~n. In fact, for a given tuple
(n2, θ, dl, ds), n1 and n3 can be defined as:
n1(n2, θ, dl, ds) ∈ {x : f(x, n2, θ, dl, ds) = 0} , (2.8)
n3(n2, θ, dl, ds) :=
√
1− n1(n2, θ, dl, ds)2 − n22 , (2.9)
with




1− x2 − n22 (1− cos θ) + x sin θ
)
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Figure 2.4: Values for n1(n2, θ, dl, ds) as a function of n2 for different choices
of the remaining parameters obtained with Newton’s method to solve for
roots of Eq. (2.10).
Even though no mathematical proof will be given in this thesis, Fig. A.1
suggests that the choice of n1, and thus also of a positive n3, is unique over
a wide range of (n2, θ, dl, ds) and the corresponding values will subsequently
be determined numerically using Newton’s method. Fig. 2.4 shows n1 as a
function of n2 for different choices of the remaining parameters confirming
that there are indeed solutions for values n2 ∈ (−1+ε, 1−ε) where ε . 0.001
depends on the remaining parameters and originates since solutions of Eq.
(2.5) lead to complex values for n3 in Eq. (2.7).
As a matter of fact, these considerations already lead to a reduction of
the positional degrees of freedom in the Pbnm unit cell since the lattice
constants as well as all positions of B and O atoms are expressed by the five
parameters n2, θ, dl, ds, and dm. In contrast, in the general case including
twisted octahedra, the lattice constants are independent of the five positional
coordinates of B and O. Please note that in either cases there are still two
degrees of freedom of the herein omitted A-site atoms.
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Figure 2.5: Lattice parameters a, b, and c′ as a function of the tilt angle θ
for (top) q2 = q3 = 0, (center) q2 = 0, q3 = 0.1, (bottom) q2 = 0.05, q3 = 0.1.
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Lastly, a different basis shall be chosen to express dl, ds, and dm with






























While a positive q3 corresponds to the pattern shown in the previous subsec-
tion leading to alternating elongation and compression in the ab-plane and
compression along c, q2 lifts the degeneracy of dm and ds. As will be seen
later, the chosen basis is very generic for PCMO, in which the octahedral dis-
tortions can be described mainly by q3 with small contributions of q2. Since
according to Eq. (2.3), (2.4), and (2.6) all lattice parameters are propor-
tional to d0, the anisotropy of the Pbnm unit cell in the absence of twisting




as a function of the tilt angle are presented in Fig. 2.5 for (top) q2 = q3 = 0,
(center) q2 = 0, q3 6= 0, and (bottom) q2 6= 0, q3 6= 0. In all cases, n2 was set
to 1/
√
2. In the absence of distortions, all lattice parameters decrease with
increasing θ where a is affected the most since the component n1 is generally
small (see Fig. 2.4) leading to a tilt axis almost orthogonal to a. The central
plot, including a finite distortion q3, shows firstly that as a consequence c
′ is
lowered and a and b are increased for small tilt angles. Secondly, it reveals
that the in-plane parameters react qualitatively differently to tilts if q3 is
finite as b increases resp. decreases slightly for small resp. large θ and a
is ever strongly decreasing. Lastly, including a finite q2 as shown at the
bottom, the splitting of b and c′ is suppressed while that of a and b with
increasing tilt angle is even slightly enhanced.
2.1.3 Significance of the Structural Degrees of Freedom in
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (PCMO)
After having shown that the structure of perovskites with untwisted octahe-
dra in a Pbnm unit cell can be fully described by the tupel (n2, θ, d0, q2, q3)
– as well as two additional positional parameters of the A-site atoms – the
underlying parameters shall be quantified for PCMO in this subsection. For
this purpose, the data obtained by refined neutron diffraction from [51] and
[20, 52] will be used. The former reference includes measurements for x = 0
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Figure 2.6: Structural parameters extracted from the data given in [51] (left)
and [20, 52] (right): While d0, q2, and q3 can be calculated directly, θ and
(ne1, ne2, ne3) are the solutions of Eq. (2.14) with optimal RMS. In addition,
n1(ne2, θ, d0, q2, q3) and n3(ne2, θ, d0, q2, q3) as defined in Eq. (2.8) and (2.9)
are plotted.
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at elevated temperatures while the latter contain room temperature data in
the range 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.9. In contrast to d0, q2, and q3, which can be directly
calculated from the given Mn and O positions, the extraction of n2 and θ
is not trivial since the experimental data weakly violates the assumption of
untwisted octahedra. Thus, in order to project the results on the subspace
excluding twisting, the experimental rotation axis ~ne = (ne1, ne2, ne3) as well









Here, ~rel, ~res, and ~rem are the experimentally determined positions of the
oxygen atoms relative to the central Mn atom and correspond to the long,
short, and medium bonding length. Furthermore, ~rl, ~rs, and ~rm denote the
oxygen positions of an untwisted octahedron with the same bonding lengths
prior to any rotation. The solutions of Eq. (2.14) were determined using
the Nelder-Mead algorithm implemented in the scipy.optimize module in
python and are presented together with d0, q2 and q3 in Fig. 2.6 where the
data of [51] resp. [20, 52] is shown left resp. right: The first row presents
the root mean square difference of fitted and experimental oxygen positions,
i.e. the optimal value of Eq. (2.14). The obtained values of a few picometer
compare well to the positional precisions given in the primary sources sup-
porting the assumption that twisting is not significant. Furthermore, the
second row reveals that the rotation axis hardly changes with x and T . To
check for model consistency, n1(ne2, θ, d0, q2, q3) and n3(ne2, θ, d0, q2, q3) as
defined in Eq. (2.8) and (2.9) are plotted additionally agreeing well with the
optimal solutions ne1 and ne3. In contrast, the remaining four parameters
(θ, d0, q2, q3) do show characteristic behaviour, i.e. θ as well as d0 decrease
with x, which matches the expectations of an increasing Goldschmidt factor
(approaching unity) as well as a decreasing Mn valence leading to a smaller
ionic radius [19]. In addition, while q2 is generally small, q3 increases for
low x and T with exceptional behaviour for 0.5 < x ≤ 0.8. Lastly, θ, d0,
and q3 show a rapid decrease around T = 1000 K for x = 0 leading to an or-
thorhombic to pseudo-cubic phase transition [19, 51]. Possible driving forces
of this transition and its relation to the correlation phenomena introduced
in the next subsection will be discussed later and the main message of this
part are the small variations in the rotation axis as well as the generally
small values of q2.
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2.1.4 Correlation Phenomena
As mentioned earlier, TMOPs raised particular interest due to their complex
interplay of lattice, orbital, and spin effects leading to a high tunability of
physical properties. To understand the underlying correlation phenomena,
a brief knowledge about the electronic states is indispensable. Even though
the previous two subsections were already specifically designed to describe
materials with Pbnm space group and particularly PCMO best, the con-
cepts presented in this subsection are again more general and can also be
transferred to other TMOPs.
Classically, in order to understand the electronic configuration on a qual-
itative level, an ionic picture is used as a starting point [21], i.e. the chemi-








3 in the case of PCMO. As Pr
3+,
Ca2+, and O2− obtain noble gas configuration, the relevant electronic states
are given by the Mn 3d-orbitals. Compared with the case of an isolated
atom shown on the left in Fig. 2.7, in which all five orbitals are degener-
ate, the presence of the perovskite crystal field leads to an energy splitting.
In the ionic picture, this effect can be explained by the fact that the two
eg orbitals point directly to negatively charged oxygen ions resulting in a
Coulomb repulsion. Please note that this picture is highly simplifying and
hybridisation effects playing a major role in the splitting of energy states
will be explained later on.
In accordance with the general Jahn-Teller (JT) theorem [53], the degen-
eracy of the eg and t2g levels can be lifted by lowering the symmetry as it is
e.g. done by the q3 distortion mentioned previously and shown on the right
side of Fig. 2.7. Please note that the long axis, being alternatingly located in
the ab-plane in Fig. 2.2, is drawn vertically here but for the sake of simplic-
ity the resulting subscripts will be used as general representatives of energy
levels. Due to the compression in the horizontal directions, the average dis-
tance of electrons occupying dx2−y2 resp. dxy to neighbouring oxygen ions
gets smaller leading again to an increasing energy level. Importantly, the
JT effect does not change the mean energy of previously degenerate orbitals
hence only partially filled configurations obtain lower total energies. In the
case of PCMO, four resp. three 3d-orbitals have to be filled for Mn3+ resp.
Mn4+. Additionally, due to strong Hund’s coupling, each orbital is occupied
only once and the spin of electrons align at each lattice site [54]. Please note
that in general non-aligned lattice spin states exist in TMOPs as well [55].
Still, in PCMO, dxy, dxz, and dyz are occupied in either Mn valence state and
(1− x), i.e. the Pr content, determines the number of occupied eg orbitals.
As described thoroughly in the previous subsections, corner-sharing MnO6
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Figure 2.7: Visualisation of the influence of the crystal field and JT effect
on the Mn-3d orbitals: The initially degenerate states of the isolated atom
(left) are split in two eg and three t2g levels (middle) due to the crystal field
of the perovskite structure. The additional symmetry breaking due to a
finite distortion further decreases the degeneracy (right).
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cannot be distorted arbitrarily resulting in a strong coupling between col-
laborative lattice motions and orbital configurations. Furthermore, the spin
system is correlatively linked as well since the orientation of neighbouring
lattice spins can enhance electronic exchange processes, e.g. super-exchange
in high- and double-exchange in mixed-valence TMOPs [21]. In fact, the
latter mechanism first explained the experimentally observed colossal mag-
neto resistance (CMR) effect describing a reduced resistance in the presence
of a strong magnetic field aligning the lattice spins [22].
Despite being suitable to explain the appearance of correlation phenom-
ena qualitatively, it is very important to mention that the ionic picture
presented above is highly simplifying since in reality a strong hybridisation
of Mn and O states is present enhancing the energy splitting and leading
to non-integer valences [54]: In fact, the depicted eg levels represent a band
formed by anti-bonding states of Mn-3d and O-2p orbitals. Similarly, non-
bonding and bonding states form valence bands represented by the t2g and
O-2p orbitals in the ionic picture.
2.1.5 Ordered Phases in PCMO
As a consequence of the correlation phenomena in PCMO, a variety of or-
dered phases have been reported involving periodic alignment of magnetic
moments, charges, and orbitals: Firstly, at very low temperatures and de-
pending on x, anti-ferromagnetic, ferromagnetic and canted structures have
been observed experimentally and confirmed by density functional theory
(DFT) calculations [20, 56]. Secondly, in the medium calcium doping range,
charge ordering (accompanied with orbital ordering) emerges at medium low
temperatures resulting in a two-phase regime of coexisting ordered and dis-
ordered domains [57]. Thirdly, as suggested by the Goodenough-Kanamori-
Anderson (GKA) [21] rules and confirmed by DFT calculations [56], at T = 0
and for x = 0 (and possibly small finite values) orbital ordering is to be ex-
pected. Being of major interest in this thesis, the latter two phenomena will
be discussed in detail in this subsection.
Fig. 2.8 shows a sketch of the spin, charge, and orbital configuration in
the ab-plane for T = 0 and (a) x = 0.5 as well as (b) x = 0 reproduced
from [56]. For the sake of simplicity, only Mn sites and figurative eg orbitals
representing hybridised states are drawn. Spin directions are indicated by
black arrows and alternate along the c-direction whereas the charge and
orbital configurations maintain unchanged. In the charge ordered phase at
x = 0.5, as indicated by the yellow line, ferromagnetic zig-zag chains ap-
pear being elongated along b. The charge ordering manifests in lower resp.
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Figure 2.8: Expected spin, charge, and orbital configuration at T = 0 for
(a) charge ordering with x = 0.5 and (b) orbital ordering with x = 0. Black
arrows represent spin directions and the grey resp. green rectangles indicate
the unit cell in the disordered resp. ordered phase excluding spin effects.
The orbital’s shape and size are explained in the main text and the sketch
is reproduced from [56].
higher Mn valences at corner resp. bridging sites of the chains. The charge
disproportion as well as larger dx2−y2-contributions at the corners are im-
plied by the orbital’s shape and the relatively small lobes. As a matter of
fact, the Pbnm unit cell obtained in the disordered phase and indicated by
the solid grey rectangle exhibits non-equivalent orbitals at the corners and
thus does not capture the periodicity of the charge ordered crystal. In fact,
limiting the discussion to spin-insensitive diffraction techniques, the dotted
green rectangle with equivalent corners (except for the spin) reveals that
a 2b-superstructure but no change in a and c direction is to be expected,
which has been confirmed experimentally by electron diffraction [57]. Fur-
thermore, it was shown that the ordering is accompanied by changes in the
atomic positions enhancing the emergence of the superstructure reflections.
In contrast, in the orbitally ordered phase for x = 0 shown in Fig. 2.8 (b),
no charge disproportion occurs as one eg orbital has to be filled per lattice
site leaving the crystal symmetry unchanged. The orbital alignment can be
well-described using the GKA rules for super-exchange [21]. Furthermore,
it is expected that the above mentioned alternating distortion, i.e. q3, is
enhanced in the orbitally ordered state due to the JT effect as it matches
the underlying pattern and lowers the energy of all involved eg orbitals si-
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multaneously. Nevertheless, a finite q3 does not directly prove ordering as it
could also be related to steric effects, i.e. the mismatch of ionic radii, leav-
ing the question if the transition coincides with the pseudo-cubic transition
discussed earlier and presented in Fig. 2.6 open up till now.
2.1.6 Influence of Ordering on the Photovoltaic Activity of
PCMO thin films on SrTi1−yNbyO3 (STNO)
Lastly in the context of TMOPs, the photovoltaic (PV) characteristics of
ordered PCMO phases will be considered. As will be described in the next
section in detail, a material junction is needed to form a rectifying device.
For this purpose, SrTi1−yNbyO3 (STNO), i.e. a cubic TMOP [58], has been
proven to be a suitable substrate since it firstly enables epitaxial growth of
PCMO and secondly exhibits n-type behaviour [59] forming a p-n junction
with p-type PCMO where the latter claim is inferred from a positive Seebeck
coefficient [60]. Importantly, due to the strong electron-phonon-coupling de-
scribed previously, the charge carriers in PCMO and STNO are of polaronic
nature [59, 61], i.e. bound states of holes resp. electrons and phonons. More
specifically, in the case of PCMO, self-trapped small polarons emerge lead-
ing to a thermally activated hopping behaviour of the mobility [61], i.e. a
lower mobility for decreasing T . Nevertheless, it was found experimentally
that the open-circuit voltage as a fingerprint of the PV efficiency increases
strongly while undergoing the charge ordering phase transition of PCMO
(x = 0.34) discussed earlier [17, 62]. Consistently, pump-probe absorption
revealed an increased lifetime of hot polarons being in agreement with theo-
retical calculations modelling the ordered phase by a Hamiltonian including
a penalty term for structural deviations from the initial collaborative config-
uration [18]. Altogether, these findings suggest that collaborative ordering
can suppress phononic relaxations of hot polarons and similar behaviour was
recently found in the charge ordered phase of Ruddlesdon-Popper PCMO
with a significantly higher transition temperature [27]. Surprisingly, similar
behaviour is found for PCMO (x = 0.1) below room temperature but well
above the magnetic transition [28] raising the question if a collaborative
phase transition occurs in this temperature regime. In fact, as described in
the last subsection, there is no evidence that the orbital ordering coincides
with the pseudo-cubic transition leaving it as a possible candidate.
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2.2 Photovoltaic Effect in Classical Semiconduc-
tors
As the second major part of the theoretical background, this section will
focus on p-n junctions in classical semiconductors and relevant equations
describing their response to external stimuli like biasing or excess charge
carrier generation. Lastly, the role of serial and parallel resistors will be
discussed using a one diode equivalent circuit.
2.2.1 The p-n Junction
As already mentioned in the context of perovskite-based photovoltaic junc-
tions, rectifying devices can for example be formed by a stack of n- resp.
p-type material and the resulting p-n junction is the natural candidate to in-
troduce relevant concepts describing the physical properties of diodes. Nev-
ertheless, it is worth mentioning that rectifying behaviour in general can
be caused by different junctions as well, e.g. by including an intermediate
intrinsic region [63] or forming metal-semiconductor interfaces [64]. Bring-
ing p- and n-type material in contact, driven by the chemical potential, the
respective majority charge carriers on each side diffuse into the adjacent ma-
terial where they are considered as minority charge carriers and thus likely
find a partner to recombine with. Consequently, as this diffusion process
causes a net current of free charge carriers, the remaining immobile ionised
dopants are no longer fully screened leading to an electric field at the in-
terface counteracting the flow of charged quasi-particles and establishing
electro-chemical equilibrium [65]. The underlying drift-diffusion problem
is described in a semi-classical picture by the following set of differential
equations for the electrostatic potential φ as well as the electron resp. hole





















+ g − r . (2.17)
Other than the dielectric constant ε0, the elementary charge e, and the
Boltzmann constant kB, the permittivity εr, the electron resp. hole mobility
µe resp. µH as well as diffusion coefficientDe resp. Dh, and the concentration
of ionised donors CD resp. acceptors CA are spatially dependent and can be
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described by step functions in the case of an abrupt junction. Furthermore,
g and r denote the excess charge carrier generation and recombination rates
and as the term excess implies g ≡ r ≡ 0 holds in the equilibrium state.
Please note that setting the right part in Eq. (2.16) and (2.17) to zero
describes the stationary case.
In order to approximate solutions of Eq. (2.15)-(2.17), the space charge
region (SCR), i.e. the domain with non-screened ionised dopants, is often
assumed to be box-shaped and fully depleted in free carriers fixing the right
side of Eq. (2.15) and thus the electric potential [65]. In a second step,
Eq. (2.16) and (2.17) can be solved for a fixed φ where the exact solution
depends on the involved material parameters as well as the model describ-
ing the statistics of charge carriers, i.e. on whether e.g. effective mass or
Boltzmann approximations are used or not [65]. Conceptually, this so-called
box approximation is somewhat inconsistent as n and p are assumed to be
discontinuous at the edges of the SCR to solve Eq. (2.15) but φ remains
continuous inheriting this property to n and p in Eq. (2.16) and (2.17).
Nevertheless, due to the rapid change of free charge carrier concentrations
caused by small changes in φ, e.g. exponential for non-degenerate semicon-
ductors [65], the resulting inconsistencies tend to be small. The diffusion
voltage VD counteracting the chemical gradient enters as a fixed boundary
condition, which determines the extension of the depletion zone and can be
easily adopted to the situation of an externally applied voltage U by substi-
tuting VD with (VD − U). Consequently, using the box approximation, the









eND (εnND + εpNA)
. (2.18)
Here, ND resp. NA denote the concentration of ionised donors resp. accep-
tors in the n- resp. p-type material. Please note that the previously men-
tioned inconsistencies are expected to gain in significance when the charge
carrier injection into the space charge region is high, i.e. when the current
caused by U is large, contradicting the assumption of deep depletion.
In order to derive the current-voltage characteristics of a p-n junction,
more care about underlying assumptions has to be taken: Firstly, in accor-
dance with the box approximation, weak injection shall be supposed. Fur-
thermore, by assuming that the entire voltage drop occurs within the SCR,
i.e. a negligible resistivity of the neutral semiconductors, a homojunction
is present, i.e. n- and p-material differ only in doping concentrations, and
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Here, n is the ideality factor of the diode, which depends on the charge
transport mechanism across the interface and will be discussed further in
the following subsection. In [66], the validity of (2.19) (with an adapted
definition of Is) was extended to the case of heterojunctions if the voltage
drops solely in one of the involved materials, i.e. if:
εnND
εpNA
≈ 0 or εpNA
εnND
≈ 0 . (2.20)
2.2.2 Excess Charge Carrier Generation and Recombination
The phenomena of excess charge carrier generation and recombination were
already mentioned above as they enter in Eq. (2.16) and (2.17) and will be
discussed further in this subsection. Since Eq. (2.15) is solved independently
of the latter in the box approximation, r and g have no impact on Eq.
(2.18). On the contrary, the current-voltage characteristic does depend on
the involved recombination process and is accounted for by the introduction
of the ideality factor n [68]. Typically, three qualitatively different bulk
recombination processes are considered [65]: (a) Radiative recombination
causing the emission of a photon with energy equal to the energy difference
of the annihilated states. (b) Auger recombination involving another free
carrier which is lifted in energy instead of a photon. (c) Shockley-Read-
Hall (SRH) recombination describing annihilation mediated by trap states.
In the latter case, the energy conservation is in contrast to the former not
obvious but realised e.g. by cascades including the creation of phonons or
photons [69]. The corresponding excess charge carrier recombination rates


















Here, ni is the intrinsic charge carrier concentration, reh the radiative re-
combination rate, reeh resp. rehh the Auger recombination rate per unit
concentration of electrons resp. holes, and ret resp. rht the SRH capture
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rates for electrons resp. holes. Furthermore, nt and pt denote the electron
resp. hole concentrations which would be obtained if the Fermi energy co-
incided with the trap level. In fact, it can be shown that in the extreme
cases of dominating radiative resp. SRH recombination the ideality factor
amounts to n = 1 resp. n = 2 [68].
In addition to bulk recombination, the broken symmetry at the surface
of a finite semiconductor can lead to localised states enhancing the recom-
bination rate locally [65]. Mathematically, this can be accounted for by
Neumann boundary conditions of the set of differential equations given in
Eq. (2.15)-(2.17). Even though the corresponding surface recombination
term technically obtains a similar form like rSRH in Eq. (2.23), it is often
introduced in the limit of low injection and a Fermi level well above resp.
below the trap state in n-type resp. p-type semiconductors [65]:
~∇n · ŝ = ~∇p · ŝ = Sh
Dh
(p− p0) , for n-type (2.24)
~∇n · ŝ = ~∇p · ŝ = Se
De
(n− n0) , for p-type . (2.25)
Sh resp. Se are the corresponding surface recombination velocities and are
– as the subscripts suggest – properties of the minority charge carriers. Fur-
thermore, ŝ denotes the surface normal vector and p0 resp. n0 the minority
charge carrier concentrations in the n- resp. p-type bulk material in equilib-
rium. Obviously, as the role of electrons and holes swap while crossing the
SCR of a p-n junction, it is to be expected that Eq. (2.24) and (2.25) are
only valid in the neutral semiconductor regions. Furthermore, it is impor-
tant to mention that charging due to the occupation of surface states is not
captured by the recombination terms but demands for modifications in Eq.
(2.15).
Lastly, consequences of finite excess charge carrier generations shall be
discussed. Supposing a point-like generation rate and keeping the previ-
ously used assumption of low injection in a field-free semiconductor with
a well-defined majority charge carriers species, it can be shown that the
local increase of n and p due to the generation term decays exponentially
in space [65]. The corresponding decay length is referred to as the excess
charge carrier diffusion length L and depends on the recombination param-
eters of Eq. (2.21)-(2.23) facilitating the transition back to the equilibrium
state. Consequently, in the context of p-n junctions and their photovoltaic
activity, L determines the length scale on which generated excess charge
carriers can diffuse to the SCR where electrons and holes drift in opposed
direction due to the internal field resulting in a photocurrent [70]. Thus,
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the efficiency of a solar cell tends to be high if the light is absorbed, i.e. ex-
cess carriers are generated, within a distance from the SCR of a few L (but
generally other properties, e.g. surface recombination, have an impact as
well) [71]. In the easiest case, the excess charge carrier separation leads to a
voltage-independent negative shift of the current in Eq. (2.19), which, how-
ever, depends on the illumination and junction details and is referred to as
short-circuit current Isc. Nevertheless, systems with voltage-dependent dif-
ferences between the illuminated and non-illuminated state exist in general
as well [68].
2.2.3 Photovoltaic Effect in the One Diode Model
Figure 2.9: Equivalent circuit of the
one diode model including a voltage-
independent short-circuit current Isc,
a serial and parallel resistance Rs and
Rp as well as an externally applied
voltage U in addition to the diode D
described by Eq. (2.19).
As explained in the last subsection,
the generation of excess charge car-
riers in the vicinity of the SCR of a
p-n diode leads to a constant neg-
ative shift in Eq. (2.19), which is
referred to as the short-circuit cur-
rent Isc under the given illumina-
tion conditions. In order to elabo-
rate under which conditions Isc can
be measured experimentally if pre-
viously omitted serial and parallel
resistances Rs and Rp are present,
the one diode model as it has been
presented e.g. in [70] shall be used.
Fig. 2.9 illustrates the underly-
ing equivalent circuit including the
voltage-independent Isc (disentan-
gled from the diode itself), Rs, and
Rp as well as an externally applied voltage U and the diode in question
following the current-voltage characteristic of Eq. (2.19). Using Kirchhoff’s
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serving as a suitable unit to express involved resistances. Since Eq. (2.26)
cannot be solved analytically, the implicitly defined values I(Isc, U,Rs, Rp)
will be extracted using Newton’s method in the following. Fig. 2.10 shows
exemplary I-V curves for Isc = 0 and n = 1: Going from the purely expo-
nential extreme case Rs = 0, Rp = ∞ (black) to a finite parallel resistance
leads to an overall increase in the absolute value of underlying currents and
especially to much larger reverse currents (red). Contrarily, by including a
finite serial resistance, the absolute value of I is decreased and the strong
forward currents are suppressed.
Figure 2.10: I-V curves for an ideal diode (black), in combination with a
finite parallel resistance (red) as well as both a serial and parallel resistance
(blue).
In this work, the experimental observation of Isc is of major inter-
est, which is why it is important to analyze the equivalent circuit’s be-
haviour for finite values of the latter as well as to mention that conceptually
the idealised case Rs = 0, i.e. a vanishing input resistance of the am-
peremeter, cannot be achieved. In order to assess potential influences of Rs
and Rp on the experimentally measurable current I, the color-coded ratio
I/Isc(U = 0, Rs, Rp) is shown in Fig. 2.11 resp. 2.12 for Is = −Isc = 1 mA
resp. Is = −Isc/10 = 1 mA. The dashed line indicates the contour line
where the ratio equals to 0.9 . As a matter of fact, two qualitatively differ-
ent phenomena leading to decreased ratios can be observed: In the lower left
corners, i.e. where the dashed line is diagonal, solely the ratio of Rs and Rp
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Figure 2.11: Colour-coded fraction I/Isc in the one diode model obtained
from Eq. (2.26) for Is = −Isc = 1 mA as a function of Rs and Rp. The
dashed line indicates the contour line of 0.9 .
Figure 2.12: Colour-coded fraction I/Isc in the one diode model obtained
from Eq. (2.26) for Is = −Isc/10 = 1 mA as a function of Rs and Rp. The
dashed line indicates the contour line of 0.9 .
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matters as comparable values lead to a splitting of Isc to the corresponding
resistor branches in Fig. 2.9. In the upper right corners, i.e. where the
dashed line is vertical, small changes of Rp are irrelevant, but as the com-
parison of the two plots shows, Rs as well as the ratio of Isc and Is matter.
This qualitative change appears as Rs approaches Rd and currents flowing
through the former lead to voltage drops across the diode high enough to
cause significantly enhanced diffusion currents. Here, Isc/Is becomes rele-
vant since the mentioned voltage drop is proportional to the product I ·Rs
and not purely given by the resistance itself.
Figure 2.13: Contour line I/Isc = 0.9 obtained from Eq. (2.26) as a function
of Rs and Rp for different choices of Isc and Is.
In order to present the injection dependence more clearly, the contour lines
I/Isc(U = 0, Rs, Rp) = 0.9 for different choices of Is and Isc are shown
in Fig. 2.13. Firstly, the plot confirms that higher injection levels lower
the values of the corresponding Rs in the upper right regime. Secondly, by
comparing the black points and line with likewise scaled values for Is and Isc,
the invariance of Eq. (2.26) under the transformation (I, Is, Isc, Rs, Rp) →
(αI, αIs, αIsc, Rs/α,Rp/α) for α 6= 0 is demonstrated. Thirdly, as already
mentioned, the presented data confirms that in the lower left regime the
ratio of Isc and the experimentally measurable current I is independent
of Isc itself, which can be a valuable information if the latter’s qualitative
dependence of other parameters shall be observed.
Chapter 3
Experimental Methods
In this chapter, a brief overview of the herein used experimental techniques
shall be given. The first two sections present fundamental principles as
well as recent developments in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Obviously, the two fields have a
certain overlap and several comparisons related to resolution power as well
as versatility in instrumentation will be given. Lastly, the experimental
setups used in this thesis will be described.
3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The first SEM was presented by M. von Ardenne in [72] followed by an ever
increasing application in various scientific disciplines [73]. In this section, the
general setup of an SEM as well as its combination with focused ion beam
(FIB) shall be introduced. Furthermore, a brief overview of SEM-based
electron beam induced current (EBIC) as a powerful tool in semiconductor
characterisation will be given.
3.1.1 General Setup of an SEM
Rudimentarily, the setup of an SEM can be summarised as an electron emit-
ting and accelerating gun, a probe-focusing lens system as well as a scanning
system shifting the focused probe across the investigated sample [73]. Syn-
chronously to the scanning movement, signals caused by the interaction of
the electron beam with the specimen can be recorded resulting in spatially
resolved information. Prominent examples of detectable signals are back-
scattered primary electrons as well as secondary electrons being emitted due
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to inelastic scattering of the impinging beam [73]. The resolution of SEM-
based techniques is determined by the size of the incident probe as well as
the relevant interaction volume in the sample. While the former is due to
the short wavelength of fast electrons generally small compared to optical
microscopy and limited by aberrations of the lens system [73], the latter
depends strongly on the signal in question as will be described through the
example of EBIC later on. One of the cornerstone developments in SEM
was the invention of field-emission guns (FEGs) [74] leading to much smaller
incident probes due to their high coherence. In addition, a non-exaustive list
of further instrumental advances exists including stability, detector variety
and sensitivity, as well as in-situ capabilities [73, 75, 76].
3.1.2 Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
The general principle of an FIB is analogous to that of an SEM described
above where the major difference is given by the emitting gun as the particle
beam is formed by ions instead of electrons. While first realisations involved
large experimental setups [77], the size of FIBs has decreased tremendously
and nowadays they are commonly included in SEM chambers of so-called
dual beam machines [78]. Due to the strong inelastic interaction with mat-
ter, the impinging ions have a comparatively high sputtering yield enabling
their application in order to mill micro- and nano-structures into the in-
serted sample. As an important consequence, FIBs became a major tool for
extraction of thin lamellas being suitable for investigations in the later dis-
cussed TEM [79]. On top of that, the possible applications include e.g. ion
implantation as well as unique imaging capabilities due to strong channeling
contrast [80].
3.1.3 Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC)
The inelastic interaction of the SEM’s electron beam with the sample causes
amongst other excitations the direct and indirect generation of electron-
hole-pairs, i.e. excess charge carriers. As described in chapter 2, if the
specimen includes a p-n junction or other rectifying devices, this leads to
finite short-circuit currents, which is, in this context, referred to as elec-
tron beam induced current (EBIC) [81, 82]. Due to the high focusability
of electrons, one might expect that local centers, e.g. crystal defects, in-
fluencing the drift-diffusion-problem of Eq. (2.15)-(2.17) can generally be
resolved on the nanometer scale by measuring the spatially-dependent cur-
rent signal. Nevertheless, EBIC is a generic example of techniques whose
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resolution is rather limited by the above mentioned interaction volume than
the size of the incident electron probe [83]. The classical approach to cir-
cumvent this problem is a reduction of the acceleration voltage leading to
a smaller penetration depth of electrons, i.e. a more confined interaction
volume. Unfortunately, this is accompanied by a higher significance of sur-
face recombination. Consequently, many studies have been conducted in the
past to disentangle bulk and surface effects including analytical modelling
of the interaction volume [83, 84], numerical simulation of the experimental
conditions in the SEM [85–87], as well as the introduction of an effective
diffusion length accounting for surface effects in the case of point-like exci-
tations [29, 88, 89]. An adapted model relying on the latter approach will
be presented later in the context of scanning transmission EBIC.
3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
The first TEM was demonstrated by M. Knoll and E. Ruska in [90], i.e.
earlier than the first SEM, and was operated in the so-called conventional
mode, in which a rather broad and collimated illumination is used. Later
on, the approach of scanning a focused probe was introduced as well leading
to the term of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). In this
section, the basic concepts of both operation modes shall be discussed briefly
followed by short introductions into selected advanced TEM methods.
3.2.1 Conventional and High-resolution TEM
As mentioned above, the term conventional TEM refers to the case of col-
limated broad illumination of electron transparent samples. Subsequently,
after its transmission through the specimen, the electron wave can be de-
tected both in diffraction as well as in real space causing a high versatility of
possible information extraction [34]. In addition, by inserting apertures in
certain intermediate planes, physical filtering of the wave function in both
respective spaces can be performed as well leading to contrasts resembling
e.g. lattice orientation or strain [34]. Furthermore, due to the electron’s
short wave length for typical acceleration voltages of a few hundred kilo-
volt, picometer resolutions are expected assuming diffraction limitation [91].
Nevertheless, the latter assumption is generally not met as instrumental im-
perfections drastically lower the information limit, i.e. the highest resolvable
spatial frequency [34]. Importantly, the invention of aberration correctors
significantly increased the latter in comparison with uncorrected systems [92]
and has to be considered as a major breakthrough in high-resolution TEM
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history. It is worth mentioning that phase contrast dominates the resulting
image formation and aberration correctors can also be used to enhance the
contribution of certain spatial frequencies to the image contrast as it is e.g.
done by using a negative spherical aberration [93].
3.2.2 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM)
As the name suggests, the main conceptual difference of STEM in compar-
ison with SEM is that the impinging electrons almost exclusively transmit
the investigated specimen due to generally higher acceleration voltages and
lower sample thicknesses. Nonetheless, this leads to tremendous differences
in resolution and signal accessibility: Firstly, the focusability due to the
higher acceleration voltage is better in a STEM which is further facilitated
by the employment of probe-forming aberration correctors [94]. Secondly,
the interaction volume is much smaller in a STEM as the electrons tend to
exit the investigated sample before the beam gets significantly spread [95].
Lastly, as most electrons transmit the specimen and many interact only elas-
tically while doing so, classical SEM signals like secondary electron emission
and electron back-scattering are comparatively weak, but new opportuni-
ties emerge in forward direction [96]. Here, discriminating between different
ranges of the collection angle of scattered electrons leads to the definition
of e.g. bright-field (BF), annular dark-field (ADF), or high-angle annular
dark-field (HAADF) STEM. Importantly, in contrast to TEM, secondary
signals caused by the interaction of the electron beam with the sample can
potentially be resolved spatially by STEM as well due to the localised source
of primary excitations, i.e. the small interaction volume.
3.2.3 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and En-
ergy Filtering
So far, the inelastic interaction of fast electrons with matter has only been
considered as a potential source of electron-hole-pair generation. However,
inelastic events serve as a much more versatile information channel as the
energy loss of primary electrons corresponds to the energy transfer inside
the sample which is needed e.g. for plasmon excitations or lifting electrons
from occupied to higher energy unoccupied states [35]. Conceptually, there
are two different approaches to extract energy-resolved information: Firstly,
by employing a spectrometer, which omits spatial information while dispers-
ing the electron beam, and secondly, by using an image filter keeping this
information at the cost of energy resolution [35]. While the former approach
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is usually combined with STEM (maintaining spatial resolution), the latter
is typically used in TEM mode, but exceptions exist, e.g. with energy-
filtered 4D-STEM as will be discussed later. Generally, the full range of
energy losses is divided into three regimes [35]: Firstly, the zero-loss regime
including electrons which have interacted solely elastically with the sample
and those with energy losses, e.g. due to phonon scattering, that cannot
be resolved. Secondly, the low-loss regime including e.g. exciton or plas-
mon excitations. Thirdly, the core-loss regime including the excitation of
tightly-bond core electrons to unoccupied states. As the core levels are
element-specific and delocalised final states generally depend on the local
environment, information about chemical elements and bonding can be ex-
tracted from the core-loss regime as well [35].
Furthermore, by averaging over all possible inelastic events, the material-
specific inelastic mean free path λ can be used to determine the thickness t
of the investigated sample via [97]:






Here, Itot. is the total electron intensity, i.e. beam current times exposure
time, and IZLP the intensity of the zero-loss peak.
3.2.4 Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
Complementary to the primary signal of EELS core-losses discussed in the
previous subsection, the induced secondary signal of characteristic X-ray
emission as an energy dissipation channel of an excited state can be detected
by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) [95]. Since the radiative an-
nihilation of core-loss holes can involve any occupied higher-energy state, the
sensitivity to local bonding is extremely weak. Hence, EDX is predominantly
used to determine chemical compositions [95]. For a fixed chemical compo-
sition, the relative intensity of the characteristic lines, which is generally
superimposed with bremsstrahlung, depends on the interplay of three phe-
nomena: Firstly, the absorption of X-rays along their escape path from the
sample leading to a decreased intensity. Secondly, the fluorescent emission
subsequent to absorption of a higher-energy X-ray leading to an increased
intensity. Lastly, on the relative product of ionisation cross-sections and X-
ray yields of the involved elemental lines. In practice, the latter phenomenon
is commonly entangled with the detection efficiency of the used system by
employing calibrated Cliff-Lorimer factors [98]. In contrast to SEM-based
EDX, absorption and fluorescence effects can often be neglected in the TEM
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Here, IA resp. IB is the detected intensity of characteristic X-rays belonging
to a line with Cliff-Lorimer factor kA resp. kB for element A resp. B.
Furthermore, cA and cB denote the concentrations of the respective elements.
3.2.5 Four-dimensional STEM (4D-STEM)
4D-STEM has recently gained a lot of popularity and can be conceptu-
ally described as taking two-dimensional images (usually diffraction pat-
terns, but occasionally real space images as well) across a two-dimensional
scanning array resulting in a four-dimensional dataset. A comprehensive
review on 4D-STEM was recently published in [36]. Possible applications
include e.g. domain [99], orientation [100], and strain [101] mapping of
crystalline materials, strain mapping of amorphous materials [102] as well
the extraction of their short- and medium-range order [103], electric [104]
and magnetic [105] field mapping, and the creation of STEM signals using
virtual detectors [106]. Obviously, due to the high dimensionality, the pro-
cessing of involved signals demands for numerical treatment of large image
stacks hence several projects have been launched to offer publicly available
software solutions for efficient 4D-STEM analysis, e.g. LiberTEM [107],
py4DSTEM [108], or pycroscopy [109]. During the course of this thesis and
contemporaneously with the latter implementations, a 4D-STEM software
package has been developed, which will be described in detail in the following
chapter including practical examples of data treatment.
3.2.6 Environmental TEM
In essence, the short wavelength of fast electrons as well as their strong
interaction with matter enable for collection of the above mentioned sig-
nals at high spatial resolution. Nevertheless, the latter inherent property
also demands for low pressures in the electron optical system to avoid pre-
dominant interactions with residual gases. Thus, observing samples under
reaction conditions in gaseous or liquid environments is a non-trivial task.
Still, facilitated by the advances in instrumental and sample holder design,
possibilities in environmental TEM (ETEM) have increased tremendously
by pursuing two conceptually different approaches [110]: Firstly, including
small differential apertures, the pressure in the sample chamber can be in-
creased locally by letting in a desired gas [111]. Secondly, the specimen can
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be encapsulated in a thin reaction chamber [112]. While the former approach
is limited to rather low pressures but as an instrumental modification com-
binable with most sample holders the latter allows for higher pressures and
even liquid environments but causes undesired signals from the encapsula-
tion or comparatively high preparational effort if advanced sidewalls, e.g.
graphene [113], are used.
3.2.7 In-situ Biasing, Heating and Cooling
The realisation of ETEM setups described in the previous subsection allows
for the variation of pressure and chemical potential in the vicinity of the
sample (with the mentioned restrictions). In order to control the electric
potential as well as the temperature as thermodynamically analogous vari-
ables, a variety of dedicated TEM holders have been developed: For the
sake of in-situ biasing, holders including mounting and contacting possibil-
ities for piezo-controlled nanotips [114] as well as micro electromechanical
systems (MEMS) chips [115] are available. Furthermore, by resistively heat-
ing a platinum spiral either at the sample holder’s tip [116] or on a MEMS
chips carrying the sample [115], TEM experiments can be conducted at el-
evated temperatures. Here, particularly the latter approach involves only
small heating volumes suppressing the effect of thermal drift strongly. In
contrast, in-situ cooling is typically realised by cryogenic reservoirs attached
to the holder outside the TEM chamber [116] leading to the necessity to cool
down larger volumes and thus rather strong thermal drift.
3.2.8 STEM-EBIC
The general concept of EBIC, its limited spatial resolution in the SEM
due to beam broadening as well as the effect of enhanced excess charge
carrier recombination at surfaces have already been described in the previous
section. Facilitated by the existence of the in-situ biasing holders mentioned
above, EBIC can also be conducted in the STEM (STEM-EBIC) leading on
the one hand side to a much more confined interaction volume as the electron
beam is weakly broadened before exiting the sample. On the other hand, the
exit surface potentially enhances charge carrier recombination as well, and
importantly, the control of the surface quality during TEM preparation is
extremely limited. Consequently, the surface regions are commonly divided
in an amorphised as well as an additional electrically inactive layer [117],
in combination referred to as dead layer. The emergence of the latter is
typically explained by Fermi level pinning [118, 119] but its exact nature and
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whether they are identical in the cited context of off-axis electron holography
as well es EBIC remains unclear and might depend on the sample material.
However, considering only the region between the dead layers as electrically
active and assuming an uncharged interface [120] between bulk-like and dead
material, the following thickness-dependent effective diffusion length can be












Here, D, S, and L denote the minority carrier diffusivity and surface (more
precisely bulk-dead-layer-interface) recombination velocity as well as the
bulk diffusion length. In fact, by employing finite element (FE) simulations,
in which the dead layers are simply omitted, Eq. (3.3) can be confirmed
with remarkable consistence [121].
Even though STEM-EBIC is employed to investigate the electrical re-
sponse of rectifying junctions to electron-hole-pair generation in this work,
it is important to mention that the acronym is used in the context of exper-
imentally similar but conceptually different approaches as well, i.e. in the
case of electron beam induced conductivity [122] as well as currents emerging
due to secondary electron emission [123, 124].
3.3 Used Experimental Setups
After having discussed relevant techniques in electron microscopy briefly,
the herein used instrumentation shall be itemised:
• SEM/FIB: FEI Nova 600 NanoLab resp. FEI Helios G4 dual beam
• (E)TEM/STEM: Philips CM200 UT resp. FEI Titan ST ETEM G2
80-300 (image corrected)
• EELS: Gatan Quantum 965 ER
• EDX: Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 mm2
• In-situ biasing and heating: DENSsolutions Lightning D7+ holder
• In-situ cooling: Gatan 613 cooling holder
• Current amplification for EBIC: Stanford Research Systems SR570
Chapter 4
Method Development
A significant part of this thesis consists of TEM method development and
will be summarised in this chapter. In more detail, progress in sample prepa-
ration techniques, the use of structured apertures, acquisition and analysis of
4D-STEM signals, as well as STEM signal synchronisation will be presented.
4.1 TEM Sample Preparation
Despite all advances in TEM instrumentation, a bare necessity to achieve
good experimental results remains the preparation of high-quality samples.
In fact, as the sensitivity of detectors and the versatility of techniques is ever
increasing, demands to sample preparation even grow accordingly. In this
section, an innovative planview preparation method as well as strategies for
in-situ heating and biasing preparation on MEMS chips will be described.
4.1.1 Planview Preparation
In the context of this dissertation, the following paper about planview
lamella extraction was created and published in the following manuscript
[125] in Ultramicroscopy (doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2021.113320) – the au-
thor’s contributions are given in the main text. All contents are reprinted
in their original form with permission.
By combining mechanical grinding with backside lift-out in the FIB, the
benefits of existing sample preparation techniques were combined enabling
the extraction of site-specific features with a large field of view without
exposing the front surface to the ion beam. A detailed comparison with
previous strategies is given in the conclusion.
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A B S T R A C T
Transmission electron microscopy has become a major characterization tool with an ever increasing variety
of methods being applied in a wide range of scientific fields. However, the probably most famous pitfall in
related workflows is the preparation of high-quality electron-transparent lamellae enabling for extraction of
valuable information. Particularly in the field of solid state physics and materials science, it often required to
study the surface of a macroscopic specimen with plan-view orientation. Nevertheless, despite tremendous
advances in instrumentation, i.e. focused ion beam, the yield of existing plan-view lamellae preparation
techniques is relatively low compared to cross-sectional extraction methods. Furthermore, techniques relying on
mechanical treatments, i.e. conventional preparation, compromise site-specifity. In this paper, we demonstrate
that by combining a mechanical grinding step prior to backside lift-out in the focused ion beam plan-
view lamellae preparation becomes increasingly easy. The suggested strategy combines site-specifity with
micrometer precision as well as possible investigation of pristine surfaces with a field of view of several
hundred square micrometers.
1. Introduction
While the preparation of high-quality site-specific cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) lamellae has become rather
straight forward due to the developments in focused ion beam (FIB) in-
strumentation, the extraction of plan-view lamellae matching the same
criteria remains comparatively difficult. Consequently, many different
approaches employing mechanical and FIB treatments or a combina-
tion of both to achieve high-quality plan-view TEM foils have been
reported [1]. To the best of our knowledge, these approaches can
generally be categorized into two groups: (i) A mechanical treatment –
e.g. embedding into resin [2], sandwich gluing [3], tripod respectively
planar polishing [4,5] – optionally followed by FIB slicing at the edge
of the residual bulky sample. (ii) A direct extraction of a block of
material from the top using the FIB [6]. Whereas category (i) clearly
compromises site-specifity since lamellae can only be extracted at a
mechanically prepared edge, the main drawback of category (ii) is
the rather complicated and time-consuming excavation as well as the
necessity to protect the surface both from ion beam irradiation as well
as contamination due to redeposition. Possible solutions are the use of
a protective block which is mounted with a micromanipulator [7] or a
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: michael.seibt@uni-goettingen.de (M. Seibt).
1 Contributed equally to this work.
shielding platinum wall [8]. While in the latter case, residual surface
contaminants ultimately had to be removed by FIB milling leading to
an altered surface, the authors of [7] managed to remove exclusively
the protective block during the thinning process revealing the pristine
surface.
In this paper, we demonstrate a novel strategy of combining me-
chanical polishing and FIB lift-out from the backside to prepare plan-
view TEM lamellae of pristine surfaces as well. Compared to those in
category (i), the presented method offers uncompromised site-specifity.
In addition, the approach avoids the experimental difficulties of cutting
a bulky block from the sample’s top as it is done in category (ii)
methods enabling for TEM lamellae preparation with a large field of
view.
2. Instrumentation
Lamellae extraction and thinning has been performed in an FEI
Helios G4 Dual Beam FIB. TEM investigations have been conducted in
an image-corrected FEI Titan 80–300 operated at 300 kV and equipped
with a Gatan Quantum 965 ER image filter for electron energy loss
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2021.113320
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Fig. 1. Framework of the presented preparation method: (a) The sample is glued upside-down on a steel cylinder, ground to a residual thickness of approximately 20 μm, and (b)
mounted on a slotted copper grid after acetone bathing. (c) A block is lifted out from the backside, i.e., the ground side, using approximately 20 μm deep regular cross sections
followed by rectangular patterns leaving a small bridge prior to nanomanipulator attachment. (d) After lift-out, the block is attached to a standard TEM grid and subsequently
thinned to electron transparency. Panels (e) and (f) illustrate the geometry during thinning from the side and front, respectively, using a 15◦ angle between the ion beam and the
pristine surface. The tilt angle might be varied for final low-kV thinning steps or in order to achieve larger electron-transparent areas as explained in the main text.
Fig. 2. Illustration of the stage rotation and tilt as well as nanomanipulator position for all relevant steps in the FIB using a pretilted holder. An analogous figure for an untilted
holder design as well as a table including the dimensions and ion beam parameters for all used patterns is provided in Fig. S1 resp. Tab. S1 in the Supplementary Materials.
spectroscopy (EELS) as well as an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 mm2
detector for energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) data acquisition. During the
scanning TEM (STEM) investigations with an approximate probe size
of 1.3 Å according to the instrument’s specifications, the beam current
was tuned to 42 pA for imaging and 100–150 pA for EELS and EDX
mapping. The acceptance semi-angle of the spectrometer was set to
39 mrad and the inner and outer collection semi-angle of the included
annular dark-field (ADF) detector to 46.8 mrad and 200 mrad. EELS
and EDX data were analyzed with HyperSpy [9] and all windows used
for background subtraction and signal integration are summarized in
Tab. S2.
3. Pristine homogeneous thin film preparation
The general framework of the presented preparation technique
will be described in this section by the example of a 100 nm thick
Pr1−𝑥Ca𝑥MnO3 (PCMO) epitaxial film with 𝑥 = 0.34, which has been
deposited via ion beam sputtering on a SrTi1−𝑦Nb𝑦O3 (STNO) substrate
with 𝑦 = 0.002 as it has been described in Ref. [10]. Subsequently,
as sketched in Fig. 1(a), the sample was mounted upside down on a
stainless steel cylinder using QuickStick 135 Mounting Wax and ground
to a thickness of approximately 20 μm with a PRESI Minitech 233
disc grinder and P2400 grinding paper. The wax was removed in an
acetone bath and the specimen was glued upside down with silver paint
on a scanning electron microscope (SEM) stub such that the region of
interest sticks over the stub’s edge. Please note that Fig. 1(b) sketches
the sample on a slotted TEM grid instead allowing for easy flipping as
it will be used in Section 3.2 for the sake of site-specific preparation.
After insertion into the FIB, four regular cross sections (following
the FEI terminology) with dimensions 20 × 14 × 50 μm3 and a beam
current of 47 nA were dug from the backside to create the outer
trenches with fourfold symmetry in Fig. 1(c). Please note that the indi-
cated depth of the regular cross section is much larger than the sample
thickness because the value is calibrated to silicon with a significantly
higher sputtering rate compared to STNO. In a second step, the inner
cut-out frame in Fig. 1(c) was created employing rectangular patterns at
47 nA. In the lower right part, a small bridge was left until the central
block was attached to the EasyLiftTM nanomanipulator. Finally, after
lifting out and attaching the block to an Omniprobe support grid with
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Fig. 3. (a) ADF-STEM overview of the thin region in Fig. 1(f). The blue arrow indicates
the profile along which the EELS data shown in (b) have been recorded. Furthermore,
the red circle marks the region investigated by SAED and HRSTEM. (b) Thickness as
well as integrated Ti L-edge intensity after power-law background subtraction along
the blue arrow in (a). The red dotted lines mark the position at which substrate
contributions become significant. The windows used for background subtraction and
signal integration are summarized in Tab. S2.
platinum as shown in Fig. 1(d), a 15 μm wide and 50 μm deep cleaning
cross section was first used with 21 nA and subsequently with 2.5 nA
to thin the block to electron transparency. A sketched side-view during
thinning as well as the final lamella are shown in Fig. 1(e) and (f). The
red arrow indicates the ion milling direction. Importantly, the sample
was intentionally tilted such that the angle between the ion beam and
the surface amounts to 15◦ to maintain a rather thick part at the top
guaranteeing mechanical stability during the substrate removal. The
stage and nanomanipulator positions during all relevant FIB steps using
a 38◦ pretilted holder are illustrated in Fig. 2.
3.1. Plan-view TEM investigations
The resulting lamella was investigated in the TEM by means of ADF-
STEM combined with EELS as well as selective area electron diffraction
(SAED) to assess its crystalline quality. Fig. 3(a) shows an ADF-STEM
overview of the thin part of the specimen including a blue arrow
resp. a red circle marking the areas analyzed with EELS resp. SAED as
well as high-resolution STEM (HRSTEM). The results of the former are
presented in Fig. 3(b) showing both the corresponding thickness as well
as the integrated counts of the Ti L-edge after power-law background
subtraction. Please note that 𝜆PCMO = 110 nm [11] was used to obtain
absolute thicknesses following Malis’ method [12] yielding incorrect
values in regions with remaining STNO substrate. The point along the
line profile where substrate contributions get significant is marked with
a dotted red line. In fact, the kink in the thickness curve caused by
the change in lambda (and possibly the thinning behavior) is both
consistent with the emergence of finite Ti L-edge counts as well as
the nominal film thickness. The area of free-standing PCMO amounts
to approximately 20 μm2. As a first confirmation that the sample is
sufficiently clean for TEM investigation, i.e. no significant redeposited
Fig. 4. SAED pattern (a) as well as ADF-STEM acquisition (b) of the region marked
with the red circle in Fig. 3 showing high crystalline quality and no significant signal
from contamination, e.g., amorphous rings, or disordered layers.
material or residual wax is present at the surface, an SAED pattern as
well as an HRSTEM image of the thin area (𝑡 ≈ 20 nm) marked with
the red circle in Fig. 3(a) are shown in Fig. 4(a) resp. (b). Even though
the contrast in (a) is digitally enhanced as can be inferred from the
spurious intensity around the direct beam, no significant contribution
of amorphous or poly-crystalline contaminants is observed. Conse-
quently, the prepared free-standing film is well-suitable for HRSTEM
imaging as demonstrated in Fig. 4(b). Furthermore, it is worth mention-
ing that in case materials exhibiting redeposition exist, the presented
method could be easily combined with soft surface protection layers
which can be removed by plasma-cleaning subsequently or temporary
cover blocks as demonstrated on cross-sectional lamellae in Ref. [13]
and [14].
3.2. Assessment of surface quality by cross-sectional slice extraction
In order to further assess the quality of both the pristine as well
as the ion beam treated surface, HRSTEM and EELS investigations
of a cross-sectional slice extracted from a plan-view lamella shall be
presented. Please note that a final 5 kV thinning step using a beam
current of 15 pA and a tilt angle of 19◦ was performed during plan-
view preparation in this section. An overview of the slice extraction
is given in Fig. 5(a). Importantly, after the final thinning step of the
plan-view preparation as well as reactive Ar-O plasma cleaning for
one minute and before the slice extraction, the pristine surface was
thermally evaporated with an approximately 100 nm thick Al film at
room temperature to cover the state after plan-view preparation. The
pressure during Al evaporation was 5×10−5 mbar. The ion beam treated
surface was covered with a Pt bar deposited with the electron beam
using 2 kV as shown in Fig. 5(a). The extracted cross-sectional slice
was thinned to electron transparency using an acceleration voltage of
5 kV, a beam current of 15 pA, and a tilt angle of ±5◦ during the final
thinning step.
Fig. 5(b) shows an ADF-STEM overview of the resulting cross-
section. The blue and red rectangles mark regions of the ion beam
treated and pristine surfaces which were investigated by HRSTEM and
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Fig. 5. (a) Slice extraction from a final plan-view lamella: The pristine surface was
thermally evaporated with approximately 100 nm Al after final thinning of the plan-
view preparation as well as plasma cleaning and before slice extraction. The e-Pt
protection bar on the front side, which is attached to the nanomanipulator on the
left, was deposited with the electron beam using an acceleration voltage of 2 kV. (b)
ADF-STEM overview of the extracted slice revealing a well-defined wedge angle of 16.5◦
in regions with thick remaining substrate and bending in regions where the substrate is
almost entirely removed. The blue and red rectangles correspond to the surface regions
presented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
EELS. The final thinning window was intentionally set with a certain
distance to the tip to avoid potential bending during cross-sectional
milling when approaching low cross-sectional thickness allowing for in-
vestigation of the plan-view preparation induced bending in the region
where the substrate is almost or even fully removed. Nevertheless, high
magnification images of the relevant surfaces in these regions exhibit
no significant differences (apart from the reduced image quality due
to increased cross-sectional sample thickness). In fact, both surfaces
show very homogeneous behavior hence the regions marked with the
blue and red rectangle are good representatives to assess their quality.
Noteworthy, in regions with thick remaining substrate a well-defined
wedge-angle of 16.5◦ is observed, which is between the tilt angles of
15◦ and 19◦ of the two final thinning steps of the plan-view prepara-
tion. Approaching the tip to the left, i.e., the part which is of major
interest for plan-view investigations, a total bend of approximately 4◦
occurs along a distance of approximately 1 μm corresponding to a mean
radius of curvature of 14 μm. Importantly, similarly grown epitaxial
thin films have been investigated in Ref. [15] showing approximately
−0.5% out-of-plane compressive strain suggesting that the bending is
intrinsically caused. In fact, conventionally prepared samples of the
used material system are prone to crack formation in the electron
transparent areas which could be circumvented here, possibly due to
the large wedge angle.
Fig. 6(a) shows an ADF-STEM image of the ion beam treated STNO
surface covered with electron-deposited Pt and marked with the blue
rectangle in Fig. 5(b). The yellow arrow indicates the position of the
EELS line profile presented in Fig. 6(b) including the Sr L- (black), C
Fig. 6. (a) ADF-STEM image of the ion beam treated STNO surface covered with
electron beam deposited Pt and marked with the blue rectangle in Fig. 5(b). The yellow
arrow indicates the position of the EELS line profile presented in (b) including the Sr L-
(black), C K- (red), and Ti L-edge signal (gray) after power-law background subtraction
each normalized by their maximal value. The windows used for background subtraction
and signal integration are summarized in Tab. S2. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
K- (red), and Ti L-edge signal (gray) after power-law background sub-
traction each normalized by their maximal value. Crystalline contrast is
right visible at the Sr L- and Ti L-edge onset, however, both the spotty
bright contrasts in the STNO surface region as well as the transient C
K-edge signal of the Pt-C alloy up to scanning positions between 10–
15 nm indicate that the ion beam treated surface is rather textured
with peak to valley distances above 5 nm. Furthermore, it is likely that
many point defects are created by the ion beam in this region. Thus,
after 5 kV thinning, amorphization of the surface region seems to be a
minor effect compared with the resulting roughness and potential point
defect creation.
The pristine PCMO surface covered with thermally evaporated Al
and marked with the red rectangle in Fig. 5(b) is shown in Fig. 7(a)
revealing a sharp termination of crystalline contrast. The EELS data
presented in Fig. 7(b) and (c) results from a rectangular scanning
region including five horizontal lines in the region marked with dashed
gray lines, which were vertically averaged. While the summed spectra
for energy losses above the Pr M-edge (after power-law background
subtraction between 870–920 eV) for the regions (i) to (iv) are given
in (b) , the normalized EELS profiles of the Pr M- (black), C K- (red),
Al K- (green), Mn L- (blue), and O K-edge (yellow) are shown in (c).
It is important to mention that the Pr M-edge strongly overlaps with
the Cu L-edge, which is expected to contribute to the signal in case
of redeposition of sputtered material of the TEM grid. In fact, as can
be inferred from the characteristic white lines of the Pr M-edge, the
finite signal below the Al K-edge in (iii) is caused by Cu instead of Pr
proving that detectable redeposition has taken place. Furthermore, a
small shoulder caused by Cu is visible in (ii) and spurious Ga L-edge
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Fig. 7. (a) ADF-STEM image of the pristine PCMO surface covered with thermally evaporated Al and marked with the red rectangle in Fig. 5(b). The summed EELS spectra after
power-law background subtraction between 870–920 eV for the ranges (i) to (iv) marked in (a) are given in (b). (c) EELS signal of the Pr M- (black), C K- (red), Al K- (green),
Mn L- (blue), and O K-edge (yellow) after power-law background subtraction each normalized by their maximal value in the range marked by the dashed gray lines. The Pr
M-edge strongly overlaps with the Cu L-edge as discussed in the main text. The windows used for background subtraction and signal integration are summarized in Tab. S2. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 8. (a) Distinct annular feature milled in the silicon surface using the FIB. (b) Regular cross-section markers milled from the backside enabling for (c) localization of the
feature’s position with respect to the markers after flipping the sample. (d) Final lamella after backside lift-out and thinning imaged with the STEM detector of the SEM at 30 kV.
intensity caused by the Ga ion beam is found right at the surface in (i).
These findings are fully consistent with the results obtained by EDX
and included in Fig. S2 in the Supplementary Materials. Considering
the light elements included in Fig. 7(c), a clear C and O peak is found.
Since Al is known to form a thin native oxide layer under the conditions
used during evaporation [16], the latter is expected and most likely
not caused by the plan-view preparation process. The origin of the
former, however, is less tangible since it could be caused by residual
wax, contamination in the FIB, or simply the exposure of the surface to
air after plasma cleaning and prior to Al evaporation. Lacking a definite
proof, we refrain from claiming the last option to be the ultimate cause
of the observed C peak. Still, since plasma cleaning is known to be
an effective measure to remove carbon contaminations caused by the
former two options, it serves as a possible explanation.
4. Site-specific preparation with large field of view
In order to prove that the suggested method is not only suitable for
extraction of homogeneous materials but can be conducted in a site-
specific manner as well, a second example involving a distinct feature at
the surface shall be presented. Furthermore, its applicability to another
material, i.e. silicon, as well as the scalability to large fields of view will
be demonstrated.
Analogously to the mechanical preparation above, an initially 1 mm
thick silicon waver has been ground to a thickness of approximately
20 μm. Subsequently, the specimen was glued across a 2 × 1 mm2
copper slot enabling the observations in the FIB from the front- and
backside. To create a distinct feature at the surface, a 150 nm deep
annular pattern with an inner resp. outer diameter of 1 resp. 5 μm
was dug with the ion beam as shown in Fig. 8(a). Subsequently, the
following three-step procedure was conducted to extract the unique fea-
ture: Firstly, two coarsely-positioned markers (regular cross-sections)
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were milled with the ion beam from the backside (Fig. 8(b)). Secondly,
the sample was flipped and solely observed with the electron beam to
locate the position of the surface feature with respect to the markers
(Fig. 8(c)). Lastly, after flipping the specimen again, the site of interest
was extracted by exploiting the information obtained in the previous
step. Here, in order to prove the comparatively easy preparation of
large lamellae, a block with a 30 × 30 μm2 surface area was trans-
ferred and the angle between ion beam and surface during thinning
was decreased to 3◦. Fig. 8(d) shows a high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) image of the final lamella recorded with the STEM detector
included in the SEM at an acceleration voltage of 30 kV. Obviously, the
donut-shaped site of interest is well-located in the extracted block. In
fact, comparing its central position to the geometrical mean of the four
corners of the approximately 600 μm2 large electron transparent area
results in a distance of only 1.3 μm.
5. Summary and conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the combination of me-
chanical grinding and backside lift-out in the FIB is well-suitable for
plan-view lamellae extraction of pristine surfaces and meets many
requirements of TEM sample preparation simultaneously: Sticking to
the categorization mentioned above, the suggested procedure clearly
circumvents the site-specifity restrictions of group (i) methods as has
been demonstrated by the extraction of a distinct surface feature with
micrometer precision. In addition, it enables straight-forward lamellae
fabrication with a large field of view since the sputtering volume scales
simply with the circumference of the extracted block, i.e. with the
square of the edge for quadratic fields of view. In contrast, using
category (ii) methods and thus a frontside lift-out, the milling depth
in the FIB scales with the edge length resulting in a sputtering volume
proportional to the cube of the edge. Consequently, the presented
approach combines the benefits of both groups adding value to existing
strategies of plan-view TEM lamellae preparation.
The resulting quality of both the pristine front surface as well as
the ion beam treated back surface was carefully assessed by TEM
investigations of an extracted cross-sectional slice showing that the
latter exhibits a certain roughness, which is typical for ion beam
treated surfaces. In contrast, the former does not suffer any ion beam
damages and the surface contamination caused by the preparation (or
intermediate exposure to air) was found to be a 3–4 nm thick layer
consisting mainly of carbon with small resp. spurious contributions of
copper and gallium.
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Figure S1: Illustration of the stage rotation and tilt as well as nanomanipulator position for all relevant steps in the FIB using
an untilted holder. The TEM grid needs to be flipped between step 3 and 4, i.e. the holder needs to be removed and reinserted.
Step Stage tilt Pattern type Pattern size [µm] Ion beam
pre-/untilted (x× y × z) current [nA]
trench milling part 1 52◦ regular cross-section 20/30 × 14 × 50 47
trench milling part 2 52◦ rectangle 18/4 × 2 × 10 47
lift-out, Pt attachment 38◦/25◦ Pt-dep ∼1 × 1 × z 0.08
lift-out, bridge cutting 38◦/25◦ rectangle ∼1 × 5 × z 0.23
mounting, Pt attachment 0◦/25◦ Pt-dep ∼1 × 1 × z 0.08
mounting, cut-off 0◦/25◦ rectangle ∼0.5 × 2 × z 0.23
30 kV thinning 15◦/37◦ cleaning cross-section 15 × y× 50-100 47 → 21 → 2.5
5 kV thinning (Sec. 4) 19◦/33◦ dynamic all directions 5 × y× 0.1 0.015
Table S1: Summary of all FIB patterns employed during plan-view preparation including the stage tilt, pattern type and size,
as well as used beam current. Except for the last 5 kV thinning step, which was only performed for the lamella presented in
Sec. 4, all other patterns were used at an ion beam acceleration voltage of 30 kV. The larger x size of 30 µm for the trench
milling part 1 refers to the Si example presented in Sec. 5 and the two x sizes for the trench milling part 2 correspond to the
edge and corner parts visible in Fig. 1 (c). The y size of the two last steps needs to be adjusted to the thickness of the block
extracted from the backside. The z size of the lift-out and mounting steps is not fixed as the patterns were stopped manually
when the Pt weld appeared sufficiently stable resp. remaining bridges were fully cut.
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EELS Background window [eV] Signal window [eV]
Ti L-edge 400-430 440-490
Sr L-edge 1800-1900 1900-2100
C K-edge 220-260 270-320
Pr M-edge 870-920 920-1020
Al K-edge 1430-1530 1550-1650
Mn L-edge 600-630 640-740
O K-edge 460-510 520-570
EDX Background window (pre and post line) [keV] Signal window [keV]
Al Kα 1.25-1.35 and 1.61-1.71 1.35-1.61
Ca Kα 3.45-3.55 and 3.85-3.95 3.55-3.85
Cu Kα 7.8-7.85 and 8.3-8.35 7.85-8.3
Ga Kα 9.1-9.15 and 9.3-9.35 9.15-9.3
Mn Kα 5.69-5.73 and 6.1-6.2 5.73-6.1
Pr Kα 4.75-4.8 and 5.25-5.3 4.8-5.25
Pt Kα 9.3-9.35 and 9.55-9.6 9.35-9.55
Table S2: Windows used for power-law (EELS) resp. Bremsstrahlung (EDX) background subtraction and signal integration.
Figure S2: EDX signal of the Al Kα (green), Cu Kα (gray), Ga Kα (red), Mn Kα (blue), Pr Lα (black), and Pt Lα (yellow)
line across the pristine PCMO surface thermally evaporated with Al and marked with the red rectangle in Fig. 5 (b) after
background subtraction. The windows used for background subtraction and signal integration are summarized in Tab. S2.
The Cu Kα counts were scaled as indicated in the legend to match the levels of the Mn Kα counts in PCMO and Al. Due to
the background signal of the Cu grid, no quantification was performed.
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4.1.2 Cross-sectional Preparation for In-situ Heating and Bi-
asing
Figure 4.1: Used sample holder geome-
tries (grey) and stage tilts for lamellas lift-
out (top) and mounting (bottom) in the
Nova (left) resp. Helios (right) FIB. Sam-
ple, chip, and nanomanipulator are drawn
in red, green, and black.
The great potential of MEMS
chips as sample carriers en-
abling in-situ heating and bi-
asing experiments in the TEM
has already been described in
the previous chapter and will
be used extensively in the fol-
lowing. Due to the chips’ ge-
ometry, existing FIB prepara-
tion strategies have to be mod-
ified. Fig. 4.1 shows the SEM
holder designs as well as stage
positions used in this thesis for
cross-sectional lamellas mount-
ing in the Nova (left) resp. He-
lios (right) FIB. In the for-
mer instrument, a 90 ◦-gable-
shaped holder is used with the
sample (red) and chip (green)
mounted on the opposite faces.
This design was already pre-
sented in [126, 127] and en-
ables cross-sectional and plan-
view FIB treatments of both
the sample as well as the chip.
Furthermore, the different stage
tilts result in a 15 ◦ offset of the
cross-sectional lamella on the
chip making both sides accessible for subsequent ion beam thinning. The
complementary approach used in the Helios can be considered as an easy
solution to exploit the attached load-lock for quick insertion resp. removal
into resp. from the FIB chamber. As the related height restrictions pro-
hibit a transfer of the formerly constructed gable-shaped holder through the
lock, a more compact design is needed. This is realised by loading the chip
(clamped on an Al cuboid) into the 38 ◦ tilted tray of the commercial FEI
holder and using the shown stage tilts of 0 ◦ resp. 37 ◦ yielding the same
final position of the lamella on the chip.
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Figure 4.2: Electric contacts for bias-
ing of PCMO-STNO lamellas are re-
alised by contacting a previously de-
posited Pt metal contact (yellow) on
top of the PCMO (red) resp. directly
the STNO substrate (blue) with FIB-
Pt/C (green). In addition, vertical
(top) or L-shaped (bottom) cuts can
be used to prevent short circuits lead-
ing to contacts on opposed resp. the
same side of the lamella.
In addition to a successful trans-
fer of lamellas from bulk material
to MEMS chips, the preparation for
biasing purposes demands both for
(typically low ohmic) electric con-
tacts at specific positions as well
as prevention of short circuits. To
meet the former requirement, it is
thus desirable to extract lamellas in-
cluding previously processed metal
contact and connect these to the
MEMS chip via conductive FIB-
Pt/C deposition. Fig. 4.2 shows
two PCMO-STNO lamellas being
both contacted via an ion beam
sputtered Pt (yellow) contact on top
of the PCMO (red) layer but with-
out any additional metal layer be-
tween STNO (blue) and FIB-Pt/C
(green). The geometrical differences
represent two different approaches
to meet the second requirement, i.e.
to avoid short circuits: In the top
image, in accordance with [29], ver-
tical cuts have been milled with
the FIB leaving solely the electron
transparent central part as electri-
cal bridge between the contacts left
and right of the lamella. Alterna-
tively, as shown in the bottom im-
age, an L-shaped cut can be cre-
ated enabling the location of both
contacts on the left side and thus a
higher flexibility during thinning at
the right. Resulting serial and par-
allel resistances of both geometries
will be quantified and discussed in the context of STEM-EBIC in section
7.1.
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Figure 4.3: SEM overview of a bullseye aperture (left) corresponding to a
3 mrad semi-convergence angle when used as limiting third condensor aper-
ture as well as the resulting direct beam in nano diffraction mode (right).
4.2 Probe Shaping via a Custom Condensor Aper-
ture
Inspired by [128], a custom condensor aperture was fabricated in this work
which is well-suitable for 4D-STEM strain mapping of crystalline materi-
als. Generally, both the amplitude as well as the phase of the electron
wave propagating through the condensor aperture plane can be modified
by inserting strongly scattering resp. weakly interacting materials. A large
variety of possible resulting probe shapes in the sample plane has been re-
viewed in [129]. Here, solely amplitude modifications for the sake of a precise
numerical localisation of diffraction spots will be considered as it has been
originally suggested in [130] and subsequently realised experimentally and
improved in [128, 131, 132]. In order to reproduce the results obtained in
the latter reference, an approximately 400 nm thick gold layer was ther-
mally evaporated on a 200 nm thick PELCO® silicon nitride support film
with nine 0.1 × 0.1 mm2 windows. Subsequently, bullseye structures with
radii 7.6 µm, 15.2 µm, 22.8 µm, 30.4 µm, and 38.0 µm were milled in different
windows using the FIB (30 kV acceleration voltage, 3 nA beam current) re-
sulting in semi-convergence angles of 1-5 mrad after inserting the aperture in
the third condensor plane of the Titan microscope. In fact, using the third
plane due to limited space in the second is the only conceptual difference
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Figure 4.4: Azimuthally averaged intensity profile of the probe formed by a
circular (black) resp. bullseye (red) aperture with a semi-convergence angle
of 3 mrad.
compared with [128] leading to the necessity of different physical structured
aperture sizes to achieve several semi-convergence angles as the latter is nor-
mally adjusted with a limiting second condensor aperture. Fig. 4.3 shows
an SEM overview (left) as well as the resulting direct beam after insertion
in the TEM (right) of the bullseye with a semi-convergence angle of 3 mrad.
Obviously, as the aperture blocks a significant domain of spatial frequen-
cies, a deteriorated spatial resolution is expected. In order to compare the
3 mrad bullseye aperture to its circular counterpart, azimuthally averaged
intensity profiles normalised to their maxima are shown for both cases in
Fig. 4.4 confirming the increased delocalisation of the patterned probe. The
full width half maximum (FWHM) using the bullseye aperture amounts to
0.8 nm, which is suprisingly much smaller than the value of 2.7 nm obtained
in [128]. Still, this large difference should not be overestimated in terms of
spatial resolution as the maximal intensity and thus the FWHM depends
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sensitively on defocus. The experimental prove that nanometer structures
can be resolved using the structured aperture will be given in the following
section in the context of 4D-STEM strain mapping.
4.3 Implementation of 4D-STEM
In the context of this dissertation, a software solution for both data acqui-
sition as well as analysis of 4D-STEM data has been developed and will
be described in detail in this section. The package consists of two Gatan
DigitalMicrograph (DM) plugins, which enables the user to combine it with
many of the latter’s powerful image operation and visualisation tools.
As mentioned in subsection 3.2.5, several projects making 4D-STEM
data analysis tools publicly available have been launched and published re-
cently [107–109] and will be compared to the herein presented solution. In
contrast, likely due to the complexity of different hardware combinations,
general data acquisition solutions have not been presented yet and are typ-
ically part of expensive commercial packages. The acquisition plugin devel-
oped here can be run at any microscope including a Gatan DigiScan II unit
as well as a camera live view accessible in DM. In addition, as will be shown
through the example of live-processing, a shared architecture of acquisition
and analysis routines can be very symbiotic.
Obviously, the development of such a large-scale project as well as its
application to various specific problems for demonstration purposes bene-
fits tremendously from fruitful discussion with scientific colleagues as well
as demands for a lot of sample preparation and TEM experiments. There-
fore, several teams have been formed to obtain the herein presented results
and the reader is strongly encouraged to examine the acknowledgements, in
which a detailed listing of contributors is given.
4.3.1 4D-STEM Acquisition
In order to record 4D-STEM data stacks, the collection of digital images has
to be synchronised with the scanning process. As DM offers scripting com-
mands for both image acquisition as well as beam positioning, it serves as a
well-suitable environment to achieve synchronicity on a software level. Nev-
ertheless, since the direct image acquisition command evoking an action of
included digital cameras is rather slow compared with the continuous read-
out mode of the camera live view, the latter is used in the following manner
enabling acquisition rates up to 40 fps (i.e. the maximum frame rate of the
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used UltraScan 1000XP camera): The camera live view is observed with a so-
called image listener (DM terminology) and as soon as it is refreshed a scan-
ning action is performed while the temporary image is copied to the memory.
Figure 4.5: Indicated versus actual
position of the direct probe for skip =
0, a pixel spacing ∆x = 15 nm, a
probe size of approximately 8 nm, and
an exposure time of 10 ms.
Conceptually, there are two
sources of intermediate delays caus-
ing possible signal integration in the
subsequent image before the beam
is moved to the desired position:
Firstly, the data transfer and re-
freshing of the camera live view.
Secondly, the execution time of the
scanning action including software
delays as well as the physical move-
ment of the beam. The simplest
empirical solution to guarantee sig-
nal integration at the aimed posi-
tions is the omission of sufficiently
many images until the beam move-
ment has terminated.
As the acquisition rate is low-
ered by skipping images and the ne-
cessity to do so is generally depen-
dent on the application, four pa-
rameters can be set via the global
tag settings of DM: The amount of
skipped images (i) at the beginning
of an acquisition (skipstart), (ii) af-
ter each scanning line (skipflyback),
(iii) after a drift correction has been performed (skipdrift-correction), and (iv)
between adjacent pixels (skip). Importantly, the speed loss due to (i)-(iii)
is generally low as long as fewer or equally many lines than columns are
scanned, which can be achieved without loss of generality by a 90 ◦ scanning
rotation. Consequently, these parameters have always been set to two guar-
anteeing accurate positioning even for long beam movements at speed losses
of typically a few percent. On the contrary, omitting acquired images after
each pixel, i.e. skip > 0, reduces the scanning speed at least by a factor of
two and should only be used if necessary. In order to visualise the conse-
quences of a skip parameter too small for accurate positioning, the direct
probe has been recorded with the camera while scanning yielding exactly the
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Figure 4.6: Dwell time dependence of the residual intensity r at the former
scanning position for skip = 0 and skip = 1 using a pixel size of ∆x = 30 nm
and no binning.
desired feedback, i.e. where the probe is physically located while the camera
signal is integrated. The indicated versus actual beam position for skip = 0,
a pixel spacing ∆x = 15 nm, a probe size of approximately 8 nm, and an
exposure time of 10 ms is presented in Fig. 4.5 showing that the resulting
signal is almost purely recorded at the beam position prior movement and
only the first pixel is well-located (since skipstart was set generously to two).
Generally, in various test acquisitions, significant signal was only observed at
the former and the current indicated position but not in between indicating
that the physical beam movement is much faster than reasonable 4D-STEM
exposure times. This finding is consistent with typical sub-microsecond rise
times of the involved scanning coils [133]. Consequently, the residual inten-
sity r = IA/(IA + IB) where IA resp. IB is the intensity (local maximum)
at the former resp. current position serves as a quantitative measure of
resulting inaccuracies and is close to one if all pixels (except for the first)
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are shifted to the left as shown in Fig. 4.5 and zero in the absence of po-
sitional inaccuracies. Importantly, for r = 1, accurate positioning can be
re-established by accounting for the predictable shift and adding an addi-
tional scanning column and only intermediate values deteriorate the spatial
resolution in the acquired signal. The dwell time dependence of r is shown
for skip = 0 and skip = 1 in Fig. 4.6 revealing that the positional inaccura-
cies are generally small for exposure times on the second scale and skip = 1
eliminates the finite values of r down to 10 ms exposures. Please note that
no camera binning has been used, which should maximise the effect of read-
out delays and that in case of indispensable accurate positioning r should
be measured with the desired camera settings. The data presented in this
thesis was exclusively recorded at skip = 0 as the used exposure time was
either well below resp. above 1 s.,
After having discussed the synchronisation concept, the acquisition plu-
gin’s interface and capabilities shall be explained. The former is shown on
the right in Fig. 4.7 and offers the following framework: Given a STEM
reference image acquired with DigiScanII (“D: TestRef”), rectangular sub-
regions for scanning and drift correction can be defined via regions of inter-
est (ROIs) and subsequently assigned with the buttons “Assign ROI” resp.
“Assign Drift”. Furthermore, the running camera live view (“C: EF-CCD
View”) has to be assigned with “Assign Cam”. In addition to a standard
single-pass scan, the user can define the amount of images that shall be
integrated per pass for each position (“Images per pass”) as well as the
number of passes (“Number of passes”). Besides the amount of pixels af-
ter which a drift correction should be performed, a maximum drift between
two progressive corrections can be entered and the translation (restricted
to the maximum drift range) yielding the smallest RMS difference between
the former and current image will be corrected for. This approach aims
for the suppression of erroneous translations while investigating crystalline
materials with low drift rates but has yet to be assessed. All relevant re-
sults, i.e. the reference image, the data stack, the accumulated drift, and (if
checked and thus acquired) a post acquisition reference image are saved in
the indicated folder.
In principle, the simultaneous acquisition of classical detector signals, i.e.
BF/ADF resp. HAADF, is possible as well. Nevertheless, it is important
to mention that obtaining the detector signal via scripting commands takes
approximately 60 ms and might slow down the acquisition process signifi-
cantly. Since virtual BF signals can be created from the data stack in most
cases anyway, this option is currently not recommended as a default.
Lastly, the option of live-processing exists for all 4D-STEM applications
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Figure 4.7: User interface of the 4D-STEM acquisition software (right) as
well as a DigiScanII reference image (top left) and the camera live view
(bottom left). The workflow for data acquisition and implementation details
are given in the main text.
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Figure 4.8: Exemplary mask shapes that can be created with the 4D-STEM
analysis tool.
presented in the next subsection (except for fluctuation electron microscopy
where intermediate user interaction is currently still needed). If activated,
the recorded images are directly processed in the memory according to the
frameworks shown below and subsequently deleted enabling for a larger
sampling in real resp. reciprocal space, i.e. the acquisition of intermedi-
ate data well above the memory restrictions of the microscope computer.
The complementary approach of saving the intermediate data directly to
the computer’s hard disk drive limits the acquisition rate tremendously and
thus live-processing adds true value to existing strategies. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that raw data is omitted this way and live-processing should
only be used if the settings for the automatic data processing have been op-
timised priorly. Therefore, these parameters have to be set in the analysis
tool while investigating an exemplary test acquisition obtained with the
same experimental conditions and are subsequently automatically adopted
by the acquisition software.
4.3.2 4D-STEM Analysis
While the concept of 4D-STEM data acquisition explained in the previous
subsection is rather general and mainly optical parameters of the condensor
system need to be optimised for specific purposes, the subsequent numerical
treatment of resulting signals depends largely on the application 4D-STEM
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is used for. Currently, the analysis software developed in this work includes
virtual masking, the extraction of reciprocal lattice parameters for crys-
talline materials, phase contrast techniques, as well as fluctuation electron
microscopy (FEM) tools. In order to demonstrate resulting applicabilities,
examples of domain, strain and electric field mapping will be shown, as well
as strategies for FEM data processing.
Virtual Masking
Figure 4.9: Domain mapping in a PCMO thin film: Two different crystal
orientations are found in the scanning area in (a) marked with the green
rectangle. Filtering the intensity in corresponding unique Bragg reflections
marked with the red resp. cyan circles in (c) resp. (d) yields the false colour
map in (b). The figure is reprinted from [134] with permission.
The main challenge in virtual masking, i.e. the creation of virtual detectors
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in the signal space, is the implementation of a user-friendly interface en-
abling for an easy definition of various detector shapes. Here, by combining
native DM tools with custom operations, the exemplary mask shapes pre-
sented in Fig. 4.8 can be created graphically. Furthermore, employing the
loop tool of DM, arbitrarily shaped closed masks can be defined as well. In
addition, in order to allow for the superposition of different signal domains,
four different colours, i.e. red, green, blue and yellow, can be assigned and
mixed with variable weighting factors with the remaining voids. The user
interface itself as well as the intended workflow is illustrated in Fig. A.2.
An example of how circular masks can be used for the sake of domain map-
ping in a PCMO thin film is given in Fig. 4.9 and its interpretation will be
described in detail in section 6.2. For now, it is only important that two
different crystal orientations with corresponding diffraction patterns (c) and
(d) are found in the scanning area marked with the green rectangle in (a).
Filtering the intensity inside the red (c) resp. cyan (d) circles correspond-
ing to unique Bragg reflections of the respective orientations yields the false
colour map shown in (b). While this example qualitatively visualises mate-
rial heterogeneities as it was originally suggested in [106, 135], quantitative
virtual masking approaches of 4D-STEM data were reported as well, e.g. in
the context of light element localisation [136].
Bragg Analysis: Strain Mapping of Crystalline Materials
The accessibility of spatially resolved diffraction patterns, i.e. nano-beam
electron diffraction (NBED), enables for extraction of local reciprocal lat-
tice constants of crystalline materials and thus the observation of their strain
state. Initially, this strategy was suggested in [137] and the resulting pre-
cision subsequently compared to other TEM techniques in [138] and [139]
by considering the standard deviation of the measured strain in presumably
unstrained sample regions. Typical values for NBED were quantified to ap-
proximately 1 × 10−3 being a few times higher than standard deviations
obtained by convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) and off-axis elec-
tron holography. Dynamic diffraction and inelastic scattering were found
to be the main limitations impeding a precise localisation of diffracted discs
and numerical approaches to suppress these effects were suggest in [130, 131].
Complementary, as mentioned previously, structured apertures can be used
enabling for more accurate disc detection via auto and cross correlations
of resulting diffraction patterns [128]. The analysis of the latter correla-
tion functions is included in the presented 4D-STEM analysis tool and a
step-by-step documentation how the Bragg spots are extracted after auto or
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cross correlation is given in Fig. A.3. Subsequently, a two-dimensional lat-








~k(i, j)− i~b1 − j~b2
)2
. (4.1)
Here, I(i, j) denotes the intensity in the auto or cross correlation of the ex-
tracted disc of order (i, j) located at ~k(i, j) and I the index set of all included
reflections. ~b1 and ~b2 are identified as local reciprocal lattice vectors.
Figure 4.10: (a) HAADF STEM overview
of the Si-Si1−xGex layered sample with
(b) corresponding diffraction pattern us-
ing the 3 mrad bullseye aperture.
In order to demonstrate the
applicability of both the struc-
tured aperture described pre-
viously as well as the numeri-
cal implementation in the con-
text of strain mapping, a silicon-
germanium test sample, grown
along the [001] direction with
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
by Y. Barnscheidt (Leibniz Uni-
versity Hannover), shall be an-
alyzed. Fig. 4.10 (a) shows
an HAADF STEM overview of
the grown structure including
two approximately 10 nm thick
Si1−xGex layers with nominal
compositions x = 0.28 (bottom)
resp. x = 0.42 (top) inside a
silicon matrix. The resulting
diffraction pattern of the silicon
substrate in [110] orientation us-
ing the 3 mrad bullseye aperture
is given in Fig. 4.10 (b). For
the sake of simplicity, the local
lattice parameters a (in-plane)
resp. c (out-of-plane) – extracted from their reciprocal counterparts – will
be compared to the silicon substrate by considering their relative deviations
(a − aSi)/aSi resp. (c − cSi)/cSi. A line profile of the latter in combination
with the atomic Ge concentration quantified via EDX using the Cliff-Lorimer
method, i.e. Eq. (3.2) and kGe/kSi = 1.65, is shown in Fig. 4.11 reveal-
ing that the experimentally found Ge content is slightly below the nominal
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Figure 4.11: Germanium concentration x quantified by EDX (black) as well
as the relative out-of-plane lattice parameter deviations (c − cSi)/cSi (red)
across the Si1−xGex layers shown in Fig. 4.10. The dashed and dotted lines
correspond to the experimental results of the latter given in [140] for x = 0.3
and linearly scaled to x = 0.38 resp. x = 0.24.
values. In addition, the dashed resp. dotted red lines indicate the ex-
pected values for (c− cSi)/cSi based on the experimental results in [140], i.e.
(c− cSi)/cSi = 1.5 % for x = 0.3 in Fig. 1, assuming x = 0.24 resp. x = 0.38
and a linear scaling of lattice parameters with the Ge content. Generally,
the shape of the profiles is similar and the dashed and dotted lines agree well
with measured values of (c − cSi)/cSi. Nevertheless, comparing the results




= 0.041 · x · 1 + ν
1− ν , (4.2)
yields significantly different values of 1.74 % resp. 2.76 % using Poisson’s
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ratio ν = 0.28 for Si[001] [142]. As the latter varies only slightly with the
Ge content [142], the discrepancy is most likely caused by the simplifying
assumptions on which Eq. (4.2) is based, i.e. the neglection of thin foil
Figure 4.12: Large field of view strain
maps taken with live-processing reveal-
ing heterogeneities in the Si1−xGex layer
with x = 0.38.
effects as well as partial relax-
ation. In fact, the negative val-
ues of (c − cSi)/cSi at the tails
of the right peak in Fig. 4.11
are very characteristic for thin foil
strain states [141, 143] indicat-
ing that the first assumption is
not met. The consistency of the
peak heights with the results in
[140] obtained by off-axis holog-
raphy and at similar thicknesses
suggests that the deviations from
Eq. (4.2) are not caused by the
4D-STEM analysis. The lamella
thickness was determined to ap-
proximately 75 nm via Eq. (3.1)
with λ = 194 nm [144]. In or-
der to both assess the layers’ ho-
mogeneity as well as demonstrate
the potential of live-processing, a
larger field of view was scanned
with the same parameters for reciprocal lattice vectors extraction result-
ing in the maps of (a − aSi)/aSi (right) and (c − cSi)/cSi (left) shown in
Fig. 4.12. While for x = 0.24 no significant changes of the in-plane lattice
parameter is observed, heterogeneities exist for x = 0.38. The line profile
shown previously in Fig. 4.11 was taken in the left part of Fig. 4.12 where
the in-plane lattice constant exhibits little variations being consistent with
the linear dependence between (c− cSi)/cSi and x. The subtle influence on
the out-of-plane lattice constant suggest that the strain relaxation via these
heterogeneities is rather small. Noteworthy, the shown maps are the result
of 100 GB live-processed data. The standard deviation of the strain in the
substrate amounts to 1.2×10−4, which is consistent with the results in [128].
Still, as discussed thoroughly in the cited reference, the standard deviation
depends on experimental parameters such as the counts and pixel spacing
in the diffraction patterns or the sample thickness hence an acquisition of a
presumably unstrained internal reference recorded with the given conditions
is always desirable when performing strain measurements. In the given ex-
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ample, a mean value of 94 counts/px and a pixel spacing of 0.02 nm−1 was
used.
Phase Contrast: Electric Field Mapping
As already mentioned in chapter 3, the phase of the electron exit wave
contains valuable information about the potential it has interacted with.
Consequently, phase contrast techniques are of high relevance in the context
of 4D-STEM and for instance applied to visualise electric and magnetic
fields [104, 145]. One of the biggest obstacles to extract the latter in matter
is – just as in complementary techniques like off-axis electron holography
– the disentanglement from contrasts caused by the inner potential of the
investigated sample [146, 147]. Thus, in the case of crystalline material, it
is desirable to find a sample orientation in which diffraction contrasts are
strongly suppressed [148]. Please note that effects caused by the mean inner
potential still remain if the crystal is tilted out of zone axis.
As summarised and compared in [105], different approaches can be used
to extract phase information from the intensity distribution of the trans-
mitted electron beam: Firstly, by calculating its first statistical moment.
Secondly, by defining a virtual segmented detector with four-fold symmetry
and considering intensity differences inside the respective segments – also
referred to as virtual differential phase contrast (DPC). Thirdly, by tracing
the edge of the direct beam via Sobel filtering and cross correlation with
a given reference – also referred to as edge detection. All three strategies
are implemented in the 4D-STEM analysis tool and described in detail in
Fig. A.4, A.5, and A.6. The second approach is the virtual counterpart
to segmented DPC detectors [149] and serves rather as a comparison of
this possibly direct implementation with first moment and edge detection
phase contrast making use of the full reciprocal information contained in
the diffraction patterns. In fact, the phase contrast transfer functions differ
among the techniques as DPC projects all intensity redistributions to the
geometrical centers of the detector segments [150, 151] and edge detection
assumes an unchanged shape of the direct beam, which is only satisfied if
the phase varies solely linearly on the scale of the incident probe [105].
In order to demonstrate the implementation in the herein presented soft-
ware and compare the different approaches, Fig. 4.13 shows the resulting sig-
nals of two opposed tungsten tips (cropped in black) with externally applied
voltage of 15 V. The experiment was performed by U. Ross and J. Lindner
using a semi-convergence angle of 120 µrad, a mean value of 80 counts/px
inside the direct disc, a pixel spacing of 1.89 µrad, and a tip spacing of ap-
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Figure 4.13: Phase contrast signals of two opposed tungsten tips with an
externally applied voltage of 15 V obtained by first moment (left), virtual
DPC (center), and edge detection (right): While the former two can directly
be interpreted as projected electric field along (top) resp. perpendicular
(bottom) to the tip connection line, the latter shows deviations close to the
tips where the gradient of the field gets large.
proximately 400 nm. Resulting deflection angles have been translated to





U (2m0c2 + eU)
. (4.3)
Here, e is the elementary charge, m0 the electron rest mass, c the velocity
of light, and U the acceleration voltage of the microscope. For U = 300 kV,
Eq. (4.3) yields C ′ = 2.04 µrad/V. The in-plane coordinates are chosen along
(top) and perpendicular (bottom) to the tip connection line and all values
are given relative to the upper right corner. While first moment and virtual
DPC yield virtually identical results, i.e. the integrated electric field as there
is no sample interaction [152], the average beam deflection close to the tips
along their connection line is slightly underestimated in the case of edge
detection. This finding can be explained by the increasing heterogeneity of
the field, i.e. the curvature of the phase, leading to distortions of the direct
diffraction disc. Furthermore, the strongly broken inversion symmetry of
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the respective directions suggests either a difference in height or position
of the tips along the optical axis and reflects nicely the necessity of three-
dimensional modelling for quantitative data interpretation [152].
Fluctuation Electron Microscopy
The experimental observation of medium-range order effects in amorphous
materials by means of fluctuation electron microscopy (FEM), i.e. a statis-
tical analysis of short-range order diffraction intensities, has been demon-
strated in [153, 154]. While initially pursued in the TEM mode, FEM was
in accordance with the reciprocity theorem [155] transferred to STEM [103]
where position dependent diffraction patterns are taken with different illu-
mination conditions. Consequently, FEM belongs to the family of 4D-STEM
techniques and is included in the presented analysis tool. As summarised
in [156], different strategies can be used to calculate k-resolved normalised
variances V (k) from the resulting diffraction intensities I(x, y, kx, ky) at the
real and reciprocal space coordinates (x, y) resp. (kx, ky):
1. Variance of annular means:
V (k) =
〈
〈I(x, y, kx, ky)〉2k
〉
r〈
〈I(x, y, kx, ky)〉k
〉2
r
− 1 . (4.4)
2. Mean of ring variances:
V (k) =
〈〈
I2(x, y, kx, ky)
〉
k
〈I(x, y, kx, ky)〉2k
〉
r









〈I(x, y, kx, ky)〉k
〉2
r
− 1 . (4.6)
4. Annular mean of variance image:
V (k) =
〈〈
I2(x, y, kx, ky)
〉
r
〈I(x, y, kx, ky)〉2r
〉
k
− 1 . (4.7)
Here, 〈·〉r and 〈·〉k denote averaging operators over all scanning positions
resp. the domain
{
(kx, ky) : k
2 ≤ k2x + k2y < (k + δk)2
}
for a fixed finite
resolution δk in the normalised variance curves.
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While the calculation according to the given formulas is straight forward,
a major experimental challenge is the proper alignment of the individual
diffraction patterns (DPs), i.e. the localisation of their reciprocal origin,
since the intense direct beam is typically hidden behind a beam stop. This
task can be split in three processes: Firstly, correcting for scanning posi-
tion dependent shifts of the DPs with respect to the beam stop. Secondly,
correcting for shifts of the DPs including the beam stop. Thirdly, finding
the global origin after having corrected for the position dependent shifts.
Please note that this definition does not include any assumption about the
origins of the shifts in the first place. Still, it is experimentally motivated as
the position dependent shifts are typically attributed to residual beam tilts
caused by the scanning process resp. instabilities in the projection system
observed in the herein used Titan and the latter identification as a shift
influencing the DPs and the beam stop likewise is presuming. However, the
Figure 4.14: (a) Averaged NBED pattern
of a silicon-rich silicon oxide as well as
zooms of the central region (b) before and
(c) after correction for apparent move-
ments of the beam stop.
shared architecture of all func-
tions included in the presented
analysis tool allows for flexi-
ble combination of different rou-
tines as shown in the step-by-
step FEM data preparation in
Fig. A.7 making use of e.g. the
phase contrast techniques pre-
sented above: Besides the cor-
rection of the scanning induced
beam tilt, position changes of
the beam stop can be extracted
as the translation yielding the
minimal RMS difference of im-
age subregions. This feature
is exemplary visualised in Fig.
4.14 showing (a) an averaged
NBED pattern of a silicon-rich
silicon oxide as well as enlargements of the central region (b) before and (c)
after correction for the apparent beam stop movement. In fact, as shown in
Fig. 4.15, this correction has an impact on the subsequent FEM analysis and
leads to lower normalised variances in Eq. (4.4) as domains with low and
high diffraction intensities are mixed prior correction. Generally, the signif-
icance of the processing steps shown in Fig. A.7 depends on the alignment
of the scanning coils, i.e. the magnitude of scanning induced tilts, as well as
the stability of the used microscope. However, changes in the peak heights
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Figure 4.15: Normalised variance profiles following Eq. (4.4) of the FEM
stack presented in Fig. 4.14 before (red) and after (black) correction for
apparent beam stop movements.
as shown in Fig. 4.15 can be crucial in the context of FEM as they are
quantitatively used in subsequent analysis steps, e.g. when observing their
dependence of the used probe size to infer information about medium-range
order as it is done in variable resolution FEM [103].
Included Libraries and Benchmarking
Lastly in the context of the developed 4D-STEM analysis tool, included
libraries will be listed and a benchmarking of the data throughput in the
respective applications will be given. While the presented user interfaces
are exclusively created in the native DM scripting language, extensive cal-
culations are handed over to self-written C++ routines using CPU parallel
computing. The routines are based on the DM software development kit
[116] and include Intel® Threading Building Blocks 2.2 for CPU parallelism








Table 4.1: Throughput while analyzing a stack containing 4096 diffraction
patterns with 256 by 256 pixels (signed 4-byte integers) resulting in a stack
size of 1 GB. The analysis was performed using an AMD FX-6300 with three
physical CPU cores and 8 GB DDR3 RAM.
[157], FFTW 3.3.5 for fast discrete Fourier transformations [158], and Ar-
madillo 3.930.1 for convenient matrix operations [159]. The resulting data
throughput of the above mentioned applications are summarised in Tab.
4.1.
4.4 Synchronisation and Quantification of STEM
Signals
The acquisition of 4D-STEM data described in the previous section was
realised in a software environment controlling both the beam position as
well as the detector read-out simultaneously. Generally, such an environ-
ment does not exist for an arbitrary signal demanding for further syn-
chronisation strategies if non-classical STEM signals, e.g. STEM-EBIC,
shall be recorded. In the context of this thesis, three different approaches
have been pursued: (i) software-synchronisation via a shared network folder,
(ii) hardware-synchronisation using an integrated analogue digital converter
(ADC) that is triggered by the scanning unit, and (iii) a posteriori syn-
chronisation by moving the beam to a marker position resulting in a unique
signal at the end of every scanning line.
The first approach was implemented in collaboration with J. Lindner to
record the STEM-EBIC signals presented later on in section 7.2 as follows:
A LabView-controlled computer digitises the output voltage of the current
amplifier, i.e. the signal in question, with a fixed frequency. After starting
the corresponding LabView routine, a text file is created in a shared network
folder. Simultaneously, a DM script observes the folder and starts the scan-
ning routine as soon as the file is found. Obviously, there is a finite delay
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between the respective actions, which can be estimated to several tens of
milliseconds by running test scripts creating several alternating trigger files.
Unfortunately, the delay cannot be predicted precisely as it fluctuates on the
same order. Consequently, the dwell time has to be kept well above these
fluctuations to maintain a well-defined mapping between scanning positions
and collected signals slowing the acquisition process down. Nevertheless,
due to its rather simple implementation, the approach is well-suitable for
signals with long integration times or for proving the concept of novel STEM
signal collection.
The second approach, in contrast to the others, involves hardware-inter-
actions, i.e. a trigger created by the scanning unit of the microscope evoking
the digitisation in the ADC of the Gatan DigiScanII unit installed at the
FEI Titan. Normally, the latter is used to convert the output voltage of
standard STEM detectors hence by simply exchanging the input cable a full
integration in DM can be achieved enabling for synchronous acquisitions
with microsecond dwell times as well as simultaneous collection of further
classical signals. In order to quantify the resulting digital values, which are
internally translated to electron counts, the ADC needs to be calibrated.
The voltage and dwell time dependence of the indicated counts is shown in
Fig. A.8 and A.9. Even though this approach is much easier realised than
software- and a posteriori synchronisation, it is worth mentioning that it
is in contrast to the others limited to voltage signals and an expansion to
e.g. higher-dimensional data demands for more sophisticated trigger in- and
outputs.
Lastly, an approach for a posteriori synchronisation, i.e. the correlation
of independent scanning and acquisition processes, has been implemented
in the context of this thesis and published in the following manuscript [160]
in Ultramicroscopy (doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2019.02.020) – the author’s
contributions are given in the main text and the supplementary material is
included in section A.10. All contents are reprinted in their original form
with permission.
By moving the electron beam to a marker position with a unique sig-
nal after each scanning line, resulting uncertainties in the spatially recon-
structed signals were quantified to be approximately half the pixel spacing.
Compared with the two other strategies, a posteriori synchronisation de-
mands on the one hand side for the presence of a unique marker position (or
more generally a marker sequence). On the other hand, it is more flexible as
neither hardware- nor software-communication is needed resulting in a gain
in acquisition speed since intermediate waiting periods are eliminated.
Contents lists available at ScienceDirect
Ultramicroscopy
journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/ultramic
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A B S T R A C T
The stability and sensitivity of scanning transmission electron microscopes as well as detectors collecting e.g.
electrons which suffered different scattering processes, or secondary radiation, have increased tremendously
during the last decade. In order to fully exploit capabilities of simultaneously recording various signals with up
to 1000 px/s acquisition rates the central issue is their synchronization. The latter is frequently a non-trivial
problem without commercially available solution especially if detectors of different manufacturers are involved.
In this paper, we present a simple scanning pattern enabling a posteriori synchronization of arbitrarily many
signals being recorded entirely independently. We apply the approach to the simultaneous atomic-scale acqui-
sition of signals from an annular dark-field detector and electron energy loss as well as energy-dispersive x-ray
spectrometers. Errors emerging in scanning direction due to the independence of the respective processes are
quantified and found to have a standard deviation of roughly half the pixel spacing. Since there are no inter-
mediate waiting periods to maintain synchronicity, the proposed acquisition process is, in fact, demonstrated to
be 12% faster than a commercial hardware-synchronized solution for identical sub-millisecond signal integration
times and hence follows the trend in electron microscopy to extract more information per irradiating electron.
1. Introduction
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) offers a vast
variety of signals which can be recorded simultaneously [1]. Besides the
detection of electrons being scattered in a certain angular range, ana-
lytical methods like electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and en-
ergy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) [2,3] are commonly used in
order to determine the chemical composition of materials. However,
synchronizing the acquisition of signals with the scanning movement of
the focused electron beam can be challenging, especially since recent
progress in detection and lens systems technology, enabling high-speed
data collection with sub Å spatial resolution [4–6], demands for syn-
chronicity at kilopixel per second scanning speeds.
In this work, we introduce an experimental scheme which com-
pletely separates data acquisition and synchronization. More explicitly,
data sets from various sources are recorded independently, i.e. without
any hardware synchronization. This type of data acquisition will sub-
sequently be referred to as ’streaming mode’. For a posteriori synchro-
nization, marker signals are included into the acquisition at specific
previously defined points. As an example, we use a script as described
in the following section to move the beam to a position in vacuum after
each completed scanning line. Subsequently, the beginning and end of
each scanning line can be identified in the acquired data by the marker
enabling for a spatial reconstruction.
The concept is shown to be applicable to kilopixel per second data
collection. Since there are no waiting periods to maintain hardware
synchronicity during the acquisition, faster data collection can be rea-
lized, i.e. a ratio of acquisition time and life time close to one.
Although the quality of a posteriori synchronized data is comparable
to that of traditionally recorded data, some inherent error sources can
be identified as being due to the missing phase lock, different clocking
periods as well as clocking irregularities of different recording devices.
These errors are described quantitatively and confirmed by a compar-
ison to images resulting from hardware-synchronized data.
2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Sample preparation and microscopy parameters
An electron transparent SrTiO3 (STO) foil has been extracted from a
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commercial substrate employing an FEI Nova NanoLab Dual Beam fo-
cused ion beam. During mounting on the support grid, the stage was
tilted to 20∘ guaranteeing a coinciding decrease of X-ray shielding with
the zone axis alignment in the STEM. All data has been collected in an
FEI Titan 80–300 operated at 300 kV and equipped with a Gatan
Quantum 965 ER image filter as well as a stand-alone Oxford
Instruments X-Max 80 mm2 EDX detector. The energy ranges for the
chemical analysis of EELS and EDX data are summarized in Table 1.
Additionally, a Keithley DMM6500 digital multimeter has been used to
continuously read out the output voltage of the Gatan annular dark
field (ADF) detector included in the image filter which is proportional
to the electron current impinging on the detector. The inner and outer
diameter of the detector are 4.3 mm and 24 mm, respectively.
Throughout all experiments the beam current was set to 100 pA and the
camera length was chosen to be 38 mm resulting in an acceptance semi-
angle of the spectrometer of 39 mrad and an inner and outer collection
semi-angle of the ADF detector of 46.8 mrad and 200 mrad.
2.2. Data acquisition and reconstruction
The beam movements in streaming mode have been controlled by a
custom Gatan Digital Micrograph (DM) script employing a Gatan
DigiScan II scan unit. Image reconstructions were performed using
custom DM scripts as well. All scripts are available in the supplemen-
tary material [7]. A sketch of the post-acquisition reconstruction pro-
cedure is given in Fig. 1: After the marker signal is localized in the
continuous readout of the detector (a) the lines are arranged (b). Due to
irregularities in the acquisition or scanning speed the length of the lines
might differ slightly hence they are scaled (c) and interpolated (d) to
the desired amount of scanning positions per line.
3. Results and discussion
In this section, two exemplary combinations of signals will be ela-
borated. Firstly, ADF as well as low-loss EELS signals collected with
1000 px/s acquisition rates will be compared to prove that the sug-
gested scanning pattern is applicable to high-speed data collection and
to quantify resulting errors. Secondly, a lower acquisition rate of 10 px/
s is chosen to include the possibility of EDX spectra collection in order
to emphasize the high methodology’s versatility.
3.1. High-Speed data acquisition
Fig. 2(a) shows an ADF overview image (acquired in standard STEM
mode) of [100] oriented STO including the scanned region of interest
(ROI) as well as the vacuum marker position of the first example. The
total acquisition time for 64 by 128 pixels inside the ROI and an ac-
quisition rate of 1000 px/s was 8.3 s. Additionally, excerpts of the ADF
detector output voltage and the integrated EELS spectra are given in (b)
and (c), respectively, in order to illustrate typical signals obtained in
streaming mode. Note that the entrance aperture of the spectrometer
limits the scattering angle of the collected electrons hence the in-
tegrated EELS spectra mimic a bright field signal. The blue stars in both
line profiles clearly indicate the vacuum marker position such that the
signals in between can be attributed to the corresponding lines of the
ROI. More technically, each point is assigned to be in vacuum if the
signal is lower than 1.5 V or greater than 10.5× 105 counts for ADF
and EELS, respectively.
Following the reconstruction procedure mentioned before leads to
Fig. 3 (a) and (b). For the sake of comparison, the integrated EELS
signal has been inverted in order to mimic a dark field signal. As
marked by the colored arrows, flag-like artifacts can either coincide or
appear in only one the signals. Whereas the latter is a strong hint for
acquisition rate instabilities of the respective detectors, the former
could be both explained by irregularities of the beam movement
clocking as well as general instabilities of the microscope leading to
commonly observed distortions in STEM images [8]. Notwithstanding
Fig. 1. Sketch of the image reconstruction. The continuous readout of the de-
tector (a) is, according to the marker positions, arranged line by line (b) and
subsequently scaled (c) and interpolated (d) to the amount of desired scanning
positions.
Fig. 2. Overview ADF-STEM image of the [100] oriented STO lamella including
the 64 by 128 pixels ROI and the vacuum marker position which are scanned
with 1000 px/s acquisition rate (a) as well as excerpts of the simultaneously
collected ADF detector output voltage (b) and integrated EELS spectra (c).
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these occasional flaws, it can be concluded that a posteriori synchro-
nized images are of comparable quality of hardware-synchronized data
sets as will be demonstrated below.
In order to compare the method to state of the art commercial
products, the hardware-synchronized Gatan Spectrum Imaging (SI) tool
has been used to obtain the data shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, it is less likely
to find flags in the hardware-synchronized images and those that ap-
pear seem to coincide in both signals as marked by the yellow arrows
hence one cannot directly relate the artifacts to clocking instabilities.
3.2. Error quantification
Since the eye-guided search for artifacts in the images is rather
qualitative and highly subjective, a more thorough error estimation will
be given in this subsection. First, we note that resolution and accuracy
in the vertical direction is determined by the microscope and does not
suffer from a posteriori synchronization. The horizontal direction,
however, is affected due to the accidental inclusion of signals from
different scanning points during one acquisition. Three independent
sources of experimental uncertainty can be identified, i.e. (i) the
missing phase lock (experimental uncertainty σph), (ii) a possible dif-
ference in the mean clocking periods of different recording devices
(σper), and (iii) irregularities in their clocking processes (σirr). The total
experimental uncertainty σ can then be written as
= + +σ σ σ σ .ph.2 per.2 irr.2
A graphical illustration of the error sources is given in Fig. 5, where
grey boxes refer to the dwelling periods of the beam and white boxes
signal integration periods. Firstly, the missing phase lock leads to a
uniformly distributed spread between 50% with the previous and 50%
with the next pixel hence the standard deviation of the resulting error is
given by that of the uniform distribution within the interval −[ 0.5, 0.5]
times the pixel spacing Δx, i.e. =σ xΔ / 12ph. . Secondly, the maximum
spread with neighboring points within a line due to different mean
clocking periods is given by the number of scanning points N per line
times the relative difference of the periods. Estimating the latter with−N N N| |/ ,acq. where Nacq. is the averaged number of acquisitions per line,
leads to = −σ x N NΔ ·| |per. acq. . Finally, the irregularities in the clocking
processes can be estimated by the standard deviation of the acquisitions
per line times the pixel spacing =σ x σΔ · / 2Nirr. acq. . Note that the divi-
sion by 2 accounts for the fact that both the irregularities of the first
and the last pixel contribute equally to the fluctuation in Nacq.. It is
worth mentioning that σph. represents the theoretical limit of the pro-
posed method for perfectly regular and coherent clocking processes and
therefore the margin to a perfect time synchronization. For the sake of
quantification, five acquisitions have been performed analogously to
the one shown in Fig. 3 yielding the averaged error contributions in
Table 2.
A second and rather experimental approach to assess the error re-
sulting from a posteriori synchronization is to compare the data to
hardware-synchronized acquisitions quantitatively. Due to the simi-
larity of the inverted integrated EELS and ADF signals, a high Cross-
Correlation Coefficient (CCC) of the reconstructed images is expected.
Note that the first and last pixels of each line have been omitted in the
following calculations since they contain strongly deviating signal from
the marker position. In fact, this reduces the fraction of useful data in
the a posteriori synchronized images to 96.9% which will be taken into
account later in the conclusion. To maintain equal conditions, the same
omission has been performed to hardware-synchronized data as well.
The mean CCC of the reduced a posteriori synchronized images obtained
by five acquisitions is 0.867(12). Using Gatan SI, a slightly higher value
of 0.886(8) could be achieved with an average acquisition time of 9.6 s.
The reduction of CCC caused by asynchronicities can be modeled by
shifting the horizontal sampling points in one of the hardware-syn-
chronized EELS images according to a random variable. Due to its si-
milarity to a missing phase lock, a uniform distribution around the
initial sampling point has been used. The signals of non-integer shifted
sampling positions have been interpolated with next neighbors. For
Fig. 3. A posteriori reconstructed ADF (a) and inverted integrated EELS (b)
signal corresponding to the reference in Fig. 2. Exemplary artifacts emerging
only in the ADF signal (red), only in the EELS signal (green) and which coincide
(yellow) are marked with arrows. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. ADF (a) and inverted integrated EELS (b) signal close to the reference in
Fig. 2 obtained with the hardware-synchronized Gatan SI tool. A coinciding
artifact is marked with yellow arrows. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
Fig. 5. Visualization of the synchronization error sources: The grey and white
boxes represent beam dwelling and signal integration periods. (a) shows a
constant offset due to the missing phase lock, (b) an increasing delay due to
different mean clocking periods, and (c) a stochastic scattering of the respective
periods due to irregularities.
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each fixed standard deviation of the distribution the CCC between the
shifted EELS and unaltered ADF images has been averaged over 100
runs to reduce probabilistic scattering and can be found in Fig. 6. In
remarkable consistence with the values of Table 2, the margin of 0.02 in
the CCC can be resembled with a standard deviation of roughly 0.49 Δx
as marked by the red lines.
3.3. The Method’s versatility
In order to demonstrate how easily a third signal acquisition can be
included, the acquisition rate was reduced to 10 px/s to achieve an
acceptable EDX signal-to-noise ratio. Scanning the ROI shown in Fig. 7
with 32 by 32 pixels results in a total acquisition time of 102 s. The
localization of the marker signal in the ADF and EELS signal was done
analogously to the first example whereas for EDX the Cu K-edge counts
related to the support grid on which the lamella was mounted were
used. Once the correlation between signal index and spatial position has
been obtained, any analysis, e.g. chemical mapping, can be performed.
Fig. 8 shows the reconstructed ADF signal (a) as well as a map of the
integrated EELS Ti L-edge obtained after power law background sub-
traction (b), the integrated EDX Sr K- and L-edge (d) and the integrated
EDX Ti-K edge (e). Even though the statistics of the EDX map is still
poor compared to ADF and EELS and the effect of small drift is ap-
parent, the atomic structure of STO is clearly visible in all images. As
the superimposed color images in figure 8 (c) and (f) with Ti con-
tributions in red illustrate, consistent chemical contrast is achieved
combining the ADF signal with EELS respectively the two EDX edges.
Given the lower scanning rate, the predominant distortion of the images
is caused by sample drift.
4. Summary and conclusion
We have presented a scanning pattern allowing for a posteriori
synchronization of STEM data by marking the end of each line with a
distinct signal of a marker position. Images of simultaneously collected
ADF detector voltages and EELS spectra have been reconstructed
yielding atomic resolution for acquisition rates up to 1000 px/s evi-
dencing the applicability to modern fast digital cameras.
4.1. Comparison with hardware synchronization
Compared to hardware-synchronized setups, the method causes an
additional spread in scanning direction which is in theory at least 1/ 12
Fig. 6. Cross-correlation coefficient (averaged over 100 runs) of hardware-
synchronized ADF and inverted integrated EELS images with respect to the
standard deviation of a uniformly distributed shift in the EELS sampling posi-
tion. The signals of non-integer shifted sampling positions have been inter-
polated with next neighbors. The red lines mark the point at which the initial
value is reduced by 0.02. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Chosen energy windows for EELS background fitting, EELS Ti L-edge integra-
tion after background subtraction as well as all EDX edges.
Emin [eV] Emin [eV]
EELS background 384 448
EELS Ti L-edge 451 515
EDX Sr L-edge 1,709 1,989
EDX Ti K-edge 4,362 5,069
EDX Sr K-edge 13,856 16,237
Table 2
Error contributions of the missing phase lock σ ,ph. different mean clocking
periods σ ,per. and clocking irregularities σirr. to the total error σ of the a
posteriori synchronization of ADF and EELS signals.
ADF EELS
σph. [Δx] 0.29 0.29
σper. [Δx] 0.27 0.28
σirr. [Δx] 0.3 0.32
σ [Δx] 0.49 0.52
Fig. 7. Overview ADF-STEM image of the [100] oriented STO lamella including
the 32 by 32 pixels ROI and the vacuum marker position which are scanned
with 10 px/s acquisition rate.
Fig. 8. A posteriori reconstructed signals corresponding to the reference in
Fig. 7: ADF signal (a), integrated EELS Ti-L edge after background subtraction
(b), sum of EDX Sr K- and L-edge (d) and EDX Ti K-edge (e) counts. Details
about the respective energy windows are given in Table 1. (c) shows a super-
imposed color image with (b) in red and (a) in cyan. (f) shows a superimposed
color image with (e) in red and (d) in cyan. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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times and in practice roughly 0.5 times the pixel spacing.
Notwithstanding this limitation, a posteriori synchronization adds value
to existing solutions in terms of speed: As mentioned in the previous
section, the acquisition of a 64 by 128 pixels frame with an acquisition
rate of 1000 px/s took 8.3 s. In order to achieve such a high EELS
readout rate, the exposure time was set to 440 µs. Using the same ex-
posure time and experimental conditions with the Gatan SI tool results
in a total acquisition time of 9.6 s. After accounting for the omission of
the first and last pixels in the a posteriori images this corresponds to a
speed gain of 12% and hence the detection of more signal per incoming
electron. Particularly in the field of beam sensitive materials, the re-
sulting reduction of electron dose can be very advantageous. In addi-
tion, the ordering of the scanning lines could be changed with an ease
or even probed in a sparse sampling approach like it has been presented
before [9].
4.2. The Method’s versatility
Furthermore, the high versatility of the method has been proven by
collecting and synchronizing EDX spectra in addition, i.e. we collected
signals which could not be combined in our setup before. In fact, in the
second example, data of three sources was collected using two in-
dependently running computers and the direct read-out of the multi-
meter. Consequently, detectors of different manufacturers running on
different platforms can be combined without any constraints.
One possible application that we would like to emphasize at this
point is the collection of entire diffraction patterns for each scanning
position also referred to as 4DSTEM. Since the diffraction patterns
contain a large variety of information this approach can be used to map
physical quantities such as electric or magnetic fields as well as
strain [10–13]. The popularity of 4DSTEM has raised tremendously due
to the improvement of digital cameras, i.e. direct detectors are capable
of recording several thousand diffraction patterns per second – an ac-
quisition rate to which the presented method has proven to be applic-
able.
4.3. Conditions and limitations
The only necessary conditions are the possibility to control the
electron beam as well as the availability of a marker position exhibiting
a distinct signal. The latter can consist of only one point as in the ex-
amples shown here, but allows also for some creative workarounds such
as using a more complicated template similar to a Morse code or
choosing a marker that occurs only in the center of lines and exploiting
the knowledge of the approximate amount of signals per line to locate
its beginning and end. Another possible solution to the non-existence of
a distinct area is to use the electron beam to drill a hole in the sample
which we have successfully tested. Still, in the case of a low signal to
noise ratio, the exact localization of the marker sequence might become
difficult leading to additional distortions in the reconstructed images.
The effect of sample drift becomes apparent using small acquisition
rates as shown in Fig. 8. The robustness of the method against this
depends on the localization of the marker sequence, i.e. if the signals of
the latter change significantly due to small sample movements the re-
construction can be difficult. On the other hand, assuming that the
signal evolution of the marker sequence under translation is known, one
could even use this effect to correct for sample drift.
In conclusion, we have described and implemented a simple but
powerful a posteriori synchronization scheme which can be considered
as a trade-off between higher speed and flexibility on the upside and
lower spatial resolution in scanning direction on the downside: The
method allows for simultaneous device-independent recording of arbi-
trarily many signals during STEM acquisitions with up to 1000 px/s and
offers, in the regime of small integration times, a speed gain of 12%.
The spatial blurring in scanning direction was quantified to be only half
a pixel spacing.
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Distortions in Bulk PCMO
In this chapter, the structural model described in chapter 2, i.e. Eq. (2.3),
(2.4), and (2.6), shall be applied to existing refined neutron diffraction data
in the literature in order to study if relevant structural modes can be ex-
tracted by inverse modelling. More specifically, the results from [51] (for
x = 0 and elevated temperatures) and [20, 52] (for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 at room
temperature), which have already been presented in Fig. 2.6 will be used as
a control set to develop optimisation strategies for extraction of the octa-
hedral tilt angle θ as well as the antiferrodistortive q3 mode. Subsequently,
this strategy will be applied to non-refined data published in [161] suggest-
ing that q3 is enhanced in bulk PCMO with x = 0.1 at low temperatures
due to orbital ordering.
Given the expressions for a, b, and c as functions of (n2, θ, d0, q2, q3) – by









(c(n2, θ, d0, q2, q3)− c0)2
)
. (5.1)
Here, a0, b0, and c0 represent given values of the Pbnm lattice constants,
e.g. experimentally obtained, and solutions of Eq. (5.1) define optimal pa-
rameters resembling the latter best in the underlying model of untwisted
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MnO6 octahedra. Importantly, a unique definition of five variables by only
three observables is unlikely and the presented inverse problem is expected
to be prone to overfitting in the presence of experimental noise. Thus, the
Figure 5.1: Optimal solutions of Eq. (5.1) for n2 = −0.78 and free param-
eters (θ, d0, q2, q3) applied to the data in [51] (left, x = 0) resp. [20, 52]
(right, T = 283 K). Circles resp. lines represent the fit results resp. the data
obtained by the refinement.
reduction of variables to fixed parameters is desirable. As demonstrated
previously in Fig. 2.6, n2 shows generally little variations and will conse-
quently be fixed to n2 = −0.78, i.e. its mean value in the mentioned figure,
in the following considerations. Fig. 5.1-5.3 show the results of three ap-
proaches (points) applied to the data of [51] and [20, 52] (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5)
and compared with the refined values (lines): Firstly, a simultaneous fit of
(θ, d0, q2, q3) is presented in Fig. 5.1 showing the expected overfitting be-
haviour, i.e. physically unreasonable structural parameters yielding residual
values in Eq. (5.1) of numerically zero. Secondly, a fit of (θ, q2, q3) with d0
being fixed to the values obtained by the refinement is presented in Fig. 5.2
resulting in a good agreement between fit and experiment for θ while q2 and
q3 still show strong deviations. Thirdly, a subsequent fit of q3 with d0 and
q2 being fixed to the refined values as well as θ to the results obtained in
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Figure 5.2: Optimal solutions of Eq. (5.1) for n2 = −0.78, fixed experimen-
tal values for d0 and free parameters (θ, q2, q3) applied to the data in [51]
(left, x = 0) resp. [20, 52] (right, T = 283 K). Circles resp. lines represent
the fit results resp. the data obtained by the refinement.
the second approach is presented in Fig. 5.3. Please note that due to the
reduction of fitting variables, a reduced chi squared analysis including an















Here, σabc = 1.5 pm was used in accordance with the RMS values obtained in
Fig. 2.6. Altogether, the findings suggest that the chosen basis of distortions
separates (θ, d0, q2, q3) in two rather independent pairs of strongly coupled
variables, i.e. (θ, d0) and (q2, q3), reflecting that both a decrease resp. in-
crease of d0 resp. θ reduce all lattice constants simultaneously while q2 and
q3 cause expansions and contractions. In fact, while the naive approach of
fitting all four quantities simultaneously fails awfully (Fig. 5.1), fixing d0
leads to a precise extraction of θ (Fig. 5.2) and a remaining overfitting of
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Figure 5.3: Optimal solutions of Eq. (5.1) with q3 as the only free parameter
and n2 = −0.78. d0 and q2 were set to the experimentally determined values
given in [51] (left, x = 0) resp. [20, 52] (center, T = 283 K) and θ was fixed
to the values obtained with free parameters (θ, q2, q3) and presented in Fig.
5.2. As no refined data exist for the data from [161] (right, x = 0.1), d0
was fixed to the value from [20] and q2 was set to zero. Circles resp. lines
represent the fit results resp. data obtained by the refinement if existing.
(q2, q3). Fixing q2 in addition and keeping the results of θ yields precise val-
ues for q3 as well. Lastly, as shown on the right in Fig. 5.3, this strategy was
transferred to non-refined data at low temperatures and x = 0.1 given in
[161]. Please note that a different space group is used in the latter reference
leading to a cyclic rotation of the lattice parameters. As neither d0 nor q2
are known, they are assumed to be constant, i.e. d0 is fixed to the room
temperature value of x = 0.1 in [20] and q2 to zero. Since the resulting val-
ues of θ show only non-significant variations of roughly 0.1 ◦ from the room
temperature value 16.6 ◦, solely q3 is presented. Here, a slight increase on
the order of the uncertainties is observed towards low temperatures, which
might indicate an enhanced JT effect due to orbital ordering as discussed
in chapter 2. Importantly, due to the assumptions made, this interpretation
based on the solitary data presented in this chapter should be taken with
care. However, it is very consistent with and thus supporting the findings in
[28]. Moreover, the findings show that rather few observables are necessary
to extract the octahedral configuration in PCMO, which could pave the road
for robust electron diffraction refinements in future studies.
Chapter 6
Exploring the Phase
Diagram of PCMO Thin
Films
In this chapter, parts of the phase diagram of PCMO thin films shall be
explored by means of electron diffraction techniques and compared to the
results obtained on bulk samples discussed in chapter 2. All investigated
macroscopic samples have been prepared by B. Kressdorf using ion beam
sputtering and relevant parameters are given in Tab. A.1. More specifically,
two Ca concentrations of x = 0.34 and x = 0.1 are studied representing
candidates for the emergence of charge (and orbital) ordering in the medium
and orbital ordering in the low doping regime, respectively.
6.1 Charge Ordering for x = 0.34
In order to demonstrate charge ordering (CO) in a nominally 100 nm thick
PCMO film (x = 0.34) on STO, a planview orientated TEM sample is
advantageous since mainly c-out-of-plane growth direction [17] and the pre-
dominant emergence of a 2b superstructure [57] is expected. Consequently, a
c-oriented lamella guarantees the inclusion of large scattering volumes with
b orthogonal to the electron beam. Therefore, the following two-step sample
preparation was used for the herein presented experiment:
• A 2×1.5 mm2 block was cut from the center of the macroscopic sample
using a diamond saw, glued upside down with mounting wax on a
stainless steel stub, and ground to a thickness of 20 µm with P2400
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paper on a disc grinder. Subsequently, the specimen was cleaned first
in acetone and then in isopropanol for several minutes, glued upside
down with Gatan G1 glue on a copper support grid, and milled from
the backside with the Gatan precision ion polishing system (PIPS)
until a hole emerged using an acceleration voltage of 4 kV.
• The electron transparent sample mounted on the copper grid was in-
serted into the FIB and a small piece was cut out and transferred
to a silicon nitride membrane which had been evaporated with a few
hundred nanometer gold before. The lamella was mounted across a
hole that has been milled with the ion beam before. During this pro-
cess, the ion beam exposure has been reduced as much as possible to
prevent damage of the region of interest.
Please note that the second step is generally not necessary to investigate
CO and was primarily done as preparation for a planned follow-up pump-
probe experiment in an ultrafast TEM, in which the gold layer is supposed
to act both as a heat sink as well as a mirror for the incoming pumping
laser. Nevertheless, once the lamella has been transferred, this geometry
is even for the sake of a pure cooling experiment beneficial as it eliminates
the risk of crack formation and breaking of the mechanically very unstable
conventionally prepared sample during further transfers.
Using the Gatan cooling stage mentioned in chapter 3 to approach low
temperatures yields the expected 2b superstructure at 100 K as shown in the
upper left selective area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of Fig. 6.1. The
real space region corresponding to the diffraction pattern can be found in
Fig. A.10 and the thickness in the investigated area was determined with Eq.
(3.1) to approximately 180 nm using λ = 107.5 nm as an average for PCMO
and STNO [162]. Furthermore, Fig. 6.1 visualises the masking approach
which shall be used in this section to quantify the intensity of the CO peaks:
For a given radius rd, a circular mask is created around all orders of the CO
reflections and the averaged disc intensity Id is defined as:
Id(rd, T ) =
∫
Σ(rd)




where I(kx, ky, T ) is the recorded diffraction intensity at the position (kx, ky)
in reciprocal space and temperature T and Σ(rd) the circular domain around




(kx, ky) : |(kx, ky)− (i · a∗, (j + 0.5) · b∗)|2 ≤ r2d; i, j ∈ Z
}
. (6.2)
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Figure 6.1: SAED pattern of charge ordered PCMO (x = 0.34) with the ex-
pected 2b superstructure at 100 K (top left). In addition, the mask definition
given in Eq. (6.2) is visualised for three different values of rd.
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Figure 6.2: Averaged intensity Id as defined in Eq. (6.1) with respect to the
disc radius rd for selected temperatures.
Here, a∗ resp. b∗ are the reciprocal lattice parameters of PCMO. The result-
ing averaged intensity for three exemplary temperatures is given in Fig. 6.2
revealing that for low temperatures, in the presence of charge ordering, Id
increases towards smaller radii. In addition, as can be seen most clearly in
the case of T = 300 K, Id contains even for small radii still a significant con-
tribution of the decaying intensity of the main diffraction peaks. In order to
correct for this effect, Id(T = 300 K) scaled to the value at rd = 0.85 nm
−1
is subtracted resulting in the averaged excess intensity due to the CO peaks:
ICO(rd, T ) = Id(rd, T )− Id(rd, 300 K) ·
Id(0.85 nm
−1, T )
Id(0.85 nm−1, 300 K)
. (6.3)
The corresponding curves for the entire temperature series taken in the
experiment are shown in Fig. 6.3. As expected, ICO increases generally with
decreasing temperature whereas the shape of the curves remains unchanged,
which can be confirmed by plotting normalised profiles. For small radii, the
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Figure 6.3: Excess intensity due to charge ordering as defined in Eq. (6.3)
with respect to the disc radius rd for all temperatures used in the cooling
experiment.
curves become increasingly noisy since only a few pixels lie within the masked
area. Thus, ICO is evaluated at rd = 0.3 nm
−1 as a measure for the CO peak
intensity and illustrated in Fig. 6.4 after being normalised to the value at
T = 100 K. In addition, the normalised averaged intensity of an analogously
constructed mask around the main peaks of the diffraction patterns (as well
evaluated at rd = 0.3 nm
−1) is shown to discuss the effect of the overall
decreasing diffraction intensity with T , i.e. the origin of the scaling factor
in the definition of ICO. For this purpose, it is crucial to mention the order
in which the diffraction patterns have been taken: After the acquisition at
room temperature, the sample was cooled down and the zone axis was fine-
tuned. Starting from 100 K, the temperature was gradually increased and
looped back to 100 K after the acquisition at 200 K.
Next, it will now be shown that the black points correspond to the CO
parameter. In general, there are five possible explanations for intensity vari-
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Figure 6.4: Temperature-dependent excess intensity due to charge ordering
(black) as well as the averaged intensity of the main peaks (red) both eval-
uated at rd = 0.3 nm
−1 and normalised to their maxima. Please note that
two virtually identical points of the CO intensity coincide at 100 K.
ations in the CO peaks extracted from DPs taken at different temperatures
and times:
1. A change in the beam current: This effect can be ruled out on the
relevant scale as the illumination condition was not changed during
the experiment and the indicated value of the fluorescence screen with
inserted SAED aperture was 72 pA before and after the experiment.
2. A change in sample position: As each temperature point was sta-
bilised for several minutes, the stage drift between positioning the
SAED aperture in real space and finishing recording the DP (< 10 s)
can be estimated to be at maximum a few nanometers hence the main
uncertainty is the manual positioning of the aperture with respect to
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the sample itself. Considering the related real space images yields po-
sitional deviations of a few 10 nm. Given the SAED aperture diameter
of 720 nm, an exemplary shift of 30 nm corresponds to a 95 % identi-
cal diffraction volume. Since the adjacent regions are not expected to
exhibit fundamentally different diffraction patterns and the intensity
changes in Fig. 6.4 are very systematic (while inaccurate position-
ing should lead to non-systematic behaviour), this effect seems to be
negligible.
3. The temperature-dependent Debye-Waller factor: Considering the main
peak intensity in Fig. 6.4 and comparing the two point at 100 K –
please note that the lower point was taken after heating and thus
closes the loop – indicates that the decrease in intensity is predomi-
nantly caused by temporal effects and the Debye-Waller effect is small.
4. A change in the relative orientation between the electron beam and
the sample: In fact, a slight misalignment of the zone axis orientation
is observed and presented in Fig. A.11 serving as a good explanation
for the decreasing intensity in the main peaks in time. However, con-
sidering the two virtually identical points of the CO peak at 100 K in
Fig. 6.4 suggests that the superstructure reflections are hardly influ-
enced by the subtle zone axis misalignment. A possible explanation for
this finding is a larger disorder in the superstructure compared to the
main lattice, e.g. due to ordered and disordered domains as reported
in [57]. As the zone axis change between the two acquisitions at 100 K
is largest, no significant influence of the misalignment on the CO peak
intensity (after background subtraction) is expected.
5. A change in the volume of CO ordered domains, i.e. the related or-
dering parameter: Since the points 1-4 can be ruled out as described
above, only the ordering parameter of the CO phase itself serves as
an explanation for the increase of the corresponding peak intensity
observed in Fig. 6.4.
The rather smooth increase of the CO parameter fits well to the expected
emergence of a two-phase region with coexisting ordered and disordered do-
mains [57]. Extrapolating the three inner-most points linearly and eval-
uating the intersection with the temperature axis yields a CO onset at
T = 218(4) K. Compared with the critical temperature in the bulk [163],
this value is approximately 20 K lower indicating that epitaxial strain caused
by the STO substrate resp. related defects destabilise the ordered phase.
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This finding is consistent with previously reported onsets of enhanced open
circuit voltages in photovoltaic measurements [17] as well as hot polaron life-
times [18]. However, whether and how much thin film effects influence the
critical temperature depends on the underlying strain relaxation process
and an unchanged CO temperature in a fully-relaxed Ruddlesdon-Popper
PCMO thin film was recently demonstrated [27].
6.2 Pseudo-Tetragonal Transition for x = 0.1
As already discussed in the previous chapters, an orthorhombic to pseudo-
cubic transition at elevated temperatures is expected in the low-doping
regime of bulk PCMO. In order to study whether such a transition oc-
curs in epitaxially strained thin films as well, in-situ heating NBED exploit-
ing the 4D-STEM developments presented above was performed and the
corresponding results were published in the following paper [134] in Small
Methods (doi.org/10.1002/smtd.202100464) – the author’s contributions are
given in the main text. All contents are reprinted in their original form with
permission.
The findings prove that the structural transition exists in a 400 nm thick
PCMO layer at a similar critical temperature compared with the bulk [20].
However, lacking a precise reference in the thin region of the TEM lamella,
no quantitative comparison between in- and out-of-plane lattice parameters,
i.e. a/b resp. c, was possible such that the high-temperature phase could
either be pseudo-tetragonal or pseudo-cubic. Thus, the more general former
term is used herein. Importantly, observed hysteretic changes while heating
and cooling the sample in high-vacuum could be avoided by using a low-
pressure oxygen ambience, i.e. by employing an ETEM. Consequently, the
paper presents not only the reversible structural but also irreversible phase
transitions.
www.small-methods.com
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compounds contain volatile components, 
that is, elements in gaseous state at pro-
cessing or even operating conditions. 
Prominent examples are TiOx for improved 
solar cell contacts,[4,5] ZnO for ultraviolet 
light emitting diodes,[6,7] La1−xSrxMnO3 
for solid oxide fuel cells,[8,9] MgO for 
magnetic tunneling junctions,[10–12] 
Li1−xCoO2 for solid state batteries,[13–15] or 
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (PCMO) for neuromorphic 
computing.[16–18] As a general feature, the 
oxygen activity adjusted by ambient con-
ditions delicately controls properties and 
reaction paths in such systems. Referring 
to the metal oxides related to solid state 
batteries and neuromorphic computing, 
such reaction paths and also applications 
rely on controllable, reversible phase tran-
sitions. Hence, typical non-equilibrium 
operation and processing conditions offer the route to steer the 
latter,[19–21] but also involve the risk of undesired reaction paths. 
In addition, the incorporation in structured devices raises the 
question whether and how phase diagrams obtained on bulk 
materials can be transferred to the nanomaterial counterparts.
Calcium doped PrMnO3 (Pr1−xCaxMnO3, PCMO) is a promi-
nent representative of strongly correlated manganites discussed 
in the context of neuromorphic computing, but also related to 
third generation photvoltaics[22–24] and catalysis.[25–28] Due to 
strong correlations, the system – as many other strongly corre-
lated materials[29] – has a rich phase diagram with several ordered 
phases showing remarkable properties.[30–32] Various studies have 
focused on magnetic ordering at low temperature which is well 
understood.[33–35] In addition, phase transitions at higher tem-
perature of several hundred degrees Celsius have been revealed 
by neutron and X-ray diffraction experiments on PCMO powders 
for low Ca concentrations.[33,36] They show the transition from an 
orthorhombic to pseudo-cubic phase with small but still finite 
deviations of the lattice parameters from an ideal cubic structure. 
These changes are related to a reduction of the cooperative Jahn-
Teller (JT) distortion as well as the alternating tilt of neighbouring 
MnO6 octahedra in the high-temperature phase. Still, there is no 
direct evidence of orbital ordering driving the phase transition 
and latest results suggest that the orbital ordering above room 
temperature is induced by octahedral tilting.[37]
A major unsolved problem, however, is whether and how 
such data can be transferred to epitaxial thin films, which are the 
typical basis for technological application. More generally, this is 
The rich phase diagram of bulk Pr1−xCaxMnO3 resulting in a high tunability 
of physical properties gives rise to various studies related to fundamental 
research as well as prospective applications of the material. Importantly, as 
a consequence of strong correlation effects, electronic and lattice degrees 
of freedom are vigorously coupled. Hence, it is debatable whether such 
bulk phase diagrams can be transferred to inherently strained epitaxial thin 
films. In this paper, the structural orthorhombic to pseudo-cubic transition 
for x = 0.1 is studied in ion-beam sputtered thin films and differences to the 
respective bulk system are pointed out by employing in situ heating nano-
beam electron diffraction to follow the temperature dependence of lattice 
constants. In addition, it is demonstrated that controlling the environment 
during heating, that is, preventing oxygen loss, is crucial in order to avoid 
irreversible structural changes, which is expected to be a general problem of 
compounds containing volatile elements under non-equilibrium conditions.
The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/smtd.202100464.
1. Introduction
Current and future technologies increasingly exploit the unique 
characteristics of metal oxide thin films,[1–3] where a plethora 
of physical properties can be tailored by temperature and com-
position dependent phase transitions. By definition, these 
[+]Present address: Institute of Materials Physics, University of Goettingen, 
Friedrich-Hund-Platz 1, 37077 Göttingen, Germany
[++]Present address: German Research Centre for Geosciences GFZ,  
Telegrafenberg Potsdam 14473, Germany
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equivalent to the question whether bulk phase diagrams remain 
unchanged in thin film systems. In fact, particularly in the con-
text of transition metal oxides, various reports exist about tun-
able physical properties by epitaxial strain and oxygen vacancies 
possibly affecting phase transition temperatures as well.[38–41]
In this work, we investigate phase transitions at high temper-
ature in PCMO (x = 0.1) grown as a 400 nm thick epitaxial film 
on a SrTiO3 (STO) substrate. In order to extract temperature-
dependent lattice parameters we use nano-beam electron diffrac-
tion (NBED) in a 4D scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(4D-STEM)  mode.[42] Hence, individual domains of the typically 
nanotwinned films can be addressed in contrast to macroscopic 
X-ray or neutron diffraction studies. Furthermore, during the in 
situ heating experiments, the environmental capabilities of the 
electron microscope are used to compare reaction paths in ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) and 10 Pa oxygen partial pressure ambient 
conditions. In the latter case, a reversible orthorhombic to 
pseudo-cubic phase transition is observed, while in the former 
case, an irreversible phase transition associated with the appear-
ance of superstructure reflections occurs, which completely 
suppresses the orthorhombic to pseudo-cubic phase transition. 
These results will be discussed in terms of oxygen vacancies 
whose formation is controlled by the ambient conditions.
2. Results and Discussion
Prior to considering the temperature dependence of the given 
lattice parameters, a brief overview of the crystal structure 
of PCMO as well as the thin film epitaxy and heterogeneity 
shall be given. Figure 1a illustrates the expected tilt pattern of 
corner-sharing MnO6 octahedra in PCMO (a−a−c+ in Glazer 
notation[43]) leading to an orthorhombic Pbnm unit cell. For 
the sake of simplicity, A-site atoms, that is, Pr and Ca are not 
shown. Compared with the cubic unit cell of an ideal perovskite 
like STO containing only one octahedron which is neither tilted 
nor distorted, the lattice vector PCMO[001] is approx. two times 
larger due to the tilt alternation. Similarly, PCMO[100] and 
PCMO[010] are approx. 2  times larger and rotated by approx. 
45°. Consequently, six epitaxial growth relations of PCMO on a 
cubic STO substrate (with STO(001) surface termination) exist 
as illustrated in Figure  1b. The moduli of the corresponding 
bulk lattice vectors at room temperature are given in Table  1. 
Importantly, a change of the space group of PCMO is not 
expected in the pseudo-cubic phase, in which the octahedral tilt 
is strongly reduced but still finite.[33,36]
The Θ  − 2Θ X-ray diffraction (XRD) scan of the epitaxial 
thin film presented in Figure 1c shows a clear peak close to the 
PCMO(004) bulk value (solid green line) and only subtle differ-
ences compared with the reference scan of a pristine substrate 
in the range of the PCMO(220) bulk value (dashed red-cyan 
line). Thus, the XRD data suggests predominant growth rela-
tions (i) and (ii) and the position of the corresponding peak 
yields +0.2 % tensile strain of the out-of-plane PCMO[001] lattice 
parameter being consistent with previous reports about signifi-
cant deviations from bulk properties in relatively thick PCMO 
films due to both misfit as well as preparation related strain that 
is induced by point defects and variations in octahedral tilt.[45,46]
The XRD findings as well as high epitaxial growth quality 
is confirmed by the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
results, which were obtained with an STO[110] zone axis align-
ment throughout the entire manuscript: As shown in Figure 2 
Figure 1. a) Tilt pattern of the MnO6 octahedra in PCMO (a−a−c+ in Glazer notation[43]) with Mn and O in purple and red, respectively. For simplicity, 
Pr and Ca are not shown. The ideal, cubic perovskite unit cell in the absence of tilt and distortion is indicated by dashed gray rectangles. b) Possible 
epitaxial growth relations of PCMO on cubic STO (gray cubes) using the same colour code for the PCMO lattice constants as in (a). c) XRD intensity 
obtained by a Θ-2Θ scan of a macroscopic, 400 nm thick epitaxial thin film on STO (black) as well as a pristine STO substrate (gray) at room tempera-
ture with the bulk values of PCMO(004) (solid green), PCMO(220) (dashed red-cyan), and STO(200) (dotted gray)[34,44] marked.
Table 1. Room temperature values of the moduli of relevant lattice vectors.
Lattice vector PCMO[100] PCMO[010] PCMO[001] STO[100]
Modulus [Å] 5.442[34] 5.617[34] 7.635[34] 3.905[44]
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and expected for the relations (i) and (ii), the corresponding 
zone axis in the film is found to be either PCMO[100] or 
PCMO[010], that is, PCMO[001] is oriented out-of-plane in both 
cases. In fact, the in-plane orientation flips quite regularly on a 
few hundred nanometer scale and the resulting domains extend 
through the entire film as clearly visualized by the 4D-STEM 
analysis shown in Figure  2b–d. This reflects a nanotwinned 
state of the film as it is often observed in orthorhombic 
systems.[47,48]
The temperature dependent lattice parameters obtained in 
the TEM and averaged over the upper half of the scanning field 
in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3. The error bars represent the 
standard deviation in the averaged range. Noteworthy, the initial 
value of the out-of-plane lattice parameter, that is, PCMO[001], is 
consistent with the macroscopic XRD measurement presented 
in Figure  1c. Upon heating, the in-plane parameter, including 
contributions from PCMO[100] and PCMO[010], decreases with 
higher temperature. In contrast, PCMO[001] increases and is 
strongly hysteretic. The latter indicates an irreversible change 
of the TEM lamella during heating which is confirmed by a 
change in the crystal symmetry: Figure  4a,b shows series of 
NBED patterns of domains with PCMO[100] and PCMO[010] 
zone axis orientation, respectively. While in the former case a 
PCMO(0120) superreflection emerges at 800 K, the PCMO(101) 
reflection vanishes in the latter. Both effects persist at lower 
temperatures after heating and in addition, the initially extinct 
PCMO(100) reflection shows up in domains with PCMO[010] 
zone axis orientation. The appearance of superstructures, 
although not exclusively occurring in one direction, has been 
reported before in the context of catalytical studies of PCMO 
(x = 0.36) and was attributed to oxygen vacancy ordering.[27] The 
circumstance that ordering is only observed along PCMO[010] 
might be related to the results in ref. [50] for x  = 1 showing 
that in the presence of strain certain lattice sites are preferred 
for oxygen vacancy formation. Recalling the structural sketch 
presented at the bottom of Figure 1a, the emerging superstruc-
ture could be explained by oxygen vacancies occurring only at 
the oxygen site highlighted by a black circle but not at the site 
highlighted by a green circles. However, other configurations 
of oxygen vacancies are consistent with the observed super-
structure along PCMO[010] and the change in extinction rules – 
being strongly linked to the tilt pattern of neighbouring MnO6 
Figure 2. a) Annular dark field (ADF)-STEM overview at room temperature with the scanning area marked with the green rectangle. b) Domain structure 
of the PCMO thin film visualized by virtual dark-field images created by integrating the intensity of the PCMO(101) (red circle) and PCMO(021) (cyan 
circle) reflection, respectively. The STO[110] zone axis oriented substrate appears dark since neither of these reflections is allowed. (c) and (d) NBED 
patterns corresponding to the red and cyan parts of the PCMO film with PCMO[010] and PCMO[100] zone axis orientation, respectively. The direct 
beam is marked with black arrows.
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octahedra in stoichiometric perovskites[51] – suggests additional 
atomic reconfigurations. Noteworthy, the hysteretic increase of 
the out-of-plane lattice parameter in Figure  3 is qualitatively 
consistent with previously reported lattice expansion due to 
oxygen deficiency.[35]
In order to suppress oxygen vacancy formation, an analogous 
experiment was conducted facilitating the environmental TEM 
(ETEM) gas-inlet capabilities and using an oxygen partial pres-
sure of 10 Pa. The resulting lattice parameters obtained in the 
gaseous environment are shown in Figure 5. As a matter of fact, 
PCMO[001] still increases strongly with temperature but in con-
trast to the experiment in high-vacuum no significant hysteresis 
is visible. Furthermore, neither a PCMO(0120) superreflection 
nor a change in the extinction rules was  observed in the 
gaseous environment confirming oxygen vacancy formation to 
be directly linked to the previous irreversible changes.
A striking observation is the sudden jump of the averaged 
in-plane parameter at 600 K during heating, which is not 
reverted during cooling. As a result, the averaged in-plane 
parameter approaches the lattice parameter of the substrate 
at that temperature proving its effect on the strain state of the 
PCMO. Bearing in mind that the PCMO films have been post-
growth annealed at 1173 K this jump has to be attributed to the 
reduced thickness (≃100 nm) of the TEM foil along the elec-
tron beam direction, which permits further change of epitaxial 
strain. Following the curve after the jump reveals a reversible 
decrease of the averaged in-plane parameter at high tempera-
tures. In fact, the black data points in Figure 5 (with the zone 
axis fine-adjusted at 900 K), which were acquired after the first 
heating cycle (with the zone axis fine-adjusted at 300 K), dem-
onstrate that no significant irreversible changes are observed 
in the second cycle as well as that mistilt, for example, due to 
membrane bulging, does not hamper the interpretation of the 
presented lattice parameters.
To disentangle the behavior of the so far averaged in-plane 
lattice parameters PCMO[100] and PCMO[010], the tem-
perature dependent histograms of detected in-plane lattice 
Figure 4. Temperature series of NBED patterns obtained under UHV conditions. a) In domains with PCMO[100] zone axis, a PCMO(012 0) superre-
flection is observed first at T = 800 K which becomes increasingly obvious in time and persists at low temperatures after heating. b) In domains with 
PCMO[010] zone axis, the PCMO(101) reflection vanishes at 800 K and during the course of the experiment the initially extinct PCMO(100) reflection 
emerges.
Figure 3. Temperature-dependent in and out-of-plane lattice parameters 
obtained under UHV conditions averaged over the upper half of the scan-
ning range shown in Figure  2 as well as the room temperature values 
of bulk PCMO[001][34] (solid green) and as obtained on the film by XRD 
(dashed black). The temperature-dependent corresponding lattice plane 
distance of bulk STO[49] is plotted as a solid gray line. The error bars cor-
respond to the standard deviations in the averaged range. While the aver-
aged in-plane parameter decreases slightly in temperature, the out-of-plane 
parameter shows a strong increase as well as obvious hysteretic behavior.
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constants during heating and cooling are shown in Figure  6a 
and Figure  6b, respectively. Please note that the histograms 
above T  = 650 K in Figure  6b are re-plotted from (a). Gener-
ally, before and after heating, a bimodal distribution is observed 
at low temperatures and the two distinct peaks with lower 
and higher lattice parameter correspond to domains with 
PCMO[010] and PCMO[100] zone axis orientation, respectively. 
As the temperature is raised, the two peaks start to merge and 
a tetragonally-strained pseudo-cubic phase forms. It should be 
noted that the sudden jump during heating at 600 K discussed 
above occurs right at the pseudo-cubic transition in Figure 6a 
suggesting that isotropic lattice parameters are beneficial for 
this type of rearrangement. The temperature-dependent corre-
sponding lattice spacing of bulk STO (solid gray line)[49] indi-
cates an increased adaptation of the in-plane lattice parameters 
of the film to the substrate at 600 K. Furthermore, the arrows 
marking the room temperature bulk values of PCMO[100] 
(red) and PCMO[010] (cyan)[34] reveal increased tensile strain of 
PCMO[100] and decreased compressive strain of PCMO[010] at 
room temperature after heating. This again proves the epitaxial 
strain maintained by the substrate regardless of the thin foil 
effect discussed above.
Despite the mentioned modifications of the strain state, 
no significant changes in size or position of the nanotwinned 
domains are observed: As presented in Figure 7a,b, the meso-
scopic structure of nanotwinned domains is recovered after 
heating. Furthermore, it should be noted, that the Moiré pat-
terns arising from the lattice resolution of the ADF-HRSTEM 
images in Figure  7d,e obtained at small magnification are a 
Figure 5. Temperature-dependent in and out-of-plane lattice parameters 
obtained in a 10 Pa oxygen environment as well as the room temperature 
values of bulk PCMO[001][34] (solid green) and as obtained on the film by 
XRD (dashed black). The temperature-dependent corresponding lattice 
plane distance of bulk STO[49] is plotted as a solid gray line. The error 
bars correspond to the standard deviations in the averaged range. While 
the averaged in-plane parameter decreases in temperature and exhibits 
a sudden jump during heating at 600 K, the out-of-plane para parameter 
shows a strong increase. The black data points were acquired after the 
first heating and cooling cycle with the zone axis fine-adjusted at 900 K—
in contrast to the fine-adjustment at 300 K during the first cycle—in order 
to assess the effect of mistilt due to bulging of the heating chip.
Figure 6. Contour plot of the temperature-dependent histograms of the in-plane lattice parameter obtained in a 10 Pa oxygen environment in an 
approximately 600 nm× 150 nm scanning area at 150 nm distance from the substrate. The colors represent the relative frequency and the dashed and 
dotted black lines are a guide to the eye to follow PCMO[100] and PCMO[010]. (a) includes the data recorded during heating and shows a sudden jump 
at 600 K. (b) shows the data recorded during cooling (except for T > 650 K as only heating points exist) in which no jump is present. The splitting of 
PCMO[100] and PCMO[010] recurs after heating. The arrows mark the bulk values of PCMO[100] (red) as well as PCMO[010] (cyan) at room tempera-
ture, and the gray line indicates the temperature-dependent corresponding lattice plane spacing of bulk STO.[34,44] Potential systematic errors due to 
assuming an unstrained substrate as a reference for quantification are estimated to be ≈3 pm (see Experimental Section).
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sensitive test for irreversible changes ruling out crack formation 
during the rearrangement. In addition, electron energy-loss 
spectroscopy (EELS) signals of the Pr M- (black), Ti L- (red), and 
Mn L-edge (blue) are provided in Figure 7c revealing chemical 
interdiffusion of Ti and Mn in the interface layer apparent by a 
bright contrast in Figure 7a,b, which is consistent with previous 
reports.[52] It should be noted that comparing the data before 
(lines) and after (open circles) heating excludes significant 
changes of the interdiffusion layer. Consequently, changes of 
the domain boundary nanostructure or of preparation-related 
point defect concentrations and variations in octahedral tilt are 
possible explanations for the structural modification.
Although thin film strain relaxation phenomena are not in 
the focus of this study, some insight into the role of domain 
Figure 8. a) Plan-view BF-TEM image with several horizontally aligned nanotwin domain boundaries indicated by yellow arrows. The dark vertical 
contrast is caused by lamella bending. b) SAED pattern of the region shown in (a). The direct beam as well as the PCMO(300) and PCMO(030) reflec-
tions—corresponding to alternating domain orientations—are highlighted by a black, red and blue arrow, respectively.
Figure 7. ADF-STEM overview of the nanotwinned domains structure under NBED conditions at room temperature a) before and b) after in situ heating 
in a 10 Pa oxygen environment showing no significant changes in the domain size or position. c) EELS signal of the Pr M- (black), Ti L- (red), and Mn 
L-edge (blue) normalized by their maxima showing chemical interdiffusion of Ti and Mn in the range of the bright interface layer visible in (a) and 
(b). Lines and open circles correspond to the state before and after heating. (d) and (e) ADF-HRSTEM images of the marked areas in (a) and (b). The 
bright fringes reflect Moiré patterns of the scanning array with the crystal structure proving a sufficiently focused probe to achieve lattice resolutions.
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boundaries for the rather complex strain-stress state of the 
nanotwinned thin films is provided by Figure 8a,b, showing a 
plan-view TEM image and a selective area electron diffraction 
(SAED) pattern, respectively. There are two important obser-
vations, that is, (i) the domain boundaries indicated by yellow 
arrows in (a) tend to follow PCMO(110) and PCMO(110) lat-
tice planes, and (ii) domains are strongly elongated in the 
horizontal and closely spaced in the vertical direction (note, 
that regions with the same arrangement but tilted by 90° are 
also observed but not shown here). As a third feature, lattice 
planes of the nanotwins parallel to the boundaries are aligned 
to each other while the planes perpendicular to the boundaries 
are canted as can be inferred from the split and overlapping 
peaks marked by a gray and yellow circle in Figure 8b. As the 
cross-sectional lamellas used in the in situ experiment where 
extracted along the diagonal direction in Figure  8a (yielding 
alternating PCMO[100] and PCMO[010] zone axis orientations), 
the elongated domains are cut at an angle of 45°. Thus, small 
rotations of the PCMO(110) and PCMO(110) lattice planes 
coinciding at domain boundaries—accompanied by defect for-
mation—should be more favourable in the thin TEM foil com-
pared with the macroscopic counterpart. Hence, the observed 
rearrangement at 600 K can tentatively be attributed to these 
small relative rotations in combination with expansion of the 
film along the electron propagation direction feasible in the 
TEM lamella. Notwithstanding these rather complex relaxation 
phenomena resulting from the nanotwinned microstructure, 
the orthorhombic to pseudo-cubic phase transition is observed 
in the thin film if heated up in an oxygen environment.
Finally, the results obtained in oxygen environment after 
the rearrangement shall be compared to bulk measurements. 
As described in ref. [34], a pseudo-cubic transition is expected 
in the bulk for x  = 0.1 at ≈675 K. Our findings show that the 
transition occurs at a slightly lower temperature in the thin 
film, that is, at ≈600 K. Unfortunately, since no temperature-
dependent lattice constants are published at this calcium con-
centration, we can compare the trends only qualitatively to the 
existing data obtained in the bulk for x = 0.[33,36] Here, due to 
the pseudo-cubic transition at 1050 K, PCMO[001] increases by 
3.8%, PCMO[010] decreases by 3.4 %, and PCMO[100] increases 
by 1.5 %. Since the initial anisotropy at room temperature is 
weaker for x = 0.1, it is to be expected that theses changes are 
smaller due to the increased calcium content matching very 
well the observed increase of PCMO[001] by ≈3.0% in Figure 5 
and the decrease of PCMO[010] by ≈2.5% in Figure  6b. On 
the contrary, PCMO[100] behaves qualitatively differently as it 
decreases with temperature. Even though no direct comparison 
to the bulk can be drawn for x = 0.1, it seems very likely that 
this effect is rather caused by strain than by the finite value 
of x. We  justify this claim with the fact that the increase of 
PCMO[100] is a fingerprint of the reduced MnO6 tilting angle 
having a stronger effect than the reduction of its JT distortion 
(which would in turn lead to an expansion in this direction). As 
the JT distortion is almost 50 % weaker for x = 0.1 at room tem-
perature[34] and the tolerance factor, that is, the main driving 
force for octahedral tilts changes only by a few percent,[33] we 
do not expect a reverted behavior due to the increased calcium 
content and attribute the reverted trend to the anisotropic 
nanotwinned strain state.
3. Conclusion
In summary, nano-beam electron diffraction in combina-
tion with in situ heating in an environmental transmission 
electron microscope was  used to study phase transitions in 
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 thin films epitaxially grown on SrTiO3 in the 
low-doping regime, that is, for a Ca concentration of 10 at%. 
The oxygen activity was  varied by the oxygen partial pressure 
during the in situ experiment leading to two distinctly different 
routes followed by the system.
On the one hand, UHV conditions accompanied by oxygen loss 
and hence formation of oxygen vacancies in the thin film material. 
From the appearance of a PCMO(0 12 0) superstructure accompa-
nied by a change in the extinction rules as shown in Figures 3 and 
4, vacancy ordering can be concluded which persists after cooling to 
room temperature indicating a thermodynamically stable oxygen-
deficient PCMO. We  note here, that the observed anisotropy 
might be related to misfit strain resulting in an anisotropic oxygen 
vacancy formation enthalpy and formerly equivalent sites where 
oxygen vacancies could occur alternatingly along the PCMO[010] 
direction are marked by a black and green circle in Figure 1a.
On the other hand, 10 Pa oxygen partial pressure in the gas-
eous ambient inside the microscope column sufficiently reduces 
the oxygen loss and hence completely suppresses the hysteretic 
behavior of the out-of-plane lattice parameter PCMO[001], the 
change in extinction rules, as well as the superstructure forma-
tion. As a consequence, the clear detection of the reversible 
orthorhombic to pseudo-cubic phase transformation is possible 
with a slightly decreased critical temperature of ≈600 K when com-
pared to the bulk counterpart.[34] In addition, a reverted behavior 
of the in-plane lattice parameter PCMO[100] was observed which 
was attributed to strain due to the cubic substrate and the mosaic-
like microstructure of the films. It is quite interesting to note, 
that the irreversible relaxation occuring at about 600 K during 
the first heating ramp coincides with the pseudo-cubic transition 
shown in Figure 6a, that is, when the in-plane lattice parameters 
PCMO[100] and PCMO[010] are approaching lifting the strain 
relaxation due to the alternating twinned domains.
Finally, let us mention some implications of the results 
reported here. First of all, the study of phase transitions in thin 
film transition metal oxide perovskites by means of in situ elec-
tron nanobeam diffraction in 4D-STEM mode is an approach 
with several advantages over bulk diffraction studies. We have 
clearly demonstrated that controlling the oxygen activity by 
ambient conditions is not only a prerequisite for reliable in 
situ heating diffraction studies, but also possible in an envi-
ronmental transmission electron microscope. This important 
conclusion can be generalized to other systems containing vola-
tile components like nitrides and hydrides although details will 
depend on the properties of the specific system.
4. Experimental Section
A 400 nm thick PCMO film was grown on a commercial STO substrate 
with STO(100) surface termination by ion beam sputtering from a 
single target of composition (x  = 0.1). Deposition parameters were: 
pAr = 3 × 10−2 Pa (beam neutralizer), pXe = 1 × 10−2 Pa (sputter gas), and 
pO = 1.6 × 10−2 Pa (film oxidation). The deposition temperature was set 
to 820 °C using a Tectra boron nitride heater which results in ≈720 °C at 
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the substrate surface. Subsequently, the film was annealed in air for 20 h 
at 900 °C with a ramping speed of 100 °C per hour.
TEM lamellas were extracted using an FEI Nova NanoLab Dual 
Beam focused ion beam and mounted on first generation four-contact 
DENSsolutions heating chips for the cross-sectional in situ experiment. 
For plan-view investigation, the preparation procedure described in 
ref. [53] was used. In both cases, the final thinning step was done using 
an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. TEM experiments were conducted in an 
FEI Titan ETEM G2 80-300 operated at 300 kV using a DENSsolutions 
Lightning D7+ holder and a semi-convergence angle of 0.8 mrad 
(NBED) and 10 mrad (HR-STEM), respectively. ADF-STEM images were 
acquired with an inner and outer collection semi-angle of 46.8 mrad and 
200 mrad, respectively. EELS data was acquired with a Gatan Quantum 
965 ER using a dispersion of 1 eV/channel under HR-STEM conditions 
and analyzed with HyperSpy[54] using the windows given in Table 2 for 
power-law background subtraction and signal integration.
NBED patterns were recorded with a self-written DigitalMicrograph 
plugin controlling the beam position and reading out an UltraScan 
1000XP camera binned to 256×256 pixels.
In order to extract the lattice parameters from resulting NBED 
patterns, their auto-correlation is calculated in a first step. Subsequently, 
a 2D reciprocal lattice is fitted up to the second order to the positions of 
the local maxima at 
( , ) ( ( , ), ( , )), 2 , 2= − ≤ ≤i j k i j k i j i jx yk  (1)
closest to the multiple orders of an initial guess i jb b+( )10 20  by solving 
the linear optimization problem:
I i j i j i j
i j








Here, I(i, j) corresponds to the intensity of the local maximum at i jk( , ) 
and serves as a weighting factor. Please note that this strategy of lattice 
parameter extraction is inspired by and thus very similar to those of previous 
reports.[42,55] Throughout this paper, the manually estimated STO(110) 
and STO(001) reflections of the STO substrate at room temperature were 
used as initial guesses b10  and b20 . In the orthorhombic Pbnm unit 
cell of PCMO, these reflections translate approximately to PCMO(100)/
PCMO(010) and PCMO(002). In order to obtain quantitative reciprocal 
lattice parameters, the electron-optical system was calibrated by assuming 
an unstrained substrate ≈50–100 nm below the interface at room 
temperature, as the Young modulus at room temperature is about three 
times higher than in PCMO (x = 0.5)[56,57] and similar behavior is expected 
for x = 0.1. The moduli of real space lattice parameters were calculated by 
taking the inverse of the moduli of the reciprocal lattice parameters. The 
standard deviation of the calibrated lattice parameter in the substrate 
reference area amounts to 3 pm and serves as an estimation of potential 
systematic errors of the quantitative values.
XRD was  performed in a Bruker D8 diffractometer with a 
monochromated Cu Kα1 source.
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6.3 Low Temperature Investigations for x = 0.1
Similarly to the experiment conducted on PCMO (x = 0.34) and presented
above in the context of charge ordering, SAED of PCMO (x = 0.1) was
performed at low temperatures in order to check for fingerprints of orbital
ordering [28]. As conventionally prepared samples reproducibly cracked dur-
ing thinning in the PIPS – possibly due to the complex strain-stress state
discussed in the previous subsection – the combined mechanical grinding
and FIB lift-out approach presented in subsection 4.1.1 was used to prepare
a planview oriented TEM lamella of a 400 nm thick film. (see Tab. A.1 for
details of the macroscopic preparation). Fig. 6.5 (a) shows a TEM overview
of a region in which the substrate has been removed entirely, i.e. with
a thickness well below 400 nm as can be confirmed by EELS. The dashed
yellow lines indicate domain boundaries predominantly following the (110)
resp. (110) planes with alternating in-plane orientation. Interestingly, the
domains tend to be elongated in one direction as well as closely spaced in the
other and areas with interchanging long resp. short edges exist. Due to a
stronger superposition with bending contrasts, the horizontally aligned long
edges in the thinner left part are less clearly visible, but can be confirmed by
the defocused image with higher magnification given in Fig. A.12. The five
marked positions in Fig. 6.5 (a) indicate regions investigated with SAED
at 300 K (red) reps. 100 K (blue) and exemplary DPs are shown in (b) and
(c). Consistent with the sketch presented in Fig. 2.8, no superstructure as
a consequence of orbital ordering is observed at low temperatures, which
can also be confirmed in thicker sample regions. However, as discussed in
chapter 2 and 5, an increase in the structural mode q3 is expected due to
the collaborative JT effect leading to an enhanced anisotropy of the in-plane
lattice parameters, i.e. an increase of the ratio b/a. In order to check if such
a structural fingerprint can be resolved with electron diffraction, the reflec-
tions with clearly distinguishable double peaks resulting from the inclusion
of scattering volumes from both domain orientations and marked with green
circles in Fig. 6.5 (b) were fitted for each orientation to a two-dimensional
lattice using Eq. (4.1). Here, no auto- or cross-correlation was performed
but the peak maxima in the direct DP was used. Furthermore, the weight-
ing factor was chosen uniformly to be 24−1∆k−2, where ∆k = 0.013 nm−1
is the pixel spacing of the DP, yielding a reduced χ2 form allowing for an
error estimation of the fit parameters. Given the in-plane lattice parame-
ters for each domain orientation, the following quantities can be calculated:
Firstly, the angle between the lattice planes along the elongated domain
walls, i.e. between the vertically aligned (110) resp. (110) reflections fol-
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Figure 6.5: (a) TEM overview of a freestanding PCMO (x = 0.1) lamella
with alternating domain structure. The dashed yellow lines indicate domain
boundaries and the red resp. blue circles correspond to regions investigated
by SAED. Exemplary DPs at 300 K and 100 K are shown in (b) and (c).
The double peaks marked with green circles were used to extract the lat-
tice parameters of the sublattices corresponding to the differently oriented
domains.
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Figure 6.6: Parameters extracted from the SAED patterns taken in the five
regions marked in Fig. 6.5 (a): (Left) Angle between the lattice planes in
adjacent domains along the long resp. short edges of the domains structure,
i.e. between the vertical reps. horizontal diffraction spots of the two sublat-
tices in Fig. 6.5 (b) and (c). (Right) Ratio of the in-plane lattice parameters
b/a averaged over both sublattices as well as the corresponding bulk values
from [161] marked by the dashed (283 K) resp. dotted (83 K) line.
lowing the index convention shown in Fig. 6.5 (b). Secondly, the angle
between the horizontally aligned (110) resp. (110) reflections. Thirdly, the
ratio b/a averaged over both domain orientations. The resulting values for
the five regions marked in Fig. 6.5 (a) are presented in Fig. 6.6 showing
that the (110) and (110) lattice planes at the long edges tend to be par-
allel to each other while the (110) and (110) planes are inclined by more
than 2.5 ◦. Qualitatively, this behaviour can already be inferred from the
absence resp. emergence of double peaks in the vertical resp. horizontal
direction in Fig. 6.5 (b) and (c). However, despite being poorly statistically
sampled, the comparison between data points being collected at 300 K and
100 K suggests an increase in the inclination angle at low temperatures be-
ing consistent with the expected enhanced anisotropy of the in-plane lattice
parameters [161]. This tendency is also visible in the comparatively noisy
direct plot of b/a with the bulk ratios from the latter reference marked by
the dashed (283 K) resp. dotted (83 K) line. Obviously, as the main inten-
tion of this experiment was to confirm that no detectable superstructure
emerges at low temperatures, the recorded sample set is insufficient to draw
strong conclusions about orbital ordering. In particular, the comparison of
solely two different temperatures impedes the disentanglement of thermal
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expansion as well as effects caused by the alternating domain structure from
possible fingerprints of orbital ordering. Nevertheless, the results show that
SAED in combination with the used planview sample preparation approach,
i.e. with substrate removal, is suitable to study fingerprints of orbital or-
dering as the in-plane parameters can be determined individually and the
sensitivity seems to be high enough to extract significant trends at reason-
ably low sample sizes. In fact, since cooling experiments are accompanied by
comparatively strong specimen drift, the latter is an important experimental
requirement. Noteworthy, the inclination angle of the lattice planes along
the short domain walls can be extracted rather precisely from the double
peaks and is a promising candidate to observe the in-plane anisotropy in fu-
ture experiments. Furthermore, the collection of SAED patterns with solely
the systematic row along a resp. b excited should be included as, according
to Fig. 2.8, the orbital ordering is expected to (probably weakly) lift the
extinction of the (100) resp. (010) reflection since the central Mn site of the
Pbnm unit cell is no longer equivalent to the corner site. However, in the
herein chosen zone axis [001], double diffraction including allowed (210) and
(200) resp. (120) and (020) reflections [164] lead already to high intensities
at (100) resp. (010) impeding such an observation.





In this chapter, experimental advances of STEM-EBIC as well as those re-
lated to analytical and numerical modelling of resulting signals shall be
presented. Firstly, in order to assess how results obtained in TEM lamellas
can be linked to bulk devices, i.e. to quantify bulk-like contributions to the
I-V characteristic of the specimen as well as the MEMS carrier chip, the
one diode model will be applied and underlying parallel as well as serial
resistances will be quantified. Secondly, a qualitative proof of the supe-
rior spatial resolution compared with SEM-EBIC will be presented in the
context of enhanced excess charge carrier recombination in the nanoscale
vicinity of misfit dislocations at PCMO-STNO interfaces. Furthermore, it
will be shown that a reliable extraction of the bulk diffusion length and
surface properties of STNO is feasible as well as that in-situ biasing can be
used to manipulate PCMO-STNO junctions an the nanoscale. In addition,
the applicability to classical semiconductors, i.e. a textured silicon solar
cell, will be proven enabling the mapping of a boron isoconcentration line
in a non-planar geometry by correlating the experiment with FE and boron
diffusion simulations. Lastly, the existence of atomically modulating EBIC
signals in PCMO, STNO, and Si will be presented and discussed in the con-
text of possible energy dissipation channels after primary excitation of the
electron beam as well as their spatial evolution with respect to the position
within the space charge region.
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7.1 Applying the One Diode Model to Electron
Transparent Lamellas
In order to extract the bulk-like contributions to the I-V curve of electron
transparent lamella mounted on a MEMS chip, the one diode model pre-
sented in subsection 2.2.3 is be employed in a two-step procedure. Firstly,
Eq. (2.19) is fitted to data obtained on the underlying macroscopic sample
yielding the corresponding saturation current Is as well as ideality factor n.
Secondly, the one diode model – including a fraction r of the macroscopic
device with identical ideality factor, as well as additional serial and parallel








(I(Ui, r, Rs, Rp)− Ii)2 . (7.1)
Here, Ii is the resulting current at an external voltage Ui applied to the
chip contacts and N the amount of collected data points. Furthermore,
σI = 0.01 nA denotes the uncertainty of the current measurement, i.e. Eq.



















The I-V curves of the wedge-shaped PCMO-STNO lamella presented
at the bottom of Fig. 4.2 (black) as well as the corresponding macroscopic
sample (blue) are presented in Fig. 7.1. Clearly, large current contribu-
tions due to a finite parallel resistance are visible in the sample prepared
for STEM-EBIC purposes. However, no claims about the origin of related
leakage currents can be made in the first place, i.e. it is not clear whether
short circuits emerge due to the FIB treated surfaces or contaminations on
the MEMS chip e.g. due to Pt deposition. Solving Eq. (7.1) for the pre-
sented dataset yields optimal values r = 1.66(13) × 10−4, Rs = 44(2) MΩ,
and Rp = 436(14) MΩ. In the framework presented previously in Fig. 2.11,
these values translate to a ratio of 0.87 between experimentally measured
and actual short circuit currents and subsequently shown EBIC data ob-
tained on the presented lamella will be corrected by dividing through the
latter unless stated otherwise. In order to demonstrate how accurately the
experimentally measured I-V curve can be described by the applied one
diode model, the data is corrected for effects caused by Rs and Rp following
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Figure 7.1: I-V curves of the wedge-shaped PCMO-STNO lamella shown
at the bottom of Fig. 4.2 (black) as well as the corresponding macroscopic
sample (blue). See Tab. A.1 for details of the macroscopic sample.
Figure 7.2: I-V curves of the wedge-shaped PCMO-STNO lamella shown at
the bottom of Fig. 4.2 after correction for the effects of Rs and Rp as ob-
tained by the fit to the one diode model (black) as well as the corresponding
macroscopic sample (blue). The scales were adjusted by the ratio r.
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Figure 7.3: I-V curves of a wedge-shaped (RP-PCMO)-STNO lamella pre-
pared analogously to the one shown in Fig. 7.1 (black) as well as the cor-
responding macroscopic sample (blue). See Tab. A.1 for details of the
macroscopic sample.
U corri = (Ui−RsIi) resp. Icorri = (Ii−U corri /Rp) and plotted in Fig. 7.2 show-
ing a remarkable match with the macroscopic behaviour. The scales of the
respective current axes are adjusted by the extracted value of r. Applying
the same analysis to the uniformly thinned lamella with contacts on opposite
sides shown at the top of Fig. 4.2 yields r = 6.8(3)× 10−6, Rs = 8.4(7) MΩ,
as well as Rp = 469(14) MΩ which translates to a correction factor of 0.98.
The reduced value of r compared with the wedge-shaped lamella reflects the
smaller active area in the homogeneously thin and narrower sample while
the deviations of the resistances are within the fluctuations of analogously
fabricated TEM foils. In all preparations, the chip was cut in between the
platinum contacts along several tens of micrometers to reduce short circuits
due to large-scale contaminations and the same ion acceleration voltages
and currents were used during thinning. However, the I-V characteristic
of a wedge-shaped (RP-PCMO)-STNO lamella without any correction pre-
sented in Fig. 7.3 shows that in extreme cases the effect of serial and parallel
resistances can be negligibly small. Noteworthy, the results presented in this
section show that in principle, even if the latter is not the case, effects of
finite values of Rs and Rp can be corrected for and the demonstrated pro-
cedure allows for a quantitative comparison.
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7.2 STEM-EBIC of Misfit Dislocations at PCMO-
STNO Interfaces
Given the confined interaction of the electron beam with the sample, the
following paper [165] on enhanced recombination in the nanoscale vicinity
of misfit dislocations at PCMO-STNO interfaces was published in Journal
of Physics: Conference Series (doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/1190/1/012009)
– the author’s contributions are given below. All contents are reprinted in
their original form with permission.
Besides the experimental proof that cross-sectional STEM-EBIC in the
underlying materials is feasible at ultralow sample thicknesses of approx-
imately 40 nm, a qualitatively different behaviour of frequently occuring
misfit dislocations depending on the location of the dislocation core was re-
vealed. More specifically, dislocations with cores well-located in the lower-
doped STNO substrate show a much more pronounced EBIC reduction com-
pared with those exhibiting cores directly at the interface. In either way,
the dislocation is located in the expected domain of the SCR making the
modelling of enhanced recombination processes extremely challenging since
electric and strain fields caused by the junction, the crystal defect and poten-
tially charged surfaces need to be accounted for simultaneously. Therefore,
in the scope of the presented paper, solely qualitative conclusions are drawn
and the role of enhanced recombination in field-immersed sample regions
as well as due to the damaged surfaces will be discussed in the context of
subsequently obtained results later on.
Author contributions
T.M. extracted the TEM lamella from the macroscopic sample grown by
B.K. and conducted the TEM experiments with support by P.P. and V.R.;
The DM resp. LabVIEW scripts for data acquisition where implemented by
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and C.J.; All authors read and agreed on the written paper and declare no
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Abstract. Fundamental losses of photovoltaic energy conversion are transmission of sub band 
gap photons and thermalisation which are the underlying physics of the Shockley-Queisser 
limit defining maximum conversion efficiency of single-junction solar cells. Strongly 
correlated materials such as perovskites are promising candidates to exceed this limit by 
exploiting (i) long wavelength light absorption and (ii) the existence of long-living intraband 
excitations indicating that harvesting hot excess carriers might be feasible in such systems. In 
this work, we study pn-heterojunctions produced from Pr1-xCaxMnO3 on SrTi1-yNbyO3 by 
means of microscopic techniques. Such systems exhibit relevant quantities such as space 
charge layer width, screening lengths and excess carrier diffusion lengths in the 1-10 nm range 
which makes the use of standard methods such as electron beam induced current a challenging 
task. We report scanning transmission electron beam induced current experiments of misfit 
dislocations at the heterojunction. The dislocation-induced reduction of the charge collection is 
studied with nanometer spatial resolution. Effects of surface recombination and the 
heterojunction electric field are discussed. 
1.  Introduction 
Transition metal oxide perovskites, in particular manganites, became popular in the 1950s due to their 
extraordinary magnetic properties [1]. Ever since then the interest in this class of strongly correlated 
materials has grown continuously and various extraordinary phenomena such as high-temperature 
superconductivity [2], colossal magnetoresistance [3], and photovoltaic activity [4] have been 
discovered. One reason for the diversity of research projects related to perovskites is the high 
adjustability of different degrees of freedom: The ideal perovskite structure ABC3 is cubic with A 
occupying the primitive, B the body-centred, and C, symbolising oxygen for all compounds 
considered in this work, the face-centred sites. In addition, tetragonal and even orthorhombic 
perovskites exist resulting from small lattice deformations. The latter are typically related to rotations 
and distortions of the octahedron spanned by species C and depend highly on the particular choice of 
constituents as well as doping of the respective lattice sites [5]. Thus, bonding lengths and angles of 
neighbouring atoms can be adjusted by the samples’ stoichiometry resulting in different overlaps of 
orbitals and hence a tunable interplay of exchange interactions [6-8]. 
Using organic halide compounds, the efficiency of perovskite based solar cells has been increased 
beyond 20% during the last decade [9] offering a competitive solution to silicon solar cells. Still, 
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achieving long-term stability and explaining the underlying physical transport processes remain open 
challenges. Despite much lower photovoltaic energy conversion efficiencies, transition metal oxide 
perovskites can be considered as a model system to accomplish the second task. In fact, it has been 
shown that Pr1-xCaxMnO3 exhibit strong infrared absorption [10]. While a thorough review on 
manganites in general can be found in [11], this article focuses on the particular compound 
Pr0.66Ca0.34MnO3, subsequently referred to as PCMO, exhibiting a positive Seebeck coefficient and 
thus being considered as a p-type material [12]. Used as an absorbing material, PCMO shows a 
tremendously better photovoltaic performance in a charge-ordered state where the lattice distortions 
mentioned above become cooperative [13,14]. Most noticeably, the corresponding polaronic 
excitations are intraband transitions. Although they could potentially relax via phonon scattering, they 
seem to be stabilised by the cooperative configuration. Hence, the basic assumption of hot carrier 
thermalisation being faster than typical charge collection times resulting in the Shockley-Queisser 
limit [15] might be overcome in strongly correlated materials. Consequently, perovskites are a 
promising candidate to exceed this limitation. In this work, the considered PCMO films are grown on 
SrTi0.998Nb0.002O3 substrates, subsequently referred to as STNO, an n-type material showing polaronic 
transport behaviour [16]. Besides the advantageous characteristics for photovoltaic applications 
mentioned above, due to typically high doping levels and the low mobility of polaronic charge 
carriers, important physical properties of the resulting PCMO-STNO heterojunction such as the space 
charge region width as well as the screening and excess carrier diffusion lengths are in the 1-10 nm 
range [17] demanding for high-resolution technique to investigate the fundamental electric transport 
phenomena.  
Electron beam induced current (EBIC) is a widespread technique to map the electronic response of 
rectifying devices stimulated by a local excitation with energetic electrons and can be easily 
implemented in scanning electron microscopes (SEM) [18]. Despite the well-focussed incident beam, 
resolutions in the nanometer range cannot be achieved, which is due to multiple scattering of electrons 
in the material resulting in a pear-shaped spread of the energy deposited by the beam [19]. The 
generation volume increases with increasing acceleration voltage, also referred to as the Bethe limit 
[20]. Complementary approaches to decrease the latter have been made to decrease the samples’ 
dimension along the beam propagation direction resulting in transmission of the impinging electrons 
before the beam spreads severely [21,22]. This idea is not only applicable to EBIC but also to 
cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements [23] and in contrast to non-transmitting methods the 
generation volume decreases with increasing acceleration voltage, also referred to as the Goldstein 
limit [24]. 
In this work, we present how scanning transmission EBIC (STEBIC) can be applied to PCMO-
STNO heterojunctions in order to visualise enhanced recombination at misfit dislocations on the 
nanometer scale. 
 
2.  Experiment 
A 100 nm thick Pr0.66Ca0.34MnO3 film has been deposited on a commercial SrTi0.998Nb0.002O3 
substrate by reactive Xe-ion beam sputtering with an oxygen partial pressure of 1.4∙10
-4
 mbar at 700° 
C. Subsequently, the heterojunction has been annealed for 20 hours at 900° C in air and equipped with 
a 200 nm thick Pt front contact layer via room temperature Xe-ion beam sputtering. 
TEM lamellae have been prepared on DENSsolutions four contacts biasing chips suitable for the 
Lightning D7+ holder inside an FEI Nova 600 NanoLab Dual Beam FIB and investigated with a 
Philips CM200 UT (BF-TEM) and an FEI Titan80-300 (DF-STEM and EBIC) at 200 kV and 80 
kV/300 kV, respectively. Figure 1 shows a DF-STEM image of a final TEM lamella after Ga-ion 
milling following the recipe summarised in table 1 and reactive plasma cleaning for 2 min. Electron 
energy loss spectroscopy confirms a quite uniform lamella thickness of roughly 40 nm. 
In order to measure the EBIC signal, the DENSsolutions holder was connected to a Stanford 
Research Systems SR570 current preamplifier, which converts the input current into an output voltage. 
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The latter was read out using a Keithley 2000 digital multimeter controlled by a homemade National 
Instruments LabVIEW script. Synchronously, the electron beam position inside the TEM was adjusted 




Figure 1. DF-STEM image of 
the FIB-prepared lamella: The 
enlargement of the small 
rectangular box marked 
illustrates the different layers 
of the sample. Vertical cuts 
have been made utilising low-
dose (30 pA) Ga-ion milling 
with an acceleration voltage 
of 30 kV in order to prevent 











30 300 1.2 800 
30 100 1.2 300 
5 29 2 <50 
 
Table 1. Milling recipe for the TEM 
lamellae preparation using Ga-ions. The 
residual thickness values are rough 
estimations obtained by the measurement 
tool of the FIB software and should be 








Figure 2. (a) BF-TEM image of the pn-junction revealing frequently occurring misfit dislocations 
with (b) corresponding diffraction pattern. Only the systematic row of (010)STNO reflections is excited, 
i.e. the interface is inclined by 20° with respect to the incident electron beam leading to the vertical 
elongation of the dark contrasts. 
(a) (b) 
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3.  Results and Discussion 
Given the high spatial resolution of STEBIC, local variations of the junction’s short-circuit current can 
be detected. Typical causes for such variations are perturbations of the crystal symmetry resulting in 
enhanced recombination of excess charge carriers [25]. Due to the lattice misfit between film and 
substrate of approximately f = -1.5% [26], defect formation to relax the corresponding stress are likely 
to occur. In fact, in PCMO/STNO thin film couples various relaxation possibilities like oxygen 
vacancy formation [27], twinning [28], and plastic relaxation due to dislocations [12] have been 
reported. Figure 2 shows that misfit dislocations occur frequently under the growth conditions 
described in the previous section. The mean distance between the observed dislocations of 33 nm is 
only 27% larger than the characteristic dislocation distance d = a/f = 26 nm for total stress relaxation 
via misfit dislocation formation (with a being the mean in-plane lattice constant of PCMO [29]). 
Hence, a substantial fraction of the epitaxial stress is relaxed via this channel.  
High-resolution DF-STEM images reveal that, despite having the same Burgers vector [010]STNO, 
the dislocations have different characters: Figure 3(b) shows an interfacial dislocation (subsequently 
referred to as ‘dislocation I’) with an added half plane in the film. Since the unit cell of PCMO is 
larger than in STNO due to alternatingly tilted oxygen octahedra [30], the Burgers vector [010]STNO 
corresponds to a partial dislocation in the PCMO which is probably accompanied by a stacking fault in 
the tilt system. The related strain could induce chemical disorder, e.g. vacancies, leading to the dark 
vertical contrast emerging at the interface. On the contrary, the core of the buried dislocation in figure 
4(b) (subsequently referred to as ‘dislocation II’) lies approximately five unit cells below the junction 
and the alternating tilting pattern of the PCMO film above seems to be undisturbed. The corresponding 
EBIC maps in figure 3(a) and figure 4(a) show that the induced recombination behaviour is 
significantly different.  
Dislocation I leads to a small kink in the EBIC signal marked by the black circle but no medium 
range effect. A straight forward explanation would be to assume that dislocation I does not introduce 
deep states into the gap of PCMO. It should be kept in mind, however, that the screening length in 
PCMO [31] as well as the excess carrier diffusion length [14] are in the nanometer range indicating 
that the effect of deep states on the EBIC signal should be small. In contrast, dislocation II reduces the 
EBIC signal by roughly 30% in the vicinity of the core as shown by the averaged horizontal line 
 
 
Figure 3. (a) EBIC map of an interfacial edge dislocation and (b) the corresponding DF-STEM 
micrograph. The dislocation is accompanied by a stacking fault in the PCMO layer due to its larger 
unit cell and has little effect on the EBIC signal. 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4. (a) EBIC map of a buried edge dislocation and (b) the corresponding DF-STEM 
micrograph. The dislocation reduces the EBIC signal significantly. The black arrows in (a) indicate 
spatial directions considered in figure 5. 
  
Figure 5. EBIC profile taken along (a) the horizontally aligned arrows in figure 4(a) (averaged over 
five lines) and (b) along the vertically aligned arrows in figure 4(a) (averaged over five lines); roman 
numbers refer to arrows in figure 4(a). In addition, the cyan curve in (b) shows an EBIC profile taken 
across the pn-heterojunction of a different lamella with 80 kV instead of 300 kV in a region without 
any dislocations. Note that the EBIC magnitude for 80 kV is higher due to a different beam current 
and inelastic scattering cross section.  
profile (i) in figure 5(a). The apparently stronger recombination behaviour of dislocation II can be 
partially explained by the slightly higher excess carrier diffusion length of STNO [14]. However, the 
intersection of the profiles in figure 5(a) shows that the dislocation induced recombination below the 
core is stronger than at its actual position, which is not the case for dislocation I. A possible 
explanation for this behaviour is the interplay between the dislocation itself and the electric field of the 
space charge region of the pn-heterojunction. The latter is supposed to be maximal at the chemical 
interface and to decay monotonously resulting in a potentially smaller charge carrier separation and 
hence an effectively larger influence of the dislocation induced recombination. The black and yellow 
vertical profiles in figure 5(b) confirm indeed that the main part of the reduced EBIC signal is located 
inside the space charge region expected to extend at least 10 nm into the STNO [14].  
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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 Finally, we would like to emphasise the reproducibility of the experiment and an experimental 
evidence that beam spread effects of the electron probe resulting from (multiple) scattering can be 
ruled out as the resolution-limiting effect in these experiments: The cyan curve in figure 5(b) shows 
the EBIC profile across the pn-heterojunction taken from another lamella with an acceleration voltage 
of 80 kV instead of 300 kV. Since any beam broadening effects are expected to strongly depend on the 
acceleration voltage, the strong matching of the shape of the two measured profiles provides evidence 
that beam spread is negligible as well as that different lamellae lead to identical results within 
experimental error. 
4.  Summary and Conclusion 
We have reported an experimental setup achieving a resolution of at least a few nanometers by means 
of scanning transmission EBIC (STEBIC) investigations offering the possibility to map the 
recombination and transport behaviour of transition metal oxide perovskites with relevant physical 
quantities in the 1-10 nm range. The spatial extension of STEBIC signals is limited by sample 
properties such as the excess carrier diffusion lengths of the materials rather than by the size of the 
generation volume resulting from electron scattering. This is evidenced by showing that the shape of 
the resulting STEBIC profiles is independent of the chosen acceleration voltage.  
Applying this technique to misfit dislocations, we have shown that the position of the dislocation 
core can have a tremendous impact on the resulting excess carrier recombination. In fact, in contrast to 
interfacial dislocations, buried dislocations shifted inside the STNO show an enhanced EBIC decrease 
and, in addition, a medium range recombination effect. The obvious effect of different bulk 
recombination properties of the two materials on the dislocation recombination behaviour has been 
discussed qualitatively. Nevertheless, the underlying mechanisms are not yet fully understood.  
A sufficiently precise model has to describe the concerted action of (i) the presence of the pn-
junction’s space charge region, (ii) potential surface recombination at the two lamella surfaces, (iii) 
additional electric field below the lamella surfaces as a result of Fermi level pinning, and (iv) the 
formation of 'dead layers' due to sample preparation. The latter have been discussed to some extent in 
[19] and related to experimental results obtained on the PCMO/STNO system and a silicon pn-
junction. Surface recombination in the absence of any electric field can be described in terms of a 
Green’s function approach which has been evaluated numerically in [32] by placing a large number of 
mirror charges in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at the surfaces resulting in a quantitative 
description of EBIC signals obtained outside the charge collecting junction's space charge region. 
Other models considering effective excess carrier diffusion lengths or a surface recombination factor 
in the EBIC profile have been introduced in [33] and [34]. Furthermore, sophisticated and 
quantitatively proven models of excess carrier recombination at dislocations [35] assume excitations in 
the neutral bulk and cannot be readily adopted to the situation in our experiments. Hence, all existing 
models are based on the assumption of exciting the sample outside the electric field of the space 
charge region. A possibility to fill this gap is the employment of finite element simulations, which we 
are currently working on. 
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7.3 Extraction of Bulk Diffusion Lengths and Sur-
face Layer Properties
As mentioned in chapter 3, EBIC can be employed to measure the bulk
diffusion length of underlying materials as long as the lateral expansion of
the interaction volume of the impinging electron beam is smaller than resp.
comparable with the latter and surface recombination effects can be disen-
tangled from the bulk behaviour. In this section, the confined interaction
volume using STEM-EBIC will be exploited to quantify the dead layer thick-
ness, the reduced surface recombination velocity (s = S/D), as well as the
nanoscale bulk diffusion length of STNO according to Eq. (3.3). Further-
more, a qualitative increase of the EBIC profile extension in RP-PCMO in
comparison with PCMO will be demonstrated and the effect of delocalised
inelastic interactions of the electron beam with the sample will be discussed.
Fig. 7.4 shows an ADF-STEM overview image of the wedge-shaped
PCMO-STNO lamella presented in the previous section (left) with the scan-
ning region marked by a green rectangle as well as the thickness with respect
to the horizontal scanning position (right) determined via Eq. (3.1) with
λ = 110 nm [162] and extracted at the interface. Please note that the thick-
ness in the vertical direction differs by less than 10 nm within the domain of
finite EBIC signals. Consequently, vertical line profiles across the interface
Figure 7.4: ADF-STEM overview of the wedge-shaped PCMO-STNO
lamella with the scanning area used for EBIC marked by a green rectan-
gle (left) as well as the thickness extracted at the interface with respect
to the horizontal scanning position (right). The edge of the final thinning
window is marked with a dashed grey line.
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will be considered as representatives of junctions with homogeneous thick-
ness. Furthermore, it is important to mention that the kink in the thickness
profile shown in Fig. 7.4 corresponds to the edge of the final thinning win-
dow.
In order to extract thickness dependent decay lengths of the EBIC pro-
files, the approach presented in [121] in the context of simulated EBIC profile
is transferred to the experiment, i.e. the inner-most point of the fitting in-
terval is adjusted such that the standard deviation of the decay length given
by the fit is minimal. An exemplary EBIC profile with the optimal position
marked is shown in Fig. A.13 and the evolution of resulting decay lengths
as well as standard deviations with respect to the position of the inner-most
point is given in Fig. A.14 and A.15. Consistent with the findings in [121], a
systematic overestimation of the decay length occurs if the inner-most point
is approaching the central part of the profile, i.e. the SCR. Importantly, the
fit results also tend to slighty higher values if only a few data points above
the noise level are included. However, in the case of STNO, the standard
deviation is minimal in a range where only small changes of the resulting
decay length are observed and the inner-most point yielding the best fit lies
a few nanometer outside the expected SCR with an extension on the STNO
side of approximately 12 nm following Eq. (2.18) and using εn = 340 [166],
εp = 30 [167], and VD = 0.77 V [16]. In contrast, in the case of PCMO,
no region with virtually constant decay lengths exist, i.e. the EBIC pro-
files exhibit a transient behaviour and cannot be described accurately by
an exponential decay, and the standard deviation of the fit is minimal if
the inner-most point is in close proximity to the chemical junction. Con-
sequently, the discussion will be restricted to STNO first. Please note that
the origin of the vertical scanning direction was set to the intersection of 0.5






(sx(E)− a · sSTNO(E)− (1− a) · sPCMO(E))2 dE . (7.3)
Here, sx, sSTNO, and sPCMO are the EEL spectra recorded at scanning
position x as well as in the STNO resp. PCMO far from the interface and
normalised by their total number of counts. A plot of the optimal values of
a with respect to the scanning position as well as exemplary EELS spectra
are given in Fig. A.16 resp. A.17 revealing a sharpness of the junction of
approximately 2 nm. Consequently, signal variations on the order of 2 nm
apart from the interface should be taken with care when discussing drift-
diffusion properties as they might be simply caused by material changes.
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Figure 7.5: Thickness dependence of the maximal EBIC value of the wedge-
shaped PCMO-STNO lamella including a linear fit (left) as well as the decay
length of STNO (right). The edge of the final thinning window is marked
by the dashed grey line.
Fig. 7.5 shows the thickness dependence of the maximal EBIC values
(left) as well as the extracted decay lengths of STNO (right) with the edge
of the thinning window marked by dashed grey lines. The maximal EBIC
value is linearly increasing with the thickness, intersects the thickness axis at
15.2(6) nm and shows no significant changes at the edge of the final thinning
window. In contrast, the latter does have an impact on the decay length in
the STNO suggesting that the collection efficiency in the field-immersed SCR
is more robust than in the neutral material. Furthermore, the decay length of
the STNO fits qualitatively to the behaviour expected from Eq. (3.3). Due
to influences of the edge of the thinning window as well as the fact that the
thickness gradient of approximately 0.6 presented in Fig. 7.4 is rather high
and the assumption of homogeneity on the scale of lateral diffusion might
be unjustified, the saturation level of the STNO decay length of 10.3(2) nm
(averaged between 180 nm and 220 nm) shall be the only quantitative figure
extracted from this dataset and identified as the corresponding bulk diffusion
length.
In order to study the thickness range in which the STNO decay length
changes sensitively more closely and suppress lateral heterogeneities even
further, the (RP-PCMO)-STNO lamella was thinned with a 3◦ wedge angle
resulting in a ten times smaller thickness gradient of approximately 0.06 and
consequently a change in thickness of less than a nanometer on the scale of
the STNO bulk diffusion length. The related maximal EBIC values as well
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Figure 7.6: Thickness dependence of the maximal EBIC value of the wedge-
shaped (RP-PCMO)-STNO lamella including a linear fit (left) as well as the
decay length of STNO (right). The red curve shows a fit of Eq. (3.3) to the
experimental data.
Figure 7.7: Optimal dead layer thickness td as well as the corresponding
residual reduced χ2 for the fit of Eq. (3.3) to the STNO decay lengths
shown in Fig. 7.6 for different choices of s, the inelastic mean free path, as
well as the bulk diffusion length.
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as extracted decay lengths of STNO are given in Fig. 7.6. Furthermore, a
fit of Eq. (3.3) to the experimental data is shown in red, which has been
obtained in the following manner: The previously observed bulk diffusion
length of L = 10.3(2) nm, i.e. the saturation level in Fig. 7.5 (right), is fixed
and for a sweep of the reduced surface recombination velocity s = S/D the
dead layer thickness td yielding the lowest reduced χ
2 is determined. This
approach is chosen to visualise the effect of the uncertainties of fixed exper-
imental parameters, i.e. the inelastic mean free path (MFP) used for the
thickness determination as well as the bulk diffusion length. The standard
deviation of the extracted decay lengths was set to 0.2 nm in accordance
with the one observed in the saturated regime in Fig. 7.5 and the resulting
values of td and χ
2 are presented in Fig. 7.7 as functions of s for different
choices of the inelastic MFP as well as L, i.e. variations within realistic ex-
perimental accuracies. Remarkably, for all used parameters, the reduced χ2
obtains a sharp minimum with optimal values around unity indicating that
the experimental curve is sensitive to s and no overfitting occurs. Within
the presented variations of the inelastic MFP and L, the dead layer thick-
ness resp. reduced surface recombination velocity can be determined to
td = 15(1) nm resp. s = 0.08(2) nm
−1. Compared to the results in [29],
both the bulk diffusion length as well as the dead layer thickness is smaller,
which is consistent with the herein higher Nb doping concentration, i.e. an
expectedly lower mobility and screening length, as well as the decreased ion
acceleration voltage of 5 kV instead of 30 kV during final thinning. Interest-
ingly, the dead layer thickness of STNO is significantly larger than half the
onset of the maximal EBIC values, i.e. the intersection with the thickness
axis, mentioned earlier indicating once more that the field-immersed SCR
is less prone to surface effects. This finding could possibly be related to
the simulation results in [86] showing differently strong influences of surface
charges in the SCR compared with the neutral material. In fact, this would
imply that depleted regions – being modelled as dead layers in this work –
emerge due to surface charging.
Lastly, the focus shall be moved again to RP-PCMO and PCMO. As
mentioned previously, the strong dependence of extracted decay lengths on
the fitting interval suggests that the EBIC profile within the films can-
not be modelled accurately by an exponential function. In anticipation of
so far disregarded effects like a finite travel distance of excited plasmons
(or other generated quasi-particles) which eventually decay to electron-hole-
pairs, near-field inelastic interactions, e.g. a coupling to evanescent interface
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Figure 7.8: Decay length of an ex-
ponential fit performed in RP-PCMO
as well as PCMO in the fixed posi-
tional interval [-24.5 nm,-7.5 nm] with
respect to the sample thickness.
states, superimposed exponential
functions were fitted to the EBIC
tails as well as combinations in-
cluding a linear transient, which
could be caused by a finite sheet
resistance impeding the transport
of the created secondary electron
current. However, in none of the
cases, the strong dependence of ex-
tracted parameters on the fitting in-
terval could be circumvented and
an analytical expression describing
the profile shape is yet to be found.
In fact, heterogeneities in the film
close to the interface, e.g. a change
in octahedral tilts due to epitaxial
strain [168], could serve as an alter-
native explanation for the observed
profile shape. Still, considering the
decay length of an exponential fit
to the EBIC tail as a measure of
its extension while keeping the fit-
ting interval constant, a qualitative
comparison between RP-PCMO and PCMO can be inferred from the data
presented in Fig. 7.8. In both cases, a slight increase of the decay length is
observed for small thicknesses saturating around 60 nm to 70 nm. Interest-
ingly, the saturation value in RP-PCMO is slightly higher than in PCMO
being consistent with the enhanced photovoltaic activity of the former [27].
However, whether this finding is related to charge ordering at room tem-
perature as reported in the cited reference remains unclear and should be
studied in future experiments, e.g. by EBIC at elevated temperatures in the
disordered phase.
7.4 In-situ Biased STEM-EBIC of PCMO (x =
0.34)
Given the electric contacts of the TEM lamellas, external voltages can be
applied in order to manipulate the rectifying junctions while collecting EBIC
data as demonstrated in this section. Fig. 7.9 shows resulting exemplary
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Figure 7.9: Exemplary EBIC profiles of a 70 nm thick, uniformly thinned
PCMO-STNO junction at different reverse bias voltages. The direct current
caused by the external power supply was subtracted.
Figure 7.10: Voltage dependence of the maximal EBIC (left) as well as the
position of the maxima and intersections with I = 25 pA on both respective
sides (right).
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profiles of a uniformly thinned PCMO-STNO lamella with an approximate
thickness of 70 nm at different applied reverse bias voltages. Importantly,
the direct current evoked by the external power supply, i.e. the constant
value far from the junction, is already subtracted from the profiles. Please
note that the interface, i.e. the origin of the scanning position, was deter-
mined following the procedure presented in the previous section and that
the STNO contributions to the low-loss EEL spectra presented in Fig. A.16
are independent of the bias voltage suggesting that the generation remains
unchanged.
However, the external stimulus does have an impact on the resulting
EBIC signals leading to generally higher EBIC maxima as well as wider
profiles with increasing reverse bias. Importantly, no significant change in
the decay lengths is observed implying that predominantly the SCR is ma-
nipulated. Fig. 7.10 shows the voltage dependence of the maximal EBIC
(left) and the corresponding position as well those of the intersections of the
profiles with I = 25 pA (right). Furthermore, the full width quarter maxi-
mum (FWQM) is presented. The maximal EBIC shows concave behaviour
for small reverse bias voltages indicating a saturating collection efficiency
as it would be expected while approaching unity. In contrast, a drastic
superlinear increase is observed below -0.4 V, which could be explained by
impact ionisation, i.e. an avalanche effect caused by the strong field in the
SCR. Interestingly, the maximum position as well the profile intersections
do not show a significant change in behaviour below -0.4 V and can be well-
described by linear functions. The ratio of the slopes of the blue and red
curve (being relatively insensitive to the chosen intersection level) obtains
an absolute value of 0.06(1), which is on the order of ND/NA = 0.03, i.e.
the ratio of the SCR extension on the respective sides following Eq. (2.18).
However, no functional relation between such intersection levels and the SCR
width exists so far and the low curvature of the extracted positions raises
doubt whether they differ solely by a constant offset. In fact, assuming for a
moment that the SCR edges are voltage independent, an altered collection
efficiency inside the latter would still affect the height of the EBIC profiles
and lead to changes in the extracted positions. As an alternative approach,
the FWQM was extracted to suppress the mentioned effect revealing a con-
cave behaviour. Still, a fit to Eq. (2.18) plus a constant offset sensitively
depends on the included data points as well as the intersection level, i.e.
whether the FWQM or full width w maximum values with w 6= 0.25 are
used. Consequently, more thorough analytical resp. numerical modelling is
needed to reliably extract characteristic points of the SCR from resulting
EBIC profiles and should be part of future studies.
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7.5 STEM-EBIC in a Textured Silicon Solar Cell
So far, the presented STEM-EBIC signals were exclusively recorded in highly-
doped TMOPs with inherently strong bulk recombination rates leading to
screening and diffusion lengths on the nanoscale. However, the increased
spatial resolution compared with SEM-EBIC also facilitates the observa-
tion of classical semiconductors as it has been demonstrated in the context
of boron diffusion into a textured silicon solar cell in the following preprint
[169] posted on arXiv (arxiv.org/abs/2109.00586v1) – the author’s contribu-
tions are given in the main text. All contents are reprinted in their original
form with permission and the reader is kindly asked to check for eventually
updated cross-links in case of future journal publication.
By combining the experiment with FE-EBIC as well as boron diffusion
simulations, a sub 0.1 ppm isoconcentration line of boron in a non-planar
geometry was successfully mapped on the nanoscale. Furthermore, enabled
by the tremendous advances in two-dimensional EBIC simulations achieved
by D. A. Ehrlich [121], an effective recombination model projecting along
the electron propagation direction could be employed to simulate entire sig-
nal maps. The corresponding recombination coefficients were fixed in the
neutral regions leading to an overall good agreement with the experiment
and a precise localisation of the chemical interface with equal donor and
acceptor concentrations. Importantly, due to the low doping of the n-type
substrate, the mentioned isoconcentration line is well below the resolution
limit of complementary techniques such as secondary ion mass spectrome-
try [170]. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the remaining differ-
ences between simulation and experiment at the edges of the SCR should
contain valuable information about the Fermi level dependence of involved
recombination processes and the existing dataset might be very useful to
develop strategies to close the gap between simulation and experiment as it
was recorded on a homojunction with comparatively small strain effects and
material heterogeneities.
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The light absorption of [001] grown single-crystalline silicon wafers can be enhanced by chemical
etching with potassium hydroxide resulting in a pyramid-like surface texture. Alongside this advan-
tageous property in the context of solar energy conversion, the surface roughness leads to drawbacks
as well, e.g. difficulties in measuring diffusion behaviour of dopants in the heterogeneous struc-
ture. In this paper, we employ experimental and simulated scanning transmission electron beam
induced current in combination with the simulation of boron diffusion to map a sub 0.1 ppm iso-
concentration line underneath the textured surface on the nanoscale. In order to account for surface
recombination, an effective two-dimensional model projecting the system along the electron beam
propagation direction is used in the finite elements EBIC simulation. We find a good agreement
to the experimental data and discuss future strategies to eliminate remaining deviations inside the
space charge region.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical limit for the efficiency of single junction
crystalline silicon solar cells, also known as the Shockley-
Queisser limit, amounts to approximately 30 percent [1].
Accounting only for transmission of sub-bandgap pho-
tons and thermalisation of hot carriers, this value is
still significantly higher than practically achieved per-
formances being detoriorated by e.g. enhanced excess
charge carrier recombination at the contacts or reflec-
tion of the incident light [2, 3]. Thus, electrically and
chemically passivated as well as textured, strongly ab-
sorbing surfaces are highly desirable. A low-cost pro-
cessing step to achieve a pyramid-like surface texture
and consequently high absorption of [001] silicon wafers
is chemical etching [3]. Nevertheless, the surface tex-
ture can interfere with subsequent preparation steps such
as the diffusion of dopants to form the solar cell’s emit-
ter layer. Unfortunately, classical methods to determine
doping profiles like electrochemical capacitance voltage
(ECV) measurements resp. secondary ion mass spec-
trometry (SIMS) become difficult in the presence of tex-
tured surfaces due to limited lateral resolution [4] resp. a
decreasing elemental sensitivity for decreasing sputter-
ing volumes [5], i.e. increasing spatial resolution. In
addition, SIMS yields the elemental concentrations in-
dependent of their electrical activity being of major in-
terest in the context of device fabrication. Alternatively,
the diffusion of dopants [6], in particular boron [7, 8], in
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silicon was studied extensively on planar samples to de-
termine corresponding diffusion parameters which can be
used subsequently as input parameters for the simulation
of heterogeneous structures. In fact, an enhanced boron
mobility in the case of an oxidizing ambience was found
in [7]. The entire path of extracting diffusion parame-
ters in a 1D model from planar samples and applying
them numerically to 2D pyramid-like textured surfaces
is presented in [9]. Additionally, electron beam induced
current (EBIC) measurements are presented to verify the
qualitative shape of the simulated isoconcentration lines.
In this work, we demonstrate how scanning trans-
mission EBIC in combination with boron diffusion sim-
ulation can be employed to quantitatively map a sub
0.1 ppm iso-concentration line underneath a textured
single-crystalline silicon solar cell on the nanoscale. As
reported in [10–14], the spatial resolution of EBIC in
transmission mode is superior to its conventional counter-
part since the electron beam does not get spread signifi-
cantly due to scattering in the sample. Clearly, surface ef-
fects become more dominant in a thin, electron transpar-
ent lamella, which is addressed by comparing the exper-
imental data to finite element simulations (FEM) in an
effective two-dimensional model. We find a good agree-
ment between experimental and simulated maps and re-
maining remaining deviations in the space charge region
(SCR) are thoroughly discussed.
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND
INSTRUMENTATION
A detailed description of the preparation process of




























a brief summary of the main steps related to the boron
diffusion process conducted in a Tempress Systems TS-
81004 furnace shall be given:
1. Heat-up: The furnace temperature is increased
from 700 ◦C to 941 ◦C using a ramping speed of
10 ◦C/min in an inert ambience.
2. Deposition: Keeping the temperature in the fur-
nace stabilized, N2 is lead through a liquid BBr3
bubbler held at 20 ◦C leading to a B2O3 flow which
is subsequently mixed with N2 and O2.
3. Drive-in: The flow through the bubbler is switched
off while all other parameters remain unchanged for
further 20 min.
4. Post-oxidation: The N2 and O2 gas flows are re-
duced and the temperature is held constant for fur-
ther 60 min.
5. Cool-down: In an inert ambience, the temperature
is decreased by -10 ◦C/min and the sample carrier
ultimately retracted at 805 ◦C.
In addition to the potassium hydroxide treated textured
wafer, a planar reference sample was processed simulta-
neously and investigated by four point probe (4PP) mea-
surements subsequently to determine the sheet resistance
of the resulting boron doped layer in the homogeneous
case.
FIG. 1: SEM overview of the pyramid texture of the solar cell
including an aluminium front contact. The surface is inclined
by 45 degrees.
An SEM overview of the the textured surface includ-
ing an aluminium front contact is shown in Fig. 1. An
electron transparent lamella was extracted from the alu-
minium covered area using an FEI Nova NanoLab Dual
Beam focused ion beam. The acceleration voltage for
FIG. 2: ADF STEM overview of the [110] oriented lamella
including a trench between two pyramids in the central region.
Vertical cuts have been performed to prevent short circuits
across the investigated area.
the final thinning step was decreased from 30 kV to 5 kV
in order to minimize beam damage. An annular dark-
field (ADF) STEM overview of the resulting lamella is
shown in Fig. 2. The vertical cuts have been performed
during FIB preparation to prevent short circuits across
the electrical junction due to redeposited material. To
allow for electrical contacting inside the scanning trans-
mission electron microscope (STEM), a DENSsolutions
Lightning D7+ holder was used. All STEM experiments
were performed inside an FEI Titan80-300 operated at
300 kV. The beam current was set to 42 pA and an accep-
tance semi-angle of 39 mrad was used for electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) employing a Gatan Quantum
965 ER. The short circuit current was converted to an
output voltage with a Stanford Research Systems SR570
and subsequently fed to the AD converter of the Gatan
DigiScan II scan unit controlling the electron beam dur-
ing the acquisitions.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The central part of the lamella shown in Fig. 2 in-
cluding a trench between two pyramids was investigated
simultaneously by ADF STEM resp. EBIC yielding the
results presented in Fig. 3(a) resp. (b). Clearly, the
domain of finite EBIC signals lies well below the tex-
tured surface and the shape is comparably smooth. In
order to illustrate the shape of the EBIC signal across
the junction, a normalized profile averaged over the four
left-most columns in Fig. 3(b) is shown in Fig. 7. In-
cluding only points below 0.25 to exclude effects of the
space charge region, the decaying tails of the profile on
each respective side were fitted to an exponential function
yielding a decay length of the EBIC signal of 83 nm resp.
136 nm on the p- resp. n-side. Correcting for the approx-
3
imately 40◦ inclination of the surface, this translates to
effective diffusion lengths of 63 nm resp. 103 nm. Obvi-
ously, these values are well below those expected in bulk
material indicating the strong influence of surface recom-
bination which will be discussed later in detail. However,
due to the homogeneous thickness in the EBIC domain of
1.76(4) mean inelastic free paths (determined by EELS
following Malis’ method [16]) which translates to approx-
imately 342(7) nm [17], relative thickness effects on the
excess charge carrier recombination can be neglected.
FIG. 3: (a) ADF STEM image of the central region of the
lamella and (b) the corresponding EBIC map normalized to
its maximum. The spatial directions used throughout the
paper are indicated in (a) and the origin is set to the upper
left corner in all following figures.
IV. BORON DIFFUSION SIMULATION
While sufficiently accurate models exist for the diffu-
sion of boron in silicon, this is neither the case for the
growth of boron glasses nor for the diffusion of boron in
the glass or for its segregation into silicon. In lack of more
detailed knowledge, the main process steps are modeled
as follows: Following [18], the partial pressures of O2
and B2O3 under the given conditions in the furnace are
calculated yielding the growth of a thin partially liquid
boron glass. The doping of the growing glass with boron
is simulated using a Dirichlet boundary condition at the
interface between the ambience and the glass. After the
boron source is switched off, a negligible evaporation of
boron into the furnace is assumed during the process
steps drive-in, post-oxidation and cool-down. It has to
FIG. 4: Vertical EBIC profile averaged over the four left-most
columns in Fig. 3(b) as well as exponential fits of the profile’s
tails on the n- and p-side, respectively. Only values below
0.25 have been considered during fitting.
be noted, though, that simulations with diffusion-limited
evaporation and an adapted boron concentration at the
interface to the ambience during the deposition step lead
to very similar boron profiles. Particularly during the
post-oxidation step, the boron diffuses deeply into the
silicon but segregates also into the growing oxide glass.
This results in a retrograde boron profile in the silicon
with a maximum concentration approximately 0.12 µm
below the surface.
For the numerical implementation, Sentaurus Process
of Synopsys, Version Q-2019.12, was used with Ad-
vancedCalibration and the two-phase segregation model
for boron at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. Within
the simple modeling approach taken, the boron concen-
tration at the oxide surface during the deposition step
has a main influence on the final sheet concentration of
boron in the silicon and thus on its sheet resistance. A
second uncertainty results from the enhancement of the
boron diffusion during all process steps in oxidizing at-
mosphere. Established models exist for the dry oxidation
of silicon with low dopant concentrations in the oxide.
However, the oxide glass growing here is highly doped
and partially liquid which should result in considerably
less strain in the glass. Following the arguments of [19],
the different stress state should result also in a different
injection of self-interstitials and thus oxidation enhance-
ment.
In order to fix the boron concentration at the oxide
surface during deposition as well as the degree of oxi-
dation enhancement, two experimental observations are
used: Firstly, the sheet resistance of 102Ω/sq obtained
by the 4PP measurements on the planar reference sam-
ple. Secondly, the position of the chemical junction, as-
suming that a boron concentration of 3.5 × 1015 cm−3
coincides with the column-wise EBIC maximum under-
neath the tip of the trench in Fig. 3(a). Both experimen-
4
FIG. 5: Simulated two-dimensional boron concentration un-
derneath the surface texture shown in Fig. 3(a). The numbers
in the colour-code are given in cm−3.
tal findings are met using an oxide surface concentration
ofNB,surface = 1.55×1022 cm−3 during the deposition and
an OED scaling factor of about 0.34 leading to the two-
dimensional boron distribution underneath the textured
surface shown in Fig. 5. For this figure, to avoid bound-
ary effects, the surface topography was linearly extrap-
olated on the left and right side by each 500 nm during
the simulation and Neumann boundary conditions were
assumed for the diffusion equations.
V. NUMERICAL EBIC MODEL
To simulate the drift diffusion behaviour of excess
charge carriers, a 2D model (omitting the electron prop-
agation direction, i.e. z) with three variables is used:
The electrostatic potential φ as well as the electron and
hole concentrations n and p. In addition, following pa-
rameters are needed: The ionized acceptor and donor
concentrations N−a and N
+
d , the relative permittivity εr,
the electron and hole mobilities µe and µh, the intrin-
sic charge carrier concentration ni as well as the excess
charge carrier generation and recombination rates g and
r. The set of partial differential equations that have to
be solved is given by Poisson’s equation (1) and the sta-
tionary continuity equations including sinks and sources































+ g − r . (3)
Please note that the two parenthesized terms on the right
side of equation (2) and (3) correspond to the drift re-
spectively diffusion of charge carriers and that the Boltz-
mann approximation has been used to express the latter
with mobilities. All necessary steps to deduce the given
equations can be found e.g. in [20]. The values of the
constant parameters used in the simulations are summa-
rized in Tab. I. The concentration of ionized donors is
held constant at 3.5×1015 cm−3, which correpsonds to
the wafer’s resistivity of 1.4Ωcm, whereas the ionized
acceptor concentration is is given by the boron density
presented in Fig. 5.
The generation rate g due to the electron beam is
modelled as a gaussian, where the mean value repre-
sents the position of the electron beam. The stan-
dard deviation was set to 10 nm and the amplitude to
8.87×1025 cm−3s−1. The recombination rate r is ex-
pressed by the following term which is motivated by a
single Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination centre





/ (τhn+ τep) . (4)
This definition aims to describe an effective lifetime dom-
inated by defects states due to the surfaces. The recombi-
nation rate is enhanced in the space charge region where
carrier concentrations are low as it is the case for trap
levels well inside the bandgap. Reemission is excluded
as it demands for a third input parameter, i.e. the trap
energy level, which is unknown in the first place. In con-
trast, τh and τe are defined by the experimental tails in
the neutral regions shown in Fig. 4 where either n or p
become clearly dominating majority carriers and set to
τh = 1.988×10−11 s and τe = 7.130×10−13 s. Similarities
to existing approaches in the literature as well as conse-
quences of this simplification will be discussed in detail
in the next section.
The boundary conditions at the EBIC contacts in y di-
rection are chosen to be Dirichlet conditions with φ = 0,
n = n2i /NB,surface, and p = NB,surface at the p-side






, n = N+d , and
p = n2i /N
+
d at the n-side. The EBIC current is evalu-
ated at the n-side contact. The boundary conditions in x
direction are chosen to be zero flux Neumann conditions,
i.e. the x component of the gradient of φ, n, and p are
set to zero.
For the numerical implementation, COMSOL Multi-
physics, Version 5.4., was used. In order to avoid bound-
ary effects, the surface was (in accordance with the boron
diffusion simulation) linearly extrapolated on the left and
right side by each 500 nm during the simulation.
VI. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND
SIMULATION
The previous three sections do not only present the
experimental results and used numerical models, but also
reflect their dependencies on each other as the position
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TABLE I: Parameters in equation (1)-(4) used for the FEM simulations.
Parameter εr µe µh T ni τh τe
Value 11.7 1100 cm2V−1s−1 200 cm2V−1s−1 300 K 9.802×109cm−3 1.988×10−11 s 7.130×10−13 s
of the column-wise experimental EBIC maximum below
the surface tip was used to fix the OED scaling factor
in the boron diffusion simulation on which the numerical
EBIC model was subsequently based on. Consequently,
it is important to check for the model’s consistency.
The experimental and simulated EBIC maps normal-
ized to their maxima are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b).
Generally, the shape and position of the respective sig-
nals agree quite well, but small deviations exist. For
the sake of a clearer presentation, exemplary vertical line
profiles across the surface tip are shown in Fig. 7 to-
gether with the modulus of the electric field in equilib-
rium obtained from the FEM simulations. Firstly, it is
worth mentioning that the EBIC signal is finite outside
the SCR allowing for observations in the neutral semi-
conductors. However, while the EBIC shapes agree well
in the field-free regions, the experimental signal tends to
be smaller inside the space charge region with larger dis-
crepancies on the n-side. The former finding is highly
consistent with previous reports about effective diffusion
lengths in field-free semiconductors accounting for bulk
and surface recombination simultaneously [22, 23] and
confirms the choice of τh and τe as corresponding effec-
tive lifetimes. In other words, in the neutral regions, the
three-dimensional TEM lamella can be described by an
effective two-dimensional model successfully. Neverthe-
less, the recombination rate inside the SCR, i.e. in the
regime where the Fermi level crosses the energy level of
potential trap states, is higher in the experiment and thus
requires a refinement of the model given by Equation 4
and possibly an inclusion of surface charges. Indeed, it
was shown numerically in [24] that charged surface states
with trap levels below resp. above the mid-gap energy in-
fluence n-type resp. p-type material more strongly which
might be related to the non-symmetric discrepancies in
Fig. 7. Thus, a detailed analysis if and how sensitively
the density of surface charges as well as the trap level
of corresponding states can be inferred from EBIC mea-
surements should be part of future studies.
After having discussed the impact of the excess charge
carrier recombination model, the focus shall be moved
back to the textured geometry and the resulting boron
distribution. Figure 8 shows the aluminium-silicon inter-
face (black), the experimental (red) and simulated (blue)
column-wise EBIC maxima, as well as the chemical in-
terface (green) resulting from the boron diffusion simu-
lation. Generally, the three latter curves agree very well
and only two significant deviations are observed: Firstly,
the experimental EBIC maxima tend to lower values at
the left which can be explained with the linear model ex-
trapolation neglecting the finite curvature at the edge of
the scanning area shown in Fig. 3(a) and is confirmed by
FIG. 6: (a) experimental resp. (b) simulated EBIC map nor-
malized to their maxima.
FIG. 7: Vertical profiles of the experimental (black) resp.
simulated (red) normalized EBIC shown in Fig. 6(a) reps. (b)
as well as the magnitude of the electric field (blue) resulting
from the FEM simulation in equilibrium and normalized to its
maximum. All profiles are taken across the tip of the surface
texture.
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the absence of similar deviations at the right. Generally,
such deviations could also emerge if heterogeneities lead
to boron diffusion along the electron propagation direc-
tion which is neglected in the 2D simulation. Secondly,
the curvature of the EBIC maxima is slightly below the
chemical junction’s which reflects the lateral diffusion of
excess charge carriers and leads to a mean difference of
12(2) nm between the simulated EBIC maxima and the
chemical junction. In fact, the lateral diffusion gets rel-
evant if the product of the effective diffusion length and
the curvature of the chemical interface is non-negligible.
Consequently, the strong influences of the surfaces are
even beneficial for the sake of mapping the chemical in-
terface, i.e. iso-concentration lines of diffusion processes,
as they reduce the former. Furthermore, as indicated at
the right edge, the simulated EBIC maxima shift slightly
from the chemical interface (into the n-region) in the
rather homogeneous case which is consistent with the
findings in [25, 26]. Thus, the comparably precise coinci-
dence of all three curves underneath the tip could result
from a compensation of oppositely acting effects, i.e. the
mentioned shift as well as the lateral diffusion, and in the
case of larger deviations a refined pinning of the chemi-
cal junction in the boron diffusion simulation had to be
used. However, given this coincidence and including only
the right half of the data (and thus excluding the inaccu-
rate linear extrapolation on the left), the mean deviation
between the experimental and simulated EBIC maxima
amounts to only 2(3) nm.
FIG. 8: Al-Si interface position (black) extracted from Fig.
3(a) as well as the column-wise maximal values of the exper-
imental (red) and simulated (blue) EBIC maps presented in
Fig. 6(a) and (b). In addition, the position of the chemical
interface (green) resulting from the simulated boron concen-
tration is plotted.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a combined study of boron
diffusion simulation as well as experimental and simu-
lated scanning transmission EBIC in order to investigate
the boron diffusion into a textured silicon surface. Gen-
erally, we found a good agreement between experimen-
tal and simulated EBIC by employing an effective two-
dimensional FEM model and fixing the recombination
parameters of the SRH-motivated term in Equation 4 in
the neutral regions.
Comparing vertical EBIC profiles (Fig. 7) as well as
the column-wise EBIC maxima with the chemical junc-
tion resulting from the boron diffusion (Fig. 8), three
major points have been illuminated leading to following
conclusions:
1. Accuracy of the recombination model inside the
SCR: Clearly, there are remaining deviation be-
tween expriment and simulation. This problem is
well-known from SEM-based EBIC models and has
predominantly been treated numerically [24, 25,
27–29] where few experimental data points inside
the SCR exist in the latter reference. Importantly,
we have shown that signficant EBIC signals are
obtained across the entire SCR and even outside.
Given the low spread of the electron beam in the
sample [30], STEM-EBIC should be well-suitable
to quantitatively investigate the handshake of space
charge and field-free regions in future studies even
if the device size approaches the nanometer scale.
2. Modelling of the surface texture: The inaccurate
linear extrapolation on the left side in Fig. 8 im-
mediately leads to significant deviations between
experiment and simulation. On the one hand side,
this discrepancy could have been avoided by sim-
ply extrapolating the scanning range of the EBIC
map with the texture seen in the overview shown
in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the deviations show
once more how sensitively EBIC reflects the boron
diffusion process which is why we decided to keep
the linear extrapolation.
3. Lateral diffusion of excess charge carriers: In com-
bination with the supposed shift of the maxima to
the n-side in the heterogeneous case, a mean differ-
ence of 12(2) nm between the simulated EBIC max-
ima and the chemical junction was observed which
is in contrast to the mean deviations of 2(3) nm be-
tween the experimental and simulated EBIC max-
ima significant. Nevertheless, as a consequence of
the surfaces strongly suppressing lateral diffusion,
this difference is rather small. Thus, thinning the
specimen to electron transparence is even beneficial
if direct conclusions about the boron concentration
shall be drawn from the EBIC shape.
In summary, we have shown that STEM-EBIC allows
for signal collection in- and outside the SCR of a tex-
7
tured silicon solar cell and that the resulting currents can
be modelled by means of classical semiconductor equa-
tions. In combination with the simulation of boron dif-
fusion, the iso-concentration line NB = 3.5 × 1015 cm−3
was mapped on the nanoscale which is (assuming gener-
ously a lateral resolution of 15 nm in our experiment) two
orders of magnitude below the sensitivity theoretically
achievable with SIMS (assuming an equivalent sputter-
ing volume of 105 nm3 [5]).
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7.6 Atomically Resolved STEM-EBIC
Lastly in the context of STEM-EBIC, existing signal modulations on the
atomic scale as well as possible origins shall be presented and discussed. Fig.
7.11 shows that an enhanced EBIC signal occurs in STNO[100], PCMO[110],
and Si[110] if the electron beam is located at atomic columns. All images
were rotated such that the rectifying junction is located to the left and the
EBIC signals were normalised by the mean value of the presented scanning
area. While an atomic modulation of a few percent can directly be inferred
in the case of STNO and Si, the strong decay of the EBIC profile in PCMO
leads to an additional horizontal gradient. However, vertical profiles with a
constant distance to the interface reveal similar behaviour. So far, atomic
modulations of beam induced currents have only been demonstrated for
metals in the context of secondary electron emission electron beam induced
current (SEEBIC) [123] in the absence of a charge separating junction.
Figure 7.11: High-resolution ADF resp. STEM-EBIC maps of STNO[100]
(70 nm), PCMO[110] (70 nm), and Si[110] (125 nm) showing signal modula-
tions of a few percent. The EBIC maps were normalised by their mean value
and all images were rotated such that the rectifying junction is located to
the left. The scale bar corresponds to 0.4 nm.
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In order to explore the underlying mechanisms causing the surplus signal,
i.e. the difference at and between atomic sites, and how it is related to
an internal junction, a correlative analysis including EEL spectra and the
evolution of the modulation with respect to the interface position will be
presented in this section.
Fig. 7.12 shows a reference EEL spectrum with a wide energy range of
Si averaged over atomic sites and gaps (left) which has been normalised by
the total sum of counts and multiplied with the beam current of 42 pA. Con-
sequently, the scale corresponds to the current of primary electrons having
undergone a certain energy loss and the integrated core-loss current (right)
after power-law background subtraction represents an estimation of the SEE-
BIC current caused by core-loss events. Please note that a small fraction of
the core-loss signal corresponds to excitations to bound final states [35] and
that emitted SE could potentially be reabsorbed hence the extracted value
should be considered as an upper limit of the core-loss related SEEBIC.
For the sake of a comparison between atomic sites as well as the gaps in
between, the domain of scanning positions is divided and the assignment of
pixels to Si resp. gaps (as well as Sr, TiO2, resp. gaps in the case of STNO)
is described in Fig. A.18. Given this separation of the scanning area in the
Si sample, the mean EBIC signal in the gaps amounts to 17.25(6) pA and a
surplus signal of 0.85(9) pA is observed at the Si atomic sites. Furthermore,





is averaged over both domains where s(E′) is the EELS signal (scaled to
a current as presented in Fig. 7.12) at energy loss E′ (in units eV). The
resulting curve averaged over gap positions (blue) as well as the surplus
cumulative power at atomic sites (black) is shown in Fig. 7.13 (left).
Importantly, the scale differs by a factor of 0.049, i.e. the relative surplus
EBIC allowing for the following comparison: Supposing that the additional
EBIC signal is simply caused by a higher scattering cross section of all
energy deposition channels, the two curves should align on the adjusted
scales. However, this is not the case as the surplus power in the plasmon
range, i.e. below the Si L-edge at 99 eV, is much lower. On the other hand,
the power deposition through core-losses does scale with the surplus EBIC.
Please note that technically, this proves solely a correlation between core-
loss events and the additional EBIC but no causality and that low-energy
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Figure 7.12: (Left) EEL spectrum of the investigated Si sample with and
without core-loss contributions. Please note that the spectrum was first
normalised by the total sum of counts and subsequently multiplied with
the beam current of 42 pA. (Right) Cumulative core-loss ionisation current
obtained by integrating solely the core-loss signal.
Figure 7.13: (Left) Cumulative power deposited by the electron beam av-
eraged in the domain of gaps (blue scale) as well as the cumulative surplus
power at the Si sites (black scale). Please note that the scales differ by a
factor of 0.049, i.e. the relative surplus EBIC signal at the atomic sites.
(Right) Cumulative surplus ionisation current at the atomic sites as well as
an extrapolation to higher energies based on the reference presented in Fig.
7.12.
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excitations such as surface plasmons, possibly reabsorbed Cherenkov radia-
tion, or the direct creation of excitons [35] might contribute to the atomic
modulations as well. In fact, the cumulative power deposition yields only
information about primary excitations and disregards the decay probability
to excess charge carriers that can potentially be collected by the junction.
Furthermore, when discussing core-losses, it is important to mention that
an increased event rate leads to a trivial additional SEEBIC contribution
as the material is constantly ionised. Still, by making use of the reference
core-loss ionisation current presented in Fig. 7.12, the (upper limit) of this
trivial SEEBIC contribution can be estimated to be approximately 0.12 pA
and thus significantly lower than the observed surplus EBIC of 0.85(9) pA
as shown in Fig. 7.13 (right). Consequently, the atomic modulation must
(at least partially) be caused by either cascades due to core-hole decays or
the above mentioned low-energy excitations.
In order to investigate if and how such atomic modulations depend on the
position with respect to the charge separating interface, several regions of
interest as the one shown in Fig. A.18, each shifted by 5 nm, were scanned in
the STNO substrate of an approximately 70 nm thick PCMO-STNO lamella.
After separating the scanning domain in Sr, TiO2, and gap regions as de-
scribed in Fig. A.18, the EBIC modulation M , defined as
M = 2 · 〈Iatom〉 − 〈Igap〉〈Iatom〉+ 〈Igap〉
, (7.5)
was evaluated column-wise, i.e. for a constant distance to the interface and
only if regions assigned to gaps and atomic sites exist in a column. Sub-
sequently, M was averaged for each region of interest yielding the spatial
evolution shown in Fig. 7.14 (right). Please note that the error bars cor-
respond to the standard deviation of M in each region of interest and that
the mean distance to the interface of the approximately 1.5 nm wide areas
were assigned as scanning position. In addition, the mean EBIC is presented
in Fig. 7.14 (left) yielding the familiar decay, which was already discussed
extensively in the previous sections. Importantly, due to the column-wise
evaluation of M , the transient of the collection efficiency as a function of
the distance to the interface is cancelled out prior averaging. Interestingly,
in both cases of Sr as well as TiO2 columns the EBIC modulation tends to
smaller values as the charge separating interface is approached. Although
remarkable, it is out of the scope of this thesis to establish a model describ-
ing the observed trend as well as confirming similar behaviour on different
lamellas resp. sample systems reducing the likelihood of overlooked arti-
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Figure 7.14: Mean EBIC of the PCMO-STNO lamella (left) as well as the
modulation as defined in Eq. (7.5) for Sr as well as TiO2 columns (right) with
respect to the distance to the interface. The EBIC modulation was extracted
column-wise and subsequently averaged in scanning areas as the one shown
in Fig. A.18 to eliminate effects caused by the distance to the interface.
The scanning position represents the mean distance to the interface in the
scanned area and the error bars are given by the standard deviation of the
column-wise EBIC modulation.
facts. However, some preliminary ideas about possibly underlying mecha-
nisms and strategies for future experiments shall be given. Assuming for a
while that the additional EBIC signal is mainly caused by a cascade due
to core-hole events leading to plasmon excitations [171, 172], which even-
tually decay to electron-hole-pairs or emit secondary electrons, the related
mechanism could depend on the local concentration of free charge carriers.
Obviously, a change of the latter is expected in the SCR, but strain might
also be an influencing factor [173]. In fact, the strongest changes of the
modulation on Sr columns appears at scanning position well outside the ex-
pected SCR (following Eq. (2.18)). Either way, if the spatial evolution is
related to non-radiative decay channels of core-hole excitations, a correla-
tion with the complementary radiative signal, e.g. obtained by coincidence
microscopy [174], could lead to a more complete picture. Furthermore, a
correlation with EELS data with a higher energy resolution, i.e. monochro-
mation, is desirable to gain information about the previously mentioned
low-energy excitation.




Finally, the results presented and discussed in the previous chapters shall be
summarised and an outlook on how future studies building on them could
be designed will be given.
8.1 Method Development
A significant part of this thesis is related to the implementation and devel-
opment of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) methods, which have
already been applied to a large extend in chapter 6 and 7. However, the key
advances shall be briefly summarised separately as they open up opportu-
nities in other fields as well:
• Firstly, planview as well as in-situ biasing sample preparation strate-
gies were presented. In the latter context a novel geometry with ad-
jacent instead of opposed contacts was demonstrated, which enables
easy wedge-shaped thinning and is expected to be well-suited for off-
axis electron holography experiments [146]. Moreover, the planview
preparation allows for straight-forward extraction of pristine surfaces,
which could be of particular interest when studying e.g. electrochem-
ical processes in gaseous or liquid environments [25].
• Secondly, a comprehensive software tool for 4D-STEM data acquisi-
tion and analysis was developed allowing for strain, electric and mag-
netic field mapping as well as fluctuation electron microscopy analysis
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and the creation of virtual detectors. Compared with accessible soft-
ware solutions [107–109], the integration into DigitalMicrograph of-
fering scripting commands to control the microscope led to the so-far
unique possibility of data live-processing. In fact, it is to be expected
that the combined architecture of data acquisition and analysis will
facilitate future experiments even further as it allows for rather flexi-
ble adjustments to specific experimental needs and automation being
of particular interest in in-situ experiments where the operator’s time
is scarce.
• Thirdly, strategies for STEM signal synchronisation and quantification
were presented, which were mainly designed to increase the acquisi-
tion efficiency in electron beam induced current (EBIC) experiments.
However, particularly the demonstrated approach of a posteriori syn-
chronisation is applicable to a large variety of other signals as well
including e.g. entire spectra, which typically cannot be fed to AD
converters of scanning generators. In addition, the strategy could be
easily extended to sparse sampling [133] being invaluable when inves-
tigating e.g. beam sensitive specimens.
8.2 Phase Diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (PCMO) Thin
Films
Both in-situ cooling as well as heating electron diffraction was performed on
PCMO thin films to shine light on their phase diagram and draw compar-
isons to the bulk counterpart. Resulting highlights are:
• For x = 0.34, the charge ordering parameter was successfully extracted
by carefully disentangling the intensity of corresponding superstruc-
ture reflections from the main peak’s background. This allowed for a
precise determination of the critical temperature TCO = 218(4) K in a
100 nm thick film being decreased by approximately 20 K in compari-
son with the bulk and highly consistent with complementary, indirect
fingerprints such as an enhancement of the photovoltaic activity [17]
resp. the lifetime of hot carriers [18].
• For x = 0.1, the high-temperature structural transition known from
bulk PCMO was found in a 400 nm thick film as well, however, with
a slightly decreased critical temperature of approximately 600 K com-
pared to roughly 675 K in the bulk [20]. In order to successfully ob-
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serve the accompanied changes of lattice parameters (by means of
the previously developed 4D-STEM strain mapping) without strong
hysteresis effects, an oxygen environment had to be employed. Impor-
tantly, the latter finding is likely not restricted to TEM investigations
and hysteretic behaviour was reported in neutron diffraction studies as
well [19, 51] intensifying the importance of the environment-controlled
experiments.
• Additionally, for x = 0.1, preliminary investigations at liquid nitrogen
temperature were performed showing that by employing the devel-
oped planview preparation technique, i.e. after removing the substrate
yielding a free-standing film, the in-plane diffraction spots of the al-
ternating a and b twin structure can be separated and SAED is a
promising candidate to resolve structural fingerprints of orbital order-
ing [28]. Furthermore, a strategy to observe a possible change in the
extinction rules due to the latter by simply exciting systematic rows
was suggested and should be included in future experiments.
• Lastly, even though not specifically related to thin films, a geometrical
model was developed to describe Pbnm lattice parameters in the case
of untwisted octahedra with a new parametrisation compared with ex-
isting models [50]. Applied to refined data obtained on bulk materials,
it was shown that only few parameters are needed besides the lattice
constants to describe the experimental findings accurately. In fact, this
might pave the road for electron diffraction based refinements, possibly
also transferable to thin films, and future studies should include the
search for characteristic fingerprints of d0 and q2 e.g. first in simulated
DPs. This appears particularly interesting as the remaining param-
eters, i.e. the lattice constants, can be observed with high-precision
on the nanoscale due to the fabricated bullseye aperture presented in
chapter 4, which was inspired by [128].
8.3 Scanning Transmission Electron Beam Induced
Current (STEBIC)
Building on the achievements of P. Peretzki [29], the electronic setup, the
synchronous data acquisition, as well as the in-situ biasing sample prepa-
ration was further optimised yielding a high output of STEM-EBIC results
with the following achieved milestones:
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• Employing the one diode model, the bulk-like electronic behaviour of
TEM lamellas could be disentangled from preparation induced serial
and parallel resistances allowing for correction of differences between
the experimentally measured and the actual short-circuit current and
forming a quantitative bridge between macroscopic and nanoscale prop-
erties. Furthermore, in the best case, lamella with virtually identi-
cal current voltage characteristics to their bulk counterparts can be
achieved.
• Qualitatively different excess charge carrier recombination activities
of misfit dislocations depending on the core location in the SCR of
PCMO-STNO interfaces were demonstrated. Importantly, subsequent
developments such as strain and electric field mapping could reveal
valuable information about underlying recombination mechanisms [69]
and should be correlated to EBIC in future studies. In combination
with the other presented advances in EBIC modelling, this might en-
able a quantitative description.
• The bulk diffusion length L = 10.3(2) nm, dead layer thickness td =
15(1) nm, and reduced surface recombination velocity s = 0.08(2) nm−1
of STNO (y = 0.01) was quantified successfully showing a decrease of
the former two in comparison with a five times lower doping concen-
tration [29] (while the latter was not determined). Please note that
also a lower acceleration voltage of 5 kV instead of 30 kV during final
thinning was used herein. Furthermore, a qualitatively larger exten-
sion of the EBIC profiles in RP-PCMO compared with PCMO was
demonstrated, which is consistent with an enhanced photovoltaic ef-
fect of the former at room temperature [27]. In a future experiment,
STEM-EBIC on RP-PCMO should be combined with in-situ heating
in order to check if this increased extension is related to charge order-
ing. In addition, it was pointed out that the EBIC profile in neither
RP-PCMO nor PCMO can be modelled accurately by an exponential
function, which might be related to heterogeneities of the thin films
towards the interface and should be subject of further investigations.
• In-situ biased STEM-EBIC was performed on PCMO-STNO suggest-
ing an avalanche effect for reverse-bias voltages below -0.4 V and show-
ing that the profile expands monotonously with the applied reverse-
bias. In order to assess whether the junction in question can be de-
scribed for instance by the box approximation, i.e. Eq. (2.18), fur-
ther analytical and numerical modelling is necessary. However, an
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avalanche effect at the given field strength on the order of MV/cm ap-
pears realistic and the presented data set might guide this modelling
process and facilitate, e.g. in correlation with electric field mapping,
a successful handshake of recombination descriptions in- and outisde
the SCR. Furthermore, alternating external voltages to study dynamic
effects should be included in future experiments.
• In a joint study including numerical modelling of EBIC and boron dif-
fusion performed by D. A. Ehrlich and P. Pichler, a sub-0.1 ppm isocon-
centration line of boron in a textured silicon solar cell was mapped on
the nanoscale. Noteworthy, such low concentrations in heterogeneous
systems are well beyond the theoretical detection limit of secondary
ion mass spectrometry [170]. Furthermore, the two-dimensional effec-
tive recombination model used in the EBIC simulation facilitated the
calculation of entire signal maps for the first time. Still, deviations in
the SCR are observed, which appears natural as the effective recom-
bination parameters were adjusted in the neutral regions. However,
enabled by the presented experimental advances, these deviations, pos-
sibly in combination with the knowledge gained by the in-situ biased
data mentioned above, should help finding more sophisticated models
to close the gap between experiment and simulation. In more detail, a
reasonable next step would be the inclusion of surface charges as well
as reemission from the SRH-type recombination centers.
• Lastly, the existence of atomic modulations of EBIC sigals was demon-
strated in STNO, PCMO and Si. In addition, a correlation between
core-loss events and the additional EBIC was revealed by synchronously
acquired EEL spectra and the evolution of the modulation in STNO
towards the rectifying interface with PCMO was analyzed. An an-
alytical model explaining the modulation quantitatively is yet to be
found, however, preliminary ideas about the underlying mechanisms
and future experimental strategies were suggested.
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Appendix A
A.1 Rotation Matrix Convention
R(~n, θ) =
 n21 (1− cos θ) + cos θ n1n2 (1− cos θ)− n3 sin θ n1n3 (1− cos θ) + n2 sin θn2n1 (1− cos θ) + n3 sin θ n22 (1− cos θ) + cos θ n2n3 (1− cos θ)− n1 sin θ
n3n1 (1− cos θ)− n2 sin θ n3n2 (1− cos θ) + n1 sin θ n23 (1− cos θ) + cos θ

(A.1)
A.2 Uniqueness of the Pbnm Rotation Axis
Figure A.1: Values of
f(x, n2, θ, dl, ds) as de-
fined in Eq. (2.8)
showing that a unique
value for n1 exists over
a wide range of choices
for the remaining pa-
rameters.
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A.3 4D-STEM Analysis: Virtual Masking
Figure A.2: Workflow of the assignment and masking interface of the 4D-
STEM analysis tool.
A.4. 4D-STEM ANALYSIS: BRAGG ANALYSIS 141
A.4 4D-STEM Analysis: Bragg Analysis
Figure A.3: Workflow of the Bragg analysis interface of the 4D-STEM anal-
ysis tool.
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A.5 4D-STEM Analysis: First Moment
Figure A.4: Workflow of the first moment interface of the 4D-STEM analysis
tool.
A.6. 4D-STEM ANALYSIS: VIRTUAL DPC 143
A.6 4D-STEM Analysis: Virtual DPC
Figure A.5: Workflow of the virtual DPC interface of the 4D-STEM analysis
tool.
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A.7 4D-STEM Analysis: Edge Detection
Figure A.6: Workflow of the edge detection interface of the 4D-STEM anal-
ysis tool.
A.8. 4D-STEM ANALYSIS: FEM 145
A.8 4D-STEM Analysis: FEM
Figure A.7: Workflow of FEM data processing by combining several func-
tions of the 4D-STEM analysis tool.




count output of the
ADC integrated in the
Gatan DigiScanII unit
for a fixed dwell time
of 30 ms. Please note
that the calibration is
only valid if hardware-
synchronisation is
used in the DigiScanII
settings.
Figure A.9: Dwell
time dependence of the
count output of the
ADC integrated in the
Gatan DigiScanII unit
for an input voltage of
0 V. Only 30 ms dwell
times have been used
for quantitative data
collection in this the-
sis.
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A.10 A posteriori synchronization of scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy signals with kilo-
pixel per second acquisition rates (Supple-
mentary Material)
The following two source codes were published as supplementary material
in [160] and are reprinted with permission.
Acquisition
// Sc r i p t f o r data a c q u i s i t i o n des igned f o r a p o s t e r i o r i
r e c on s t r u c t i on from a cont inuous ly acqu i red s i g n a l with a
d i s t i n c t marker s i g n a l be f o r e and behind every scanning l i n e :
// The user must s p e c i f y the de s i r ed dwel l time and ho r i z on t a l
and v e r t i c a l scanning po in t s in the contructed user i n t e r f a c e
.
// The scanning r eg i on has to be s p e c i f i e d by a r e c tangu l a r ROI
in a DigiScan r e f e r e n c e f ront image whereas the marker
p o s i t i o n
// has to be g iven by po int ROI ( the beam po s i t i o n i n g t o o l o f
DigiScan i s recommended s i n c e i t i s non−v o l a t i l e ) .
// Date : 27 th February 2019
// Author : Tobias Meyer , Un ive r s i ty o f Goett ingen
// Mail : tmeyer@uni−goe t t ingen . de
// The a r c h i t e c t u r e o f the user i n t e r f a c e i s based c l o s e l y on
the s c r i p t ’ Hollow Cone Scanning . s ’ by D. R. G. Mitche l l , J .
O l i v i e r (NMMU, South Af r i ca ) and J . O’ Connel l (NMMU, South
Af r i ca ) ( Vers ion :20111205)
// I n t e r na l v a r i a b l e s
number dwel l , nx , ny , sx , sy , dxx , dxy , dyx , dyy , r o i t , r o i l ,
r o i b , r o i r , marker x , marker y , ScanIsOn , Apos t e r i o r i UI ID
// User i n t e r f a c e c l a s s
Class Apos t e r i o r i U I : UIFrame
{
Object Scan in UI




˜Apos t e r i o r i U I ( ob j e c t s e l f )
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{
I f ( ScanIsOn )
{
Scan in UI . stop ( )
}
}
// Creat ion o f user i n t e r f a c e d i a l o g
taggroup CreateAposte r io r iUIDia log ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
taggroup Apos t e r i o r iD i a l o g = DLGCreateDialog (”A
p o s t e r i o r i ”)
taggroup Apos t e r i o r i box i t ems
taggroup Apos te r i o r ibox=dlgc rea tebox (” Se t t i n g s ” ,
Apos t e r i o r i box i t ems ) . d lgexte rna lpadd ing (3 , 3 )
taggroup l a b e l
l a b e l=DLGCreateLabel (” Dwell time ( us ) : ” )
taggroup dw e l l f i e l d=DLGCreateRealField ( dwel l ,
10 , 4 , ” dwel lchanged ”) . DLGIdent i f i e r (” dwel l ”)
taggroup dwel lgroup=dlggroupitems ( l abe l ,
dw e l l f i e l d ) . d l g t ab l e l a you t (2 , 1 , 0 ) . d lganchor (”
East ”)
l a b e l=DLGCreateLabel (” Hor i zonta l po in t s : ” )
taggroup nx f i e l d=DLGCreateRealField (nx , 10 , 4 , ”
nxchanged ”) . DLGIdent i f i e r (”nx”)
taggroup nxgroup=dlggroupitems ( l abe l , n x f i e l d ) .
d l g t ab l e l a you t (2 , 1 , 0 ) . d lganchor (” East ”)
l a b e l=DLGCreateLabel (” Ve r t i c a l po in t s : ” )
taggroup ny f i e l d=DLGCreateRealField (ny , 10 , 4 , ”
nychanged ”) . DLGIdent i f i e r (”ny”)
taggroup nygroup=dlggroupitems ( l abe l , n y f i e l d ) .
d l g t ab l e l a you t (2 , 1 , 0 ) . d lganchor (” East ”)
Apos te r i o r ibox . dlgaddelement ( dwel lgroup )
Apos te r i o r ibox . dlgaddelement ( nxgroup )
Apos te r i o r ibox . dlgaddelement ( nygroup )
Apos t e r i o r iD i a l og . dlgaddelement ( Apos te r i o r ibox )
taggroup graph ic i t ems
taggroup co l ou r l e d=d l g c r e a t e g r aph i c (18 ,18) .
d lgexte rna lpadd ing (0 , 2 ) . d l g i d e n t i f i e r (”
c o l ou r l e d ”)
image co l ou rg raph i c :=rgbimage (”” ,4 , 18 , 18 )
co l ou rg raph i c=rgb (140 ,140 ,140)
taggroup imagebitmap=dlgcreateb i tmap (
co l ou rg raph i c )
dlgaddbitmap ( co l our l ed , imagebitmap ) .
d lgexte rna lpadd ing (10 ,0 )
taggroup Aposte r io r i onbutton=dlgcreatepushbutton
(” Star t ” , ” togg l eon ”) . d l g i d e n t i f i e r (”
Apo s t e r i o r i s t a r t bu t t on ”) . d lgexte rna lpadd ing
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( 5 , 0 ) . d lgenabled (1 )
taggroup Apo s t e r i o r i o f f bu t t on=
dlgcreatepushbutton (” Stop ” , ” t o g g l e o f f ”) .
d l g i d e n t i f i e r (” Apos t e r i o r i s t opbut ton ”) .
d lgexte rna lpadd ing (5 , 0 ) . d lgenabled (0 )
taggroup Aposte r io r ibut tongroup=dlggroupitems (
co l our l ed , Aposter ior ionbutton ,
Apo s t e r i o r i o f f bu t t on ) . d l g t ab l e l a you t (3 , 1 , 0 )
taggroup ScanBoxItems , ScanBox = DLGCreateBox(”
Scan ” , ScanBoxItems ) . d l g in t e rna lpadd ing
(16 ,10)
scanboxitems . dlgaddelement (
Aposte r io r ibut tongroup )
taggroup f o o t e r=d l g c r e a t e l a b e l (”T. Meyer ,
February 2019”)
Apos t e r i o r iD i a l og . DLGAddElement( ScanBox )
Apos t e r i o r iD i a l og . DLGAddelement ( f o o t e r )
taggroup po s i t i o n
po s i t i o n = DLGBuildPositionFromApplication ( )
p o s i t i o n . TagGroupSettagAsString ( ”Width” , ”
Medium” )
po s i t i o n . TagGroupSettagAsString ( ” Side ” , ”Top” )
Apos t e r i o r iD i a l og . DLGPosition ( p o s i t i o n )
re turn Apos t e r i o r iD i a l og
}
image green ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
rgbimage green=RGBImage(”” ,4 , 18 , 18 )
green=rgb (0 ,200 ,0 )
re turn green
}
image grey ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
rgbimage grey=RGBImage(”” ,4 , 18 ,18 )
grey=rgb (140 ,140 ,140)
re turn grey
}
ob j e c t i n i t ( ob j e c t s e l f , number Scan ID )
{
Scan in UI=GetScriptObjectFromID ( Scan ID )
return s e l f . super . i n i t ( s e l f .
CreateAposte r i o r iUIDia log ( ) )
}
// I f the s t a r t button i s pre s sed the f ront image i s
checked f o r the scanning and marker r eg i on as we l l as
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the i n t e r n a l DigiScan p i x e l s t ep s .
// Subsequently , a f t e r a l l nece s sa ry v a r i a b l e s are saved
i n t e r n a l l y , user i n t e r f a c e a c t i on s are d i sab led ,
scan con t r o l i s enforced , and the scanning thread
ge t s evoked .
void togg l eon ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
image d s r e f := get f ront image ( )
i f ( ! DSIsValidDSImage ( d s r e f ) ) throw (”A DigiScan
r e f e r e n c e image i s needed ! ” ) // Check whether
the f ront image i s a DigiScan r e f e r e n c e image
// Check i f the de s i r ed ROIs are de f ined in the
r e f e r e n c e image and get the scanning range as
we l l as the marker p o s i t i o n
i f ( imaged i sp l aycount ro i s ( imageget imagedisp lay (
ds re f , 0 ) )<2) throw (”A rec tangu l a r scanning
ROI and a po int ROI as marker p o s i t i o n are
needed ! ” )
i f ( ! ( ( ImageDisplayGetROI ( imageget imagedisp lay (
ds re f , 0 ) , 0 ) . ROIIsPoint ( ) &&
ImageDisplayGetROI ( imageget imagedisp lay ( ds r e f
, 0 ) , 1 ) . ROIIsRectangle ( ) ) | | (
ImageDisplayGetROI ( imageget imagedisp lay ( ds r e f
, 0 ) , 1 ) . ROIIsPoint ( ) && ImageDisplayGetROI (
imageget imagedisp lay ( ds r e f , 0 ) , 0 ) .
ROIIsRectangle ( ) ) ) ) throw (”A re c tangu l a r
scanning ROI and a po int ROI as marker
p o s i t i o n are needed ! ” )
i f ( ImageDisplayGetROI ( imageget imagedisp lay ( ds re f
, 0 ) , 0 ) . ROIIsPoint ( ) ) { ImageDisplayGetROI (
imageget imagedisp lay ( ds r e f , 0 ) , 0 ) . ROIGetPoint (
marker x , marker y ) ; ImageDisplayGetROI (
imageget imagedisp lay ( ds r e f , 0 ) , 1 ) .
ROIGetRectangle ( r o i t , r o i l , r o i b , r o i r ) ;}
e l s e { ImageDisplayGetROI ( imageget imagedisp lay (
ds re f , 0 ) , 1 ) . ROIGetPoint ( marker x , marker y ) ;
ImageDisplayGetROI ( imageget imagedisp lay ( ds r e f
, 0 ) , 0 ) . ROIGetRectangle ( r o i t , r o i l , r o i b ,
r o i r ) ;}
// Get the image s i z e as we l l as the DigiScan
p i x e l s t ep s
g e t s i z e ( ds r e f , sx , sy )
ImageGetTaggroup ( d s r e f ) . tagGroupGettagAsDouble (”
DigiScan : Hor i zonta l P ixe l Step ” , dxx )
ImageGetTaggroup ( d s r e f ) . tagGroupGettagAsDouble (”
DigiScan : Hor i zonta l Perpend icu lar P ixe l Step
” , dxy )
ImageGetTaggroup ( d s r e f ) . tagGroupGettagAsDouble (”
DigiScan : Ve r t i c a l P ixe l Step ” , dyx )
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ImageGetTaggroup ( d s r e f ) . tagGroupGettagAsDouble (”
DigiScan : Ve r t i c a l Perpend icu lar P ixe l Step ” ,
dyy )
ScanIsOn=1
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (” dwel l ” , 0)
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (”nx” , 0)
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (”ny” , 0)
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (” Apo s t e r i o r i s t a r t bu t t on
” , 0)
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (” Apos t e r i o r i s t opbut ton
” , 1)
taggroup l e d s t a t u s=s e l f . lookupelement (” c o l ou r l e d
”)
s e l f . LookupElement (” c o l ou r l e d ”) . DLGGetElement (0 )
. DLGBitmapData( s e l f . green ( ) )
i f ( DSIsAcqu i s i t i onAct ive ( ) ) DSStopAcquis it ion
(−1)
DSWaitUntilFinished ( )
i f ( ! DSHasScanControl ( ) ) DSSetScanControl (1 )
DSDialogEnabled (0 )
Scan in UI . StartThread (” Star t ”)
}
// I f the stop button i s pressed , the scanning thread ’ s
stop func t i on i s c a l l e d and a l l user i n t e r f a c e s are
r e a c t i v a t ed .
void t o g g l e o f f ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
I f ( ScanIsOn )
{
Scan in UI . Stop ( )
}
ScanIsOn=0
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (” dwel l ” , 1)
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (”nx” , 1)
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (”ny” , 1)
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (” Apos t e r i o r i s t opbut ton
” , 0)
s e l f . s e t e l ement i s enab l ed (” Apo s t e r i o r i s t a r t bu t t on
” , 1)
taggroup l e d s t a t u s=s e l f . lookupelement (” c o l ou r l e d
”)
s e l f . LookupElement (” c o l ou r l e d ”) . DLGGetElement (0 )
. DLGBitmapData( s e l f . grey ( ) )
s e l f . DLGSetProgress (” p rog r e s s ” ,0)
DSDialogEnabled (1 )
}
void dwel lchanged ( ob j e c t s e l f , TagGroup tgs )
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{
dwel l = tgs . DLGGetValue ( )
re turn
}
void nxchanged ( ob j e c t s e l f , TagGroup tgs )
{
nx = tgs . DLGGetValue ( )
re turn
}
void nychanged ( ob j e c t s e l f , TagGroup tgs )
{
ny = tgs . DLGGetValue ( )
re turn
}
void abouttoclosedocument ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
number xpos , ypos
documentwindow dialogwindow=getframewindow ( s e l f )
windowget framepos i t ion ( dialogwindow , xpos , ypos )
s e tpe r s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : Dia log X
Pos i t i on ” , xpos )
s e tpe r s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : Dia log Y
Pos i t i on ” , ypos )
s e tpe r s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : Dwell time
” , dwe l l )
s e tpe r s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : Hor i zonta l
po in t s ” , nx )
se tpe r s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : V e r t i c a l




Class Apo s t e r i o r i : Thread
{
number amount , do break
Apo s t e r i o r i ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
}
˜ Apo s t e r i o r i ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
}
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// The de s i r ed scanning p o s i t i o n s as we l l as a l l
timestamps ( mu l t i p l e s o f dwe l l time ) are de f ined
f i r s t to reduce s c r i p t i n g a c t i on s
// during the scanning proce s s . Subsequently , a l l po in t s
are scanned and the user i n t e r f a c e ’ s stop button i s
evoked i n t e r n a l l y , in order
// to r e s e t a l l i n t e r f a c e s .
void s t a r t ( ob j e c t s e l f )
{
do break=0
number n=(nx+1)∗ny+1 // Amount o f scanning
p o s i t i o n s
image posx=rea l image (”” ,4 , n , 1 ) , posy=posx , time=
posx , posxtemp=posx , posytemp=posy //
Temporary images f o r scanning p o s i t i o n s and
timestamps
// Create scanning p o s i t i o n s as p i x e l p o s i t i o n s
in the r e f e r e n c e image
f o r (number j =0; j<ny ; j++)
{
s e t p i x e l ( posxtemp , j ∗( nx+1) ,0 , marker x )
s e t p i x e l ( posytemp , j ∗( nx+1) ,0 , marker y )
f o r (number i =0; i<nx+1; i++){ s e t p i x e l (
posxtemp , j ∗( nx+1)+i +1 ,0 , r o i l+i /nx∗(
r o i r−r o i l ) ) ; s e t p i x e l ( posytemp , j ∗(
nx+1)+i +1 ,0 , r o i t+j /ny∗( ro i b−r o i t ) )
;}
}
s e t p i x e l ( posxtemp , ny∗( nx+1) ,0 , marker x )
s e t p i x e l ( posytemp , ny∗( nx+1) ,0 , marker y )
// Trans late the p o s i t i o n s to the i n t e r n a l
DigiScan r e f e r e n c e frame
posx=(posxtemp−trunc ( sx /2) ) ∗dxx+(posytemp−trunc (
sy /2) ) ∗dyx
posy=(posxtemp−trunc ( sx /2) ) ∗dxy+(posytemp−trunc (
sy /2) ) ∗dyy
time=dwel l ∗( i c o l +1)/1000000 // Def ine the
timestamps in seconds
number timetemp=GetHighResTickCount ( )
f o r (number i =0; i<n && ! do break ; i++)
{
DSSetBeamDSPosition ( g e t p i x e l ( posx , i , 0 ) ,
g e t p i x e l ( posy , i , 0 ) )
whi l e ( CalcHighResSecondsBetween ( timetemp
, GetHighResTickCount ( ) )<=ge t p i x e l (
time , i , 0 ) ) y i e l d ( )
}
timetemp=CalcHighResSecondsBetween ( timetemp ,
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GetHighResTickCount ( ) )
r e s u l t ( f o rmat t imes t r ing ( ge tcur r ent t ime ( ) ,34) +”:
Scanning f i n i s h e d a f t e r ”+timetemp+”s .\n”)
i f ( g e t s c r i p t ob j e c t f r om id ( Apos t e r i o r i UI ID ) .
S c r i p tOb j e c t I sVa l i d ( ) ) g e t s c r i p t ob j e c t f r om id
( Apos t e r i o r i UI ID ) . t o g g l e o f f ( )
}





// Main func t i on f o r user i n t e r f a c e and scanning thread
de c l a r a t i on
void Apos te r i o r i ma in ( )
{
number xpos , ypos
getper s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : Dia log X Pos i t i on
” , xpos )
getper s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : Dia log Y Pos i t i on
” , ypos )
getper s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : Dwell time ” , dwel l )
ge tper s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : Hor i zonta l po in t s
” , nx )
getper s i s t entnumbernote (”A p o s t e r i o r i : V e r t i c a l po in t s ” ,
ny )
ob j e c t Scan = Al loc ( Apo s t e r i o r i )
ob j e c t UI = Al loc ( Apos t e r i o r i U I ) . i n i t ( Scan .
Scr iptObjectGetID ( ) )
Apos t e r i o r i UI ID = ScriptObjectGetID (UI )
UI . Display (”A p o s t e r i o r i ”)
documentwindow dia logwin=getdocumentwindow (0)
windowset f ramepos i t ion ( dia logwin , xpos , ypos )
Return
}
Aposte r i o r i ma in ( )
Analysis
// Sc r i p t f o r a p o s t e r i o r i data r e c on s t ru c t i on from a cont inuous
s i g n a l a c q u i s i t i o n with a d i s t i n c t marker s i g n a l be f o r e and
behind every scanning l i n e :
// The user must s p e c i f y the amount o f h o r i z on t a l and v e r t i c a l
scanning po in t s as we l l as the s t a r t i n g index , i . e . the
po s i t i o n o f the f i r s t marker s i g n a l .
// Furthermore , the th r e sho ld between marker s i g n a l and scanning
s i g n a l has to be s p e c i f i e d as we l l as whether the marker
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s i g n a l i s g r e a t e r or lower than the th r e sho ld .
// After the r e c on s t ru c t i on the user i s asked i f the i n d i c e s o f
the beg inn ings and endings o f l i n e s s h a l l be g iven as output
images as wel l , which can be used
// f o r data r e c on s t r u c t i on o f d i f f e r e n t s i g n a l s from the same
a cqu i s i t i o n , e . g . in the case o f EELS the beg inn ings and
endings can be determined by the t o t a l
// sum of counts and subsequent ly app l i ed to r e c on s t ru c t core−
l o s s data in which the marker s i g n a l might be harder to
l o c a l i z e .
// Date : 27 th February 2019
// Author : Tobias Meyer , Un ive r s i ty o f Goett ingen
// Mail : tmeyer@uni−goe t t ingen . de
// Input
number nx , ny , s t a r t , thresho ld , g r e a t e r
i f ( ! getnumber (”Number o f ho r i z on t a l scanning po in t s : ” , 128 , nx ) )
e x i t (0 )
i f ( ! getnumber (”Number o f v e r t i c a l scanning po in t s : ” , 128 , ny ) )
e x i t (0 )
i f ( ! getnumber (” S ta r t i ng index : ” , 0 , s t a r t ) ) e x i t (0 )
i f ( ! getnumber (” Threshold between s i g n a l and marker : ” , 1 , th r e sho ld
) ) e x i t (0 )
i f ( ! getnumber (”Marker s i g n a l lower / g r e a t e r than thre sho ld (0/1)
: ” , 0 , g r e a t e r ) ) e x i t (0 )
// I n t e r na l v a r i a b l e s
image in := get f ront image ( ) . imageclone ( ) , out=rea l image (”” ,4 , nx , ny
) , beg inn ings=rea l image (”” ,4 , ny ) , endings=beg inn ings
i f ( g r e a t e r ) { in∗=−1; th r e sho ld ∗=−1;} // Inve r t the s i g n a l i f the
marker s i g n a l i s g r e a t e r than the th r e sho ld
number n=imagegetd imens ions i ze ( in , 0 ) , l i n e =0,marker=1
f o r (number i=s t a r t ; i<n && l in e<ny ; i++)
{
i f ( g e t p i x e l ( in , i , 0 )>=thre sho ld && marker==1) // I f the
s i g n a l exceeds the th r e sho ld a new l i n e beg ins
{
marker=0
beg inn ings [ l i n e ,0 ]= i
}
i f ( g e t p i x e l ( in , i , 0 )<th r e sho ld && marker==0) // I f the
s i g n a l f a l l s below the th r e sho ld the l i n e ends
{
marker=1
endings [ l i n e ,0 ]= i
l i n e++
}
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}
i f ( g r e a t e r ) { in∗=−1; th r e sho ld ∗=−1;} // Undo inte rmed ia t e
i nv e r s i o n i f the s i g n a l o f the marker s i g n a l i s g r e a t e r than
the th r e sho ld
// For each l i n e the s i g n a l i s s c a l ed and l i n e a r l y i n t e r po l a t e d
to the de s i r ed amount o f ho r i z on t a l scanning po in t s
f o r (number i =0; i<ny ; i++)
{
image tempim=s l i c e 1 ( in , g e t p i x e l ( beg innings , i , 0 ) , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
g e t p i x e l ( endings , i , 0 )−g e t p i x e l ( beg innings , i , 0 ) , 1 )
s l i c e 1 ( out , 0 , i , 0 , 0 , nx , 1 )=warp ( tempim , i c o l ∗( g e t p i x e l (
endings , i , 0 )−g e t p i x e l ( beg innings , i , 0 ) ) /nx , 0 )
}
// Output
out . setname ( in . getname ( )+” recons t ruc t ed ”)
beg inn ings . setname ( in . getname ( )+” beg inn ings ”)
endings . setname ( in . getname ( )+” endings ”)
showimage ( out )
i f ( twobuttondia log (”Show beg inn ings and endings ?” ,”Yes ” ,”No”) ) {
showimage ( beg inn ings ) ; showimage ( endings ) ;}
Analysis of a second signal
// Sc r i p t f o r a p o s t e r i o r i data r e c on s t ru c t i on with g iven
beg inn ings and endings o f l i n e s from the s c r i p t ’
Apo s t e r i o r i Ana l y s i s . s ’ :
// The user must s p e c i f y the amount o f h o r i z on t a l scanning
po in t s as we l l as the beg innings , endings and s i g n a l images .
// The s c r i p t can be used f o r data r e c on s t r u c t i on o f a s i g n a l
d i f f e r e n t from the one used to determine the beg inn ings and
endings ,
// e . g . in the case o f EELS the beg inn ings and endings can be
determined by the t o t a l sum of counts and subsequent ly
app l i ed with t h i s s c r i p t
// to r e c on s t ru c t core−l o s s data in which the marker s i g n a l
might be harder to l o c a l i z e .
// Date : 27 th February 2019
// Author : Tobias Meyer , Un ive r s i ty o f Goett ingen
// Mail : tmeyer@uni−goe t t ingen . de
// Input
number nx
image beg innings , endings , in
i f ( ! getnumber (”Number o f ho r i z on t a l scanning po in t s : ” , 128 , nx ) )
e x i t (0 )
i f ( ! get three labe led imageswithprompt (” Please s p e c i f y the input
images : ” , ”” , ” Beginnings ” , beg innings , ” Endings ” , endings , ” S i gna l
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” , in ) ) e x i t (0 )
// I n t e r na l v a r i a b l e s
number ny=imagegetd imens ions i ze ( beg innings , 0 )
image out=rea l image (”” ,4 , nx , ny )
// For each l i n e the s i g n a l i s s c a l ed and l i n e a r l y i n t e r po l a t e d
to the de s i r ed amount o f ho r i z on t a l scanning po in t s
f o r (number i =0; i<ny ; i++)
{
image tempim=s l i c e 1 ( in , g e t p i x e l ( beg innings , i , 0 ) , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
g e t p i x e l ( endings , i , 0 )−g e t p i x e l ( beg innings , i , 0 ) , 1 )
s l i c e 1 ( out , 0 , i , 0 , 0 , nx , 1 )=warp ( tempim , i c o l ∗( g e t p i x e l (
endings , i , 0 )−g e t p i x e l ( beg innings , i , 0 ) ) /nx , 0 )
}
// Output
out . setname ( in . getname ( )+” recons t ruc t ed ”)
showimage ( out )
A.11 Macroscopic Perovskite Thin Film Samples
Chap. / Sec. Film Substrate Anneal. Front cont. Rear cont. Label
6.1 PCMO STNO 20 h - - BK38
x = 0.34 y = 0 900 ◦C
100 nm
6.2 PCMO STNO 20 h - - BK77
6.3 x = 0.1 y = 0 900 ◦C
400 nm
6.2 PCMO STNO 20 h - - BK78
(XRD x = 0.1 y = 0 900 ◦
only) 400 nm
7 PCMO STNO 20 h Pt Ti/Au BK68
x = 0.34 y = 0.01 900 ◦
100 nm
7 RP-PCMO STNO - Pt Ti/Au RP-PCMO
x = 1.5 y = 0.01 Sputter110
100 nm
Table A.1: Overview of the macroscopic thin film samples used in this dis-
sertation as well as relevant ion beam sputtering parameters.
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A.12 Charge Ordering in PCMO (x = 0.34)
Figure A.10: TEM overview of the PCMO (x = 0.34)-STO planview lamella
mounted across a hole of the Au evaporated silicon nitride membrane. The
red circle indicates the area investigated with SAED.
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Figure A.11: Series of diffraction patterns collected while looping the tem-
perature from 100 K to 200 K to 100 K. The zone axis is slightly drifting in
time, i.e. the intensity of spots in the upper left area gets weaker.
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A.13 Domain Boundaries in PCMO (x = 0.1)
Figure A.12: Defocused TEM bright-field image of the alternating domain
structure with horizontal boundaries indicated in the left part of Fig. 6.5.
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A.14 Determination of Decay Lengths from EBIC
Profiles
Figure A.13: Exemplary EBIC profile of a PCMO-STNO junction with the
inner-most positions yielding the smallest standard deviation of the decay
length when fitting an exponential function to the tails marked in blue resp.
red for PCMO resp. STNO.
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Figure A.14: Decay length (black) as well as its standard deviation (blue)
when fitting an exponential function to the tail in PCMO (see Fig. A.13)
with respect to the inner-most point of the fitting interval.
Figure A.15: Decay length (black) as well as its standard deviation (red)
when fitting an exponential function to the tail in STNO (see Fig. A.13)
with respect to the inner-most point of the fitting interval.
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A.15 Interface Localisetion of PCMO-STNO Het-
erojunctions
Figure A.16: STNO con-
tribution to the EELS
plasmon singal es defined
in Eq. (7.3) with respect
to the scanning positions
for different reverse bias
voltages. The intersection
with 0.5 is defined as the
interface position. The
green line corresponds to
an error function with a
standard deviation of 2 nm
and serves as a guide to
the eye for the interface
sharpness.
Figure A.17: Exemplary
EEL spectra of STNO and
PCMO with the fitting
range used in Eq. (7.3)
marked by grey dashed
lines.
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A.16 Atomically Resolved EBIC: Domain Assign-
ment
Figure A.18: Domain assignment for the analysis of atomically modulating
EBIC signals on the basis ADF images (top): In the case of Si, all values
above resp. below the mean ADF intensity are assigned to atomic sites
resp. gaps. In the case of STNO, the atomic positions are localised as local
maxima after Gaussian convolution and pixels with a distance smaller than
a quarter of the lattice constant are assigned to either Sr or TiO2 columns.
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